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Preface

WILDRE – the 6th Workshop on Indian Language Data: Resources and Evaluation is being organized
in Marseille, France on June 20th, 2022 under the LREC platform. India has a huge linguistic diversity
and has seen concerted efforts from the Indian government and industry towards developing language
resources. European Language Resource Association (ELRA) and its associate organizations have been
very active and successful in addressing the challenges and opportunities related to language resource
creation and evaluation. It is, therefore, a great opportunity for resource creators of Indian languages
to showcase their work on this platform and also to interact and learn from those involved in similar
initiatives all over the world.

The broader objectives of the 6th WILDRE will be

• to map the status of Indian Language Resources

• to investigate challenges related to creating and sharing various levels of language resources

• to promote a dialogue between language resource developers and users

• to provide an opportunity for researchers from India to collaborate with researchers from other
parts of the world

The call for papers received a good response from the Indian language technology community. This year,
we selected only three papers for oral, and thirteen for a poster presentations.
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Introducing EM-FT for Manipuri-English Neural Machine Translation

Rudali Huidrom and Yves Lepage
Waseda University
Kitakyushu, Japan

{rudali.huidrom@ruri, yves,lepage@}waseda.jp

Abstract
This paper introduces pretrained word embeddings for Manipuri, a low-resourced Indian language. The pretrained word em-
beddings based on fastText is capable of handling the highly agglutinative language Manipuri (mni). We then perform machine
translation (MT) experiments using neural network (NN) models. In this paper, we confirm the following observations. Firstly,
the reported BLEU score of the Transformer architecture with fastText word embedding model EM-FT performs better than
without in all the NMT experiments. Secondly, we observe that adding more training data from a different domain of the test
data negatively impacts translation accuracy. The resources reported in this paper are made available in the ELRA catalogue to
help the low-resourced languages community with MT/NLP tasks.

Keywords: neural machine translation, low resource language, language technology

1. Introduction
Manipuri, a highly agglutinative low-resourced In-
dian language from the Sino-Tibetan language fam-
ily, is reported as an extremely low-resourced lan-
guage for MT/NLP tasks and developing an MT sys-
tem for the already available size of data is a true chal-
lenge (Huidrom and Lepage, 2020). Manipuri is a
morphologically-rich in nature. We introduce the cre-
ation of a pretrained word embedding model for Ma-
nipuri based on fastText that we call EM-FT (meaning,
a FastText word embedding model exclusively trained
on Manipuri from the EM Corpus (Huidrom et al.,
2021)) especially, for use in MT of Manipuri-English
language pair.
The objective of this paper is to introduce word embed-
dings (Mikolov et al., 2013b; Peters et al., 2018) during
MT. We trained the word embeddings using the mono-
lingual Manipuri (locally known as Meiteilon) data of
1.88 million sentences from the EM Corpus. In partic-
ular, introducing this embeddings help in initialization
and/or transfer learning for NLP/MT tasks and in cross-
lingual transfer (Kakwani et al., 2020) for learning mul-
tilingual embeddings. The quality of the embeddings
depends on the size of the monolingual data (Mikolov
et al., 2013a; Bojanowski et al., 2017) which is a re-
source that is not widely available for many languages.
In our case, the monolingual data of 1.88 million sen-
tences is one of the largest among the available mono-
lingual corpora of Manipuri.
In this paper, we report experiments for MT using the
PMIndia data set and the EM Corpus. Furthermore,
we report experiments on MT where we introduce our
pretrained embeddings (EM-FT) during training.
The main contributions of our work are as follows:

• This is the first work to create a pretrained
word embedding model trained from compara-
tively large Manipuri monolingual data and intro-
duce it during MT of Manipuri–English language

pair.

• We have shown the impact in the differences of
the domains used for test data and training data in
our experiments on MT.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes previous work. Section 3 gives details about
the data set used. Section 4 presents the methodology.
Section 5 describes the experiments, their results and
provides an analysis. Section 7 concludes and proposes
future directions.

2. Related Work
Word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013b; Peters et
al., 2018) are a way of representing words in real-
valued vector representations (Ortiz Suárez et al., 2019)
and it can encode morphology, semantics, syntax etc.
to some extent and it provides transfer learning in
NLP tasks. Some examples of word embeddings are
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013b), GloVe (Pennington
et al., 2014) and fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017).
These models are context-free in nature: a given word
has a single vector representation independent of con-
text. Some of the existing word embeddings trained
for Indian languages are The Polyglot (Al-Rfou’ et
al., 2013), IndicFT (Kakwani et al., 2020) and, fast-
Text (Bojanowski et al., 2017; Mikolov et al., 2018;
Grave et al., 2018) trained on Wikipedia and Common
Crawl data. None of these includes Manipuri trained
on large corpora or even a limited corpus.
Although NMT models are trained end-to-end with
continuous representations that mitigate the sparsity
problem in comparison to the rigid SMT architec-
tures (Koehn et al., 2003), NMT (Sutskever et al., 2014;
Bahdanau et al., 2015; Cho et al., 2014) possess a
risk for low translation accuracy for low-resourced lan-
guages of small amounts (Koehn and Knowles, 2017).
However, it is to note that SMT is still superior in train-
ing for corpus which are not big enough.
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Data
set

Language
pair

sentence
pairs

words
/ sent.

word
types

PMIndia Manipuri 7,419 15 22,289
English 19 18,502

EM
Corpus Manipuri 124,975 21 74,516

English 26 64,501

Table 1: Statistics on the data set used.

Our work consists of creating a pretrained word embed-
dings for Manipuri, which is one of a kind available for
this low-resourced Indian language. We analyse how
introducing our word embeddings to the NMT model
during its training and further adding sentences from
EM Corpus to the training set from base data set impact
the translation quality and its results. In this paper, we
propose to introduce word embeddings for Manipuri,
EM-FT and study the impact of it.

3. Dataset
In this section, we discuss the nature of the low-
resourced language, Manipuri, and the data set in use
for our experiments, namely the PMIndia data set and
the EM Corpus.

3.1. Manipuri (Meiteilon)
Manipuri, also known as Meiteilon, is an Indian lan-
guage from the Sino-Tibetan language family. It fol-
lows the SOV (Subject-Object-Verb) syntax structure.
Manipuri is predominately spoken in the Indian state
Manipur with about two million native speakers. Ma-
nipuri is classified as ‘vulnerable language’ by UN-
ESCO (Moseley and Nicolas, 2010), it is one of the
two Indian languages listed in the 8th Schedule of the
Indian Constitution as endangered.
Manipuri has two writing systems: Eastern Nagari
Script (also known as the Bengali Script) and Meitei
Mayek. We use Manipuri written in Eastern Nagari
Script for all of our works. Again, Manipuri is a low-
resourced language that has not been explored much
in computational linguistics. One of the reasons being
the limited amount of available resources. In this pa-
per, we aim to bridge this gap by sharing our resources
publicly.

3.2. PMIndia dataset
The PMIndia data set1 (Haddow and Kirefu, 2020) is
used as our base data set and with EM Corpus for MT.
This data set (monolingual and parallel corpora) con-
tains the official documents from the Prime Minister
Office of the Government of India. There are 13 In-
dian languages and English in it. We use the parallel
corpora of the Manipuri–English language pair for our
experiments. Statistics about the data are described in
Table 1. There are 7,419 sentences in parallel for the

1https://data.statmt.org/PMIndia/

Manipuri–English language pair with the average num-
ber of words per sentence in Manipuri and English as
15 and 19. The available number of sentences in the
monolingual corpora for Manipuri reported as 41,699
sentences.

3.3. EM Corpus
The Ema-lon Manipuri Corpus (translation: our mother
tongue Manipuri Corpus), abbreviated as the EM Cor-
pus2 (Huidrom et al., 2021) is a comparable corpus
created by collecting news articles daily from a news-
paper website known as “The Sangai Express,” which
is available in both languages. An average of 14,000
sentences is crawled for this language pair daily. The
reported data is being collected from August 2020 to
March 2021. The domain of the EM Corpus (Rudali
Huidrom and Yves Lepage, 2021) includes general ar-
ticles, news on state, national and international affairs,
sports and entertainment news, and the editorial.
The monolingual and parallel corpora contain 3.33 mil-
lion and 124,975 sentences in total for both languages,
along with the number of words per sentence in Ma-
nipuri and English to be 21 and 26. It is to note that
the number of word types in each language reflects the
number of sentences and the structure of the language:
it is natural that the more the sentence pairs, the higher
the number of word types as reported in Table 1.

4. Methodology
Our first series of experiments introduces the creation
of a pretrained word embedding model exclusively
for Manipuri. In particular, we chose fastText as it
is capable of integrating subword information using
character n-gram embeddings during training (Kak-
wani et al., 2020). Some of the previously published
results on pretrained word embeddings suggests that
fastText performs better than word-level algorithms
like GloVe, word2vec for morphologically rich lan-
guages (Mikolov et al., 2013b; Pennington et al., 2014).
We trained skipgram models on the monolingual data
of EM corpus of 1.88 million sentences of Manipuri.
We introduced the pretrained word embeddings during
the training of the NMT models.
Our second series of experiments introduces the perfor-
mance of MT task by iteratively increasing the amount
of training data. We use 5,000 sentences from our base
data set, PMIndia data set in the NMT models in the
first iteration. It is the baseline of our experiment. The
training data other than the base data set is created by
adding 10,000 sentences each sampled from the EM
corpus to its previous iteration. All our models are
validated and tested on 1,000 sentences each from the
PMIndia dataset. The training data from the base data
set share the same domain with the test and validation
data set.

2http://catalog.elra.info/en-us/
repository/browse/ELRA-W0316/
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Overall result of the NMT experiments

LSTM (RNN); no EM-FT
LSTM (RNN); with EM-FT
GRU (RNN); no EM-FT
GRU (RNN); with EM-FT
LSTM (bRNN); no EM-FT
LSTM (bRNN); with EM-FT
GRU (bRNN); no EM-FT
GRU (bRNN); with EM-FT
Transformer; no EM-FT
Transformer; with EM-FT

Figure 1: shows the result from the NMT experiments. All the experiments with s EM-FT are represented by a solid
line otherwise, a dashed line. The results are color-coded and marked by different shapes for NMT architecture
with different RNN type and/or different encoder & decoder respectively.

5. Experiments and results
5.1. EM-FT: fastText word embeddings
We train fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) word em-
beddings for Manipuri. In context to similar works,
one of the most notable examples is when (Mikolov et
al., 2018) first trained fastText in English using Com-
mon Crawl and for other 157 languages (Grave et al.,
2018). However, there are no word embeddings re-
ported for Manipur so far until our work. We train 300-
dimensional word embeddings on our monolingual cor-
pus obtained from the EM corpus. In particular, we
chose fastText as it is capable of integrating subword
information using character n-gram embeddings during
training, and fastText is said to perform well among
other word embeddings for morphologically rich lan-
guages (Kakwani et al., 2020). We trained skipgram
models on our monolingual data of 1.88 million sen-
tences of Manipuri for five epochs with a maximum
and minimum character length as 2 and 5, size of the
context window as 5 and 5 negative examples for each
instance.

5.2. Machine Translation
To provide validation in the corpus, we perform NMT
on the PMIndia data set as a base data set and later on,
PMIndia data set + EM Corpus. As mentioned in 4,
as the first series of experiments, MT is performed by
further adding 10,000 sentences each sampled from the
EM corpus to the base data set for every iteration and
are validated and tested on 1,000 sentences of valida-
tion and test data set from the PMIndia data set. It is to
note that the training data other than the base data set
belong to a different domain. In the second series of

experiments, we introduce our Manipuri word embed-
dings EM-FT during the training in the NMT models.
We use Joint Byte-Pair Encoding (BPE) (Sennrich et
al., 2016) to address the problem of rare words by using
sub-word segmentation. We apply BPE on all of our se-
lected data set with 30,000 merge operations to obtain
a vocabulary representation of the Manipuri–English
language pair. For all of our NMT experiments, we
use the OpenNMT-py toolkit (Klein et al., 2017). We
preprocess the training and validation data set for the
Manipuri–English language pair after applying BPE.
We train our model on a 2-layered RNN model with
a bidirectional RNN as encoder and a simple RNN as a
decoder, and on simple RNN as encoder and decoder.
In addition, we train our model on a 2-layered Trans-
former architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017). We later in-
troduce fastText word embeddings for Manipuri during
the training of NMT models. We also train MT mod-
els on SMT architecture (Koehn et al., 2003) to vali-
date our data set. We measure the translation accuracy
of all our experiments using BLEU with confidence at
95 % (Koehn, 2004).

• Model Configuration. Firstly, we choose the de-
fault seq2seq architecture with attention mecha-
nism (Luong et al., 2015) provided by OpenNMT-
py toolkit (Klein et al., 2017) where both the
encoders and decoders are LSTM cells (Hochre-
iter and Schmidhuber, 1997). Most of the hyper-
parameters are the default ones provided by the
toolkit. Secondly, we choose the Transformer
architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017). (Lakew et
al., 2018) reports that the transformer architecture
usually outperforms the recurrent ones in all their

3
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(a) Expt. results for RNN architecture (1)
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(b) Expt. results for RNN architecture (2)
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(c) Expt. results for Transformer architecture

Figure 2: This figure is extracted from Figure 1. The re-
sults in (a) are from the NMT experiments for RNN ar-
chitecture (diamond) with RNN Type as LSTM (pink)
and GRU (violet) of encoder type and decoder type
as RNN The results in (b) are from the NMT experi-
ments for RNN architecture (triangle) with RNN Type
as LSTM (lime) and GRU (teal) of encoder type and
decoder type as bRNN & RNN. The results in (c) are
from the Transformer architecture. Experiments with
s EM-FT are represented by a solid line otherwise, a
dashed line.

systems.

• Training Settings. The hyper-parameters are uni-
form throughout all the models in our experi-
ments. Firstly, we train the NMT model on a two-
layered RNN model having a layer size of 64 for
embeddings and 500 for inner layers. The LSTM
is trained on encoder type as bidirectional RNN
and decoder as a simple RNN, and on simple RNN
as encoder and decoder. We also use the general
typed global attention mechanism onto the RNN
models. The models are trained with 10,000 train-
ing steps with checkpoints at every 5,000 steps
and a drop-out (Srivastava et al., 2014) rate of 0.3
(Gal and Ghahramani, 2016) across all the NMT
experiments. For optimization of the model dur-
ing training, we use the Adam (Kingma and Ba,
2015) optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001. The
number of steps set before dropping the learning
rate is 50,000. The decay frequency is the number
of steps at which the learning rate starts to drop at
each training step taken is 10,000. Secondly, for
the Transformer, we used the recommended set-
ting by the OpenNMT-py toolkit, except for the
learning rate of 0.001.

6. Results and Analysis
In this particular experimental setting for validating and
testing against training data from different domain, it is
observed that Transformer with our word embeddings
EM-FT outperforms the rest. See results in Figure 1.
As we progress with the adding more training data, we
observe a decrease in the BLEU score which is ex-
pected. It is to be noted that the decrease is not linear in
nature. The data that we add other than the base data set
are obtained from the news crawls which are not stan-
dardised translated data. Although, the sentences are
aligned, the parallel sentences are not exact translations
of one another, instead comparable. Our validation and
test data are from the PMIndia (Haddow and Kirefu,
2020) dataset whose domain is the official documents
from the Prime Minister Office of India. In most of the
experiments, the sudden increase of the BLEU score
could be the result of seeing similar sentences crawled
from the news articles related to the Prime Minister Of-
fice while training.
The NMT system reported in this paper did not perform
well for Transformer architecture without EM-FT. It is
followed by RNN architecture of RNN type as LSTM
with encoder & decoder as RNN and with encoder &
decoder as bRNN & RNN. Another interesting obser-
vation is that RNN architecture of RNN type as GRU
with encoder & decoder as RNN as well as with en-
coder & decoder as bRNN & RNN are similar in nature
irrespective of the presence of EM-FT. It is expected of
RNN architecture with encoder & decoder as bRNN
and RNN to perform better than the encoder & decoder
as RNN as observed in the case of RNN architecture of
LSTM with or without EM-FT.
In most of the experiments on RNN architecture, there
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is a sudden change in BLEU score between 45,000 sen-
tences and 65,000 sentences of training data.

7. Conclusion
This work provided an insight into creation of pre-
trained word embeddings for Manipuri–English lan-
guage pair and to use it in NMT task. Firstly, we stud-
ied the creation of the pretrained word embeddings us-
ing fastText, EM-FT for Manipuri. Secondly, we per-
formed MT on these data, given the condition that it
is tested and validated on a data set of a completely
different domain. All in all, we confirm the following
observations.
First, it is observed in Figure 1 that the Transformer ar-
chitecture with the EM-FT fastText word embeddings
model performs better than without in all the NMT ex-
periments.
Second, the impact of differences in domains used for
test data and training data is clearly demonstrated in
our experiments. Adding more data from a different
domain negatively impacts the translation accuracy.
In the future, we would like to inspect the possibility
of increasing the size of data from the same domain by
using data-augmentation techniques, so as to increase
the translation accuracy of NMT with a BERT (Devlin
et al., 2018) model for Manipuri.
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Abstract
Code-switching occurs when more than one language is mixed in a given sentence or a conversation. This phenomenon is
more prominent on social media platforms and its adoption is increasing over time. Therefore code-mixed NLP has been
extensively studied in the literature. As pre-trained transformer-based architectures are gaining popularity, we observe that
real code-mixing data are scarce to pre-train large language models. We present L3Cube-HingCorpus, the first large-scale
real Hindi-English code mixed data in a Roman script. It consists of 52.93M sentences and 1.04B tokens, scraped from
Twitter. We further present HingBERT, HingMBERT, HingRoBERTa, and HingGPT. The BERT models have been pre-trained
on codemixed HingCorpus using masked language modelling objectives. We show the effectiveness of these BERT models
on the subsequent downstream tasks like code-mixed sentiment analysis, POS tagging, NER, and LID from the GLUECoS
benchmark. The HingGPT is a GPT2 based generative transformer model capable of generating full tweets. Our models
show significant improvements over currently available models pre-trained on multiple languages and synthetic code-mixed
datasets. We also release L3Cube-HingLID Corpus, the largest code-mixed Hindi-English language identification(LID) dataset
and HingBERT-LID, a production-quality LID model to facilitate capturing of more code-mixed data using the process out-
lined in this work. The dataset and models are available at https://github.com/l3cube-pune/code-mixed-nlp.

Keywords: Code mixed, BERT, code switch, Hinglish, English, Hindi, MBERT, XLM-RoBERTa, HingCorpus, Hing-
BERT, GPT

1. Introduction
Popular languages like English have been penetrating
non-English societies. The usage of English along with
other local languages has drastically increased. As peo-
ple are getting accustomed to it, there is also a need of
understanding such code-mixed data. In this internet
era, we see the usage of code-mixed data prevalently
in social media and chat platforms (Kim, 2006). We
observe that there is a mismatch between the scale at
which this code-mixed language is used and the data
that is available for further research.
As Hindi is the third most spoken language in the world
after English and Mandarin1. The usage of Hinglish,
a portmanteau of Hindi and English (Srivastava and
Singh, 2021a; Gupta et al., 2020a) has become popu-
lar in the recent past in the Indian sub-continent. Since
it is difficult to build a large scale code-mixed dataset,
the literature has been more inclined toward building
synthetic code-mixed datasets (Srivastava and Singh,
2021b). However, at the same time real code-mixed
data has been shown to produce better results than syn-
thetically generated datasets (Santy et al., 2021). We,
therefore, aim to build a real Hinglish data corpora
which can be used to enhance other code-mixed NLP
tasks. In this work, we build L3Cube-HingCorpus a
Hindi-English code-mixed corpus, containing 52.93M
sentences and 1.04B tokens.
The unsupervised HingCorpus is further used to train
BERT based language models. The BERT based archi-

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hindi

tectures have gained traction recently, due to their var-
ious pre-training and fine-tuning techniques that have
taken over initial deep learning techniques. The un-
supervised pretraining has shown promising results on
deep neural network architectures as they act like a reg-
ulariser to the model (Erhan et al., 2010). So we pre-
train the model on the masked language modelling task
and then further try to evaluate various downstream
tasks.
We introduce transformer-based BERT models (Devlin
et al., 2019), namely HingBERT, 2, HingMBERT, 34,
and HingRoBERTa 56 all pre-trained on our Hinglish
corpus. We release both roman and mixed script ver-
sions of these models trained on roman script text
and roman + Devanagari text respectively. The mod-
els have been evaluated on various downstream tasks
such as Language Identification(LID), Named Entity
Recognition(NER), Part of Speech(POS) tagging and
Sentiment analysis, which were part of the GLUECos
benchmark dataset (Khanuja et al., 2020). We also re-
lease other resources like HingGPT 78 , a GPT2 (Rad-
ford et al., 2019) model trained on HingCorpus and

2
https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/hing-bert

3
https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/hing-mbert

4
https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/

hing-mbert-mixed
5
https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/hing-roberta

6
https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/

hing-roberta-mixed
7
https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/hing-gpt

8
https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/

hing-gpt-devanagari
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HingFT, the fast text (Mikolov et al., 2018) based code-
mixed Hindi-English word embeddings.
To facilitate further creation of code-mixed Hi-En cor-
pus we release HingBERT-LID 9 , a token level Hindi-
English language identification model trained on a
large in-house LID dataset. The model can be utilized
to select code-mixed Hi-En sentences and expand the
HingCorpus using the process outlined in the paper.
A subset of the LID dataset is released as a bench-
mark code mixed Hindi-English language identifica-
tion dataset L3Cube-HingLID. This is the largest LID
dataset for the Hi-En pair.
The data and models will be publicly 10 released to en-
able further research in Hinglish NLP.

2. Related Work

In this section, we will try to mainly discuss previous
attempts in the creation of code-mixed datasets. User-
generated content is the main source of code-mixed
data, and preprocessing is necessary for tasks like pro-
fanity hate speech (Qin et al., 2020; Bohra et al., 2018;
Kamble and Joshi, 2018; Santosh and Aravind, 2019;
Nayak and Joshi, 2021), sentiment analysis, etc. Vari-
ous attempts of scraping have been done before for the
initial set of code-mixed data and later augmented syn-
thetically using equivalence constraint theory (Pratapa
et al., 2018), semi-supervised learning (Gupta et al.,
2020b) and rule-based language-pair approaches (Sri-
vastava and Singh, 2021b).
As BERT based architectures are gaining popularity,
there have been studies around pre-training and fine-
tuning them on various tasks. There have been varia-
tions around the BERT architecture like RoBERTa (Liu
et al., 2019) and ALBERT (Lan et al., 2020), which
have helped in various use cases like accuracy and la-
tency related improvements. Models like multilingual-
BERT, XLM-RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2020), have
focused mainly on multilingual and cross-lingual data
representations.
While evaluating code-mixed tasks, it is also shown
that training on code-mixed sentences has given better
results compared to training them on multiple mono-
lingual corpora (Ansari et al., 2021). Bertlogicomix
(Santy et al., 2021) have shown that real code-mixed
data works much better when compared to synthet-
ically generated after fine-tuning on various BERT
based architectures. All the above models have been
pre-trained on not more than 100k real code-mixed sen-
tences. GLUECoS, the benchmark dataset was also
evaluated on models pre-trained using 5M sentences
which was a mix of both real and synthetic code-mixed
sentences. (Khanuja et al., 2020)

9
https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/

hing-bert-lid
10
https://github.com/l3cube-pune/code-mixed-nlp

3. Curation of Dataset

Our data consists of tweets that were scraped using
the framework Twint 11. An initial vocabulary of
commonly spoken Hindi words was iteratively built
to scrape the tweets containing these words. The ini-
tial vocabulary was constantly updated to include the
newly found words from the scraped data. As we
focus only on the code-switched Roman script, the
scraped data was then preprocessed to remove non-
English characters. User mentions in the tweet were
also removed to avoid privacy concerns.

The pre-processed data is passed through a word-level
language classifier model to detect the language of each
word. If both Hindi and English words are present in
the sentence it is treated as a code-mixed sentence. The
language classifier is initially a shallow subword-based
LSTM as described in (Joshi and Joshi, 2022). The
shallow model is shown to work well for Hindi-English
language identification on limited data. The model is
trained iteratively using a semi-supervised learning ap-
proach. A small labelled dataset with 5k sentences
was created initially and further multiple versions of
the models are trained using the pseudo-labels gener-
ated from the previous version. We manually verified
less confident pseudo labels and corrected labels were
fed for the next iteration of training. In the end, we
create a dataset of around 44455 sentences using this
process. Finally, the expanded dataset is used to fine-
tune the base BERT model as it worked better than
the LSTM counterpart. This ensured that we have a
strong word language classifier in place while creating
the target dataset. It was ensured that the LID model
was highly accurate as the quality of the Hinglish cor-
pus depended heavily on the LID accuracy. The details
of the LID accuracy are discussed in the results sec-
tion. We set a threshold to check whether a sufficient
number of Hindi and English words are present in the
sentence to consider it as code-mixed. A sentence is
considered code-mixed if it has at least 2 Hindi and 2
English words. We have retained the case, punctuation
and smileys in the sentences and the data were shuffled
in the end for training.

The final dataset consists of nearly 52.93M sentences
(1.04B tokens), out of which 47.79M (944M tokens)
sentences were used for training and 5.13M sentences
(99M tokens) for validation. The Devanagari version of
HingCorpus is created using an in-house transliteration
model. The Devanagari dataset contains an equal num-
ber of sentences and an approximately similar number
of tokens. A code-mixing metric viz Mixed CMI in-
dex (Gambäck and Das, 2016) of 31.21 was obtained
from final data, where 0 corresponds to monolingual
data with no code-mixing and 100 is the highest degree
of code-switching.

11
https://github.com/twintproject/twint
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Table 1: This table represents the F1 scores of test sets after fine-tuning on various downstream tasks of the
GLUECoS dataset in Roman script

Model LID POS-UD POS-FG NER Sentiment HingLID
BERT 78.69 83.70 70.75 79.27 59.16 96.04

m-BERT 82.56 83.68 69.58 76.64 58.42 95.59
XLMRoBERTa 85.93 87.24 70.95 77.01 61.57 95.42

HingBERT 84.44 88.42 71.04 81.80 63.72 96.21
HingMBERT 84.90 89.47 71.55 80.09 63.51 96.27

HingRoBERTa 86.69 90.17 71.69 81.13 66.43 96.15
HingMBERT-mixed 83.26 90.06 70.34 81.12 63.51 96.29

HingRoBERTa-mixed 86.13 89.87 70.73 80.68 66.73 95.96
HingBERT-LID - - - - - 98.77

4. Model Architecture
Our architecture includes various BERT model varia-
tions, that are trained on unsupervised learning tasks
like masked language model (MLM) and next sentence
prediction (NSP). Deep bi-directional transformers are
the basic building block of these models. Their use has
been prevalent due to their understanding of the long
term dependencies of text. Moreover, they are capa-
ble of making use of contemporary hardware to train
the models parallelly. We explore three variations of
BERT-based models viz. BERT-base, m-BERT and
XLM-RoBERTa.

• BERT : Also known as BERT-base (Devlin et al.,
2019), it is a model that contains 12 transformer
blocks, 12 self-attention heads, hidden size of 768.
The input for BERT contains a maximum embed-
ding of 512 words and it outputs a sequential rep-
resentation. Special tokens like [CLS] and [SEP]
are used to specify the start of a sentence and sep-
aration of sentences respectively. For a classifica-
tion task, final encoder representations are consid-
ered and a softmax is applied to classify the repre-
sentation.

• Multilingual-BERT (m-BERT) : This model’s
architecture is based on BERT-base. It has been
trained in 102 languages with a word-piece vo-
cabulary of size 110k (Devlin et al., 2019). It
has shown promising results for zero-shot trans-
fer learning on various downstream tasks and also
helped in code-switched data tasks (Pires et al.,
2019).

• XLM-RoBERTa : It is a transformer-based
multi-lingual language model which has been
trained on 100 languages (Conneau et al., 2020).
It has shown great results in cross-lingual tasks
and has outperformed m-BERT in various multi-
lingual downstream tasks.

5. HingBERT Evaluation
5.1. Training
In this work, we consider three variations of BERT ar-
chitectures i.e. BERT, m-BERT and XLM-RoBERTa

Table 2: This table shows the evaluation of pre-training
the model on the MLM task. Perplexity is a measure
to validate how well the language model can predict
the next word, in the case of BERT it would be the
prediction of masked words.

Model Validation Perplexity
HingBERT 5.72

HingMBERT 5.20
HingRoBERTa 7.82

HingMBERT-mixed 5.22
HingRoBERTa-mixed 9.39

for training. These models are further pre-trained
on L3Cube-HingCorpus using MLM objective with a
masking probability of 15%. The models were trained
for 2 epochs with a learning rate of 1e-5 and a batch
size of 64. We observed that 2 epochs were sufficient
for the models to converge as we loaded the pre-trained
weights of the respective models. Moreover, there was
no significant decrease in the loss after 2 epochs. The
respective models after Hinglish training are referred
to as HingBERT, HingMBERT and HingRoBERTa and
their validation perplexity on this task is shown in Ta-
ble 4. These were further fine-tuned on the respective
downstream tasks by considering the [CLS] or token
embeddings and feeding it to feed-forward layers. We
train two versions of models in Roman script and mixed
script. The mixed script model is trained on both ro-
man and Devanagari text. The mixed script model can
be used for both roman or Devanagari code-mixed text.
The mixed script HingBERT models are evaluated on
the Devanagari version of the GLUECoS dataset.

5.2. Downstream Tasks
For the evaluation of our models, we use the EN-
HI pair from GLUECoS, a code-switching benchmark
dataset, for the below mentioned NLP tasks. The mod-
els were fine-tuned by adding a dense layer on top of
the BERT encoder. These were fine-tuned for 5 epochs
using early stopping w.r.t validation F1 score. A batch
size of 64 and a learning rate of 3e-5 were used.

1. Language Identification (LID): This task is to
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Table 3: This table represents the F1 scores of test sets after fine-tuning on various downstream tasks of the
GLUECoS dataset in mixed script including Roman and Devanagari script.

Model LID POS-UD POS-FG NER Sentiment
SOTA 96.6 90.53 80.68 78.21 59.35
BERT 95.30 81.49 68.55 73.92 60.14

m-BERT 95.03 86.87 69.81 74.79 60.45
XLMRoBERTa 95.37 89.62 70.53 75.53 63.93

GLUECoS-mBERT 96.6 88.06 63.31 78.21 59.35
BERToLogicoMix 95.8 88.09 60.46 76.86 58.25

HingBERT 95.54 82.26 67.69 77.60 59.59
HingMBERT 95.68 86.71 70.15 78.78 60.72

HingRoBERTa 96.30 89.97 69.90 80.28 64.43
HingMBERT-mixed 95.65 89.31 70.52 79.66 62.93

HingRoBERTa-mixed 94.96 90.81 70.61 81.72 66.07

mainly identify the language for each word in
the given sentence, with labels EN (English), HI
(Hindi) and OTHER. This task contains 2631
training data points along with 500 dev and 406
test data, and the SOTA was achieved by the
GLUECoS-mBERT model (Khanuja et al., 2020).

2. Part of Speech (POS) tagging: There are 2
datasets under this subtask which are named POS-
UD and POS-FG. POS-UD has 16 labels to pre-
dict with 1384 data points for training and 215 &
215 for dev & test respectively. Similarly, POS-
FG has 2104, 263 & 264 data points for train-
ing, dev and testing with nearly 35 unique la-
bels. The highest score is mentioned state-of-the-
art (SOTA) models for these tasks given by pa-
pers (Bhat et al., 2018) for POS-UD and (Sharma,
2015) for POS-FG.

3. NER (Named Entity Recognition): This is a to-
ken level classification task for words consisting
of 7 labels. There are 2467 training data sentences
and 308 & 309 sentences for validation & testing.
The SOTA was achieved by GLUECoS-mBERT
model (Khanuja et al., 2020).

4. Sentiment analysis: This is a multi-class classifi-
cation task of predicting the sentiment of the sen-
tence as positive, negative or neutral. This dataset
contains 10080, 1260 and 1261 sentences for
train, dev and test sets respectively. GLUECoS-
mBERT model was able to achieve SOTA on this
task.

6. L3Cube-HingLID Corpus
The LID dataset used to train the LID model is
termed L3Cube-HingLID and is released publicly as
the benchmark dataset. The L3Cube-HingLID consists
of 31756, 6420, and 6279 train, test, and validation
samples respectively with an average of nearly 30 to-
kens per sentence across all the datasets. All the mod-
els considered in this work are also evaluated on this

Table 4: This table shows the token level details of
HingLID dataset

Data EN HI
Train 274255 693977
Test 56723 136824

Validation 56143 137575

LID dataset. Note that the HingBERT-LID model re-
leased as a part of this work was trained on a bigger
corpus and provides the best numbers on the L3Cube-
HingLID test set as compared to the models trained
only on its train set. It was ensured that the test and
validation set were separate and not leaked during the
training of HingBERT-LID. The original LID train set
was further expanded using the first generation of the
BERT model trained on this train set to label an equal
amount of unlabelled datasets. Both the supervised
data and unsupervised data were used to train the final
model. This strong LID model with 98% of accuracy
on the unseen test set was used for selecting sentences
for HingCorpus.

7. Other Resources
7.1. HingGPT
HingGPT is a standard GPT2 causal transformer model
trained on HingCorpus using the language modelling
task. The model has 12 standard transformer layers
and is trained using the Causal Language Model (CLM)
objective. With a learning rate of 5e-5, the model is
trained for 2 epochs. We train both roman and Devana-
gari versions of the model and are capable of generating
full tweets. The mixed script version is not relevant for
GPT and hence is not considered. The model can be
further used to either generate or evaluate the quality
of synthetic code-mixed corpus. Some sample tweets
generated using roman HingGPT are shown in Table 5.

7.2. HingFT
We train fast text style distributed word representations
using the HingCorpus and term it as HingFT. A skip-
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Table 5: This table shows some of the sentences generated by our HingGPT model. The words that are in bold are
the initial text provided to the model to generate the sentences

Sentences generated by HingGPT
My name is Julien and I like to make food for you every hour and see the whole world without you ,

I can ’ t even keep you happy , I know you will be missed You are the best but how do you forget to add ,
the world is the best , it has the ultimate universe .

mujhe iss duniya se jana , na ki zindagi se . mujhe bas apna rehna ... teri ek muskan se bhi mangi
hui har kami ko hai . dil mein hai it ’ s so weird to even see people who ask

for their rights are just asking to follow .
The goal of life is not to lose trust of your own self . And it ’ s more important than your own self .

The goal of life is not merely a mere lawyers document ,
it is a vehicle of life , and its spirit is always the spirit of age . - Dr . Khan

Corona has become worse . So , for now , for the benefit of the family , we have to pay enough to get
our daughters vaccinated . If we had a booster , it ’ s better our kids should ’ ve.

gram model is used to train 300 dimension word em-
beddings using the standard training parameters. The
model is trained for 10 epochs using a learning rate of
0.05. The fast text uses subwords to create word em-
beddings and is more suitable for code-mixed text.

7.3. Results and Discussions
All the HingBERT models are pre-trained with simi-
lar hyper-parameters and fine-tuned on different tasks.
The models are evaluated on 3 token classification tasks
POS, NER, LID and one sentence classification task of
sentiment identification. These tasks are part of the
GLUECoS benchmark. We use the F1 score as the
metric for the evaluation of these models. The dataset
for these tasks is present in roman and mixed script
form. The mixed script is mostly in the Devnagari
script along with some roman tokens. The results for
all the tasks in Roman script are described in Table 1.
Table 3 describes the results for tasks in mixed Devana-
gari + Roman script. Along with models introduced in
this work we also evaluate baseline models like base
BERT, m-BERT, and XLMRoBERTa. Table 3 also
shows various SOTA F1 scores on all these tasks. The
mixed script form of the dataset has been mainly evalu-
ated in the literature so SOTA numbers are only added
for the mixed script form. We observe that our mod-
els outperform SOTA numbers on NER and Sentiment
tasks. They perform competitively on the LID and
POS-UD tasks. They perform poorly only on the POS-
FG mixed-script task where all the BERT models fail
to compete with SOTA. However, our models consis-
tently outperform the baseline BERT models on all the
tasks. Both roman and mixed-script models perform
better than their respective baselines on either of the
script. We see that the roman models perform slightly
better than the mixed script ones on the roman script
tasks. Similarly, mixed-script models perform better
than roman models on mixed-script tasks. The obser-
vations are consistent with the general assumption that
the addition of Devanagari data will help the mixed-
script tasks containing Devanagari words. Among the
models introduced in this work, the RoBERTa based

models mostly perform the best. It outperforms all the
BERT based models and also achieves SOTA on three
tasks except for the POS-FG and LID tasks. Overall
we show that pre-training on real code-mixed corpus
provides significant performance improvements.

8. Conclusion
In this paper, we expand the code mixed Hindi-English
corpora, using various data mining and curation tech-
niques. We present L3Cube-HingCorpus, the first ma-
jor unsupervised Hindi-English code-mixed dataset.
We have used these corpora in pre-training our BERT
based models namely HingBERT, HingMBERT, Hin-
gRoBERTa. These models were later evaluated on var-
ious downstream NLP tasks. We observe that pretrain-
ing the models on real code mixed data have helped
them outperform BERT models pre-trained on non-
code-mixed corpus and synthetic code-mixed corpus
and achieve SOTA on the majority of these tasks. We
also release other resources like HingGPT, a GPT2
model and HingFT, a Hinglish fast-text model both
trained on HingCorpus. We leave the evaluation of
these models on downstream tasks to future work.
Finally, we curate a new Hindi-English LID Corpus
HingLID containing around 44k sentences and also re-
lease HingBERT-LID to further help augmentation of
HingCorpus.
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Abstract
Code-mixed text sequences often lead to challenges in the task of correct identification of Part-Of-Speech tags. However, lexical
dependencies created while alternating between multiple languages can be leveraged to improve the performance of such tasks. Indian
languages with rich morphological structure and highly inflected nature provide such an opportunity. In this work, we exploit these
sub-label dependencies using conditional random fields (CRFs) by defining feature extraction functions on three distinct language pairs
(Hindi-English, Bengali-English, and Telugu-English). Our results demonstrate a significant increase in the tagging performance if the
feature extraction functions employ the rich inner structure of such languages.
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1. Introduction
In informal settings such as social media, people fluent
in multiple languages often converse with each other by
changing dialects and languages. This is a highly observ-
able phenomenon among people in India, which is home to
several languages. People having text conversations, fre-
quently alternate between a common professional language
such as English and other regional languages such as Hindi
or Bengali in a single conversation. The primary reason for
observing this phenomenon is that in short geo-spatial dis-
tances with language diversities, people know neighboring
languages as well (Jamatia et al., 2015).
Code-switching has been explored as a research topic in
fields such as sociolinguistics, and psycho-linguistics be-
fore as well (Joshi, 1982; Paolillo, 1996).
Since code-switching involves alternating between lan-
guages below clause level, it leads to creating lexical depen-
dencies which can be leveraged to improve several down-
stream NLP tasks. In this work, we explore utilizing these
sub-label dependencies for improving the part-of-speech
(POS) tagging in such a setting.
Current research on POS tagging has concentrated on
monolingual text. Hence traditional approaches to this task
might not give the best results on specific settings involving
code mixed text. To this end, we discuss POS tagging using
conditional random fields (CRF) introduced by (Lafferty et
al., 2001) in scenarios where there are rich fine-grained sub-
labels for POS tags.
An example text which demonstrates this scenario is for
transliterated Hindi word achchhaaii: translation (good-
ness), which can have multiple levels of tags such as: ADJ
(adjective) which is the main category followed by subcat-
egories, QT QTC(cardinal quantifier), and SG (singular).
In this work, we show that utilizing the labels at multi-
ple levels leads to an improvement in the task of correctly
identifying POS tags for the complete text sequence. We
achieve this by making use of CRFs, which have the ability
to process feature functions given an observation space.
To the best of our knowledge, such an approach of utilizing

sub-label dependencies for POS tag identification in
code-mixed settings for Indian languages has not been pre-
sented before. We present our results on 3 language pairs:
Hindi-English, Bengali-English, and Telugu-English. The
results of this work indicate that exploiting sub-labels in
the text sequences leads to an improvement in the tagging
accuracy provided by fine-grained labels.

Contributions: We explain a methodology for defining
feature extraction functions leveraging sub-label dependen-
cies based on CRFs along with providing linguistic intu-
ition for using such features in Indian languages (Section
3.). We report the statistical results of our experiments
(Section 5.) along with describing various parameter set-
tings (Section 4.) used for the work.

2. Related Work
One of the first approaches for POS tagging of Hindi text
was made by (Sangal et al., 1995). Their approach would
provide the root form of the word along with a generalized
POS category. (Shrivastav et al., 2006) added decision tree-
based classification along with this approach to improve the
tagging accuracy. (Shrivastava and Bhattacharyya, 2008)
made use of a stemmer to create suffixes, which then gen-
erated POS tags. Some prior works have also used con-
ditional random fields along with morphological analyzer
(Agarwal and Mani, 2006; PVS and Karthik, 2007). Simi-
lar attempts were made for Tamil and Bengali (Selvam and
Natarajan, 2009; Dhanalakshmi et al., 2008; Ekbal et al.,
2007) However, all of these were restricted to monolingual
text.
POS tagging for code-mixed text as a research problem
is still in its early stage. The earliest attempts made by
(Solorio and Liu, 2008a) aimed to make use of machine
learning approaches to predict code alternation points for
code-mixed English-Spanish data. (Solorio and Liu, 2008b;
Bali et al., 2014) used output of language-specific tag-
gers for tagging code-mixed data. (Das and Gambäck,
2015) produced one of the first Indian code-mixed corpora
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for Hindi-Bengali-English. The traditional approach for
automatic identification of such Indian languages utilized
n-grams, part-of-speech, lemmas, dictionary-based word
classification (Barman et al., 2014a; Barman et al., 2014b;
Bali et al., 2014)

3. Methods
Given a sequence of tokens in a sentence consisting of x =
(x1, ... x|x|) and the relevant POS tags as, y = (y1, ... y|x|),
the CRF model (Lafferty et al., 2001) is considered as:

p(y | x;w) ∝
|x|∏

i=n

exp(w.ϕ(yi−n, ....yi, x, i)) (1)

Here, n defines the model order, w is the model parameter,
and ϕ is the feature extraction function. Each yi ∈ Y for
i ∈ 1 ... |x|, denotes the tag set. In the next sections, we
describe the feature functions which can model sequence-
based dependencies for code-mixed text. The baseline fea-
tures define a naive set of functions that associate the re-
lationship between the POS tag label and the token. Ex-
panded features utilize the sub-label dependencies by ex-
ploiting the inner structure of fine-grained labels.

3.1. Baseline Feature Set
Based on work of (Ratnaparkhi and others, 1996; Silfver-
berg et al., 2014), the baseline features associates a set of
functions for a word form xi with yi (label), where i is it’s
position in the sequence. These functions are:

• Bias, true irrespective of the input word-form.

• Word forms xi−2, .., xi+2 for given xi, including the
length.

• Language of the current word form xi.

• Prefix and suffix of the current word form of various
lengths upto δ = 4.

• Presence of url, user-mentions, hashtags in xi, as-
signed by a boolean value.

• Boolean function indicating, if the word form xi is an
upper capital string or is a number.

These serve a practical purpose in Indian languages where
case (nominative, accusative, genitive), number (singu-
lar, plural), and gender (masculine, feminine) are inflected
through suffix and prefix in word-forms (Schmid and Laws,
2008). Most Indian languages follow case-based dependent
marking. For the current task, these are defined for a word-
form only if its length is more than 4. Capitalization of a
word-form helps in identification whenever a token is used
as a proper noun (Silfverberg et al., 2014). Hence, we can
say that the mentioned feature functions are representative
of the data highly prevalent on social media platforms and
have the ability to capture sequence-based dependencies in
code-mixed settings.

3.2. Expanded Feature Set
In this section, we describe the expanded feature set which
has the ability to model the sub-label dependencies in a
given sequence. Fine-grained labels include multiple lev-
els of labeling for POS tags (sub-labels) which are used to
indicate the main category of the token, followed by its sub-
category. Such labels are known as compound labels.
Instead of associating feature functions for a word-form xi

with just label yi, we partition any compound label into its
sub-components (s). As an example, consider the Hindi
word-form tha: translation (was), consisting of the com-
pound label, { V + VAUX }, hence listing that this word-
form has the main category as a verb, and within the given
utterance, it occurs as an auxiliary verb.
Let S be the set of all sub-label components for a com-
pound label. Then, we individually associate feature func-
tions with all the sub-labels such that s ∈ S. We describe
the process of partitioning a compound label in detail in
section 4.2.. This approach aims to utilize the morpholog-
ical rich structure of highly inflected Indian languages for
improving the tagging accuracy.

3.3. Linguistic Motivation For Expanded
Feature Set

This section aims to provide linguistic intuition behind se-
lecting the mentioned expanded features and why leverag-
ing sub-label dependencies for a token provides a better
representation of a sequence for Indian languages.
Consider a noun based transliterated word-form in Hindi:
nadiya (NOUN): translation (river – plural). For such a
word-form, the baseline feature set would just associate 2-
suffix -ya to the compound label { NOUN + PLURAL }. In
Hindi, morpheme -ya is used as a suffix based marker for
plural.
The expanded feature set on the other hand would associate
the 2-suffix -ya to both the main label NOUN, and the sub-
label PLURAL individually. Such an approach of distribu-
tion of labels would be useful for correct identification of a
different verb-based word-form in Hindi, shaktiya (VERB):
translation (power – plural) which is also formed by inflect-
ing the 2-suffix morpheme -ya to the root word, shakti.

4. Experiments
In this section we describe constituents for the experiments,
including data, tag-set and partitioning of labels for the ex-
panded feature set.

4.1. Data
We use the dataset provided by (Jamatia et al., 2015) for
the mentioned research problem. It contains text conversa-
tions recorded from social media platforms such as Twit-
ter, WhatsApp, and Facebook, code-mixed in these lan-
guage pairs: Hindi-English, Bengali-English, and Telugu-
English. The mentioned conversations are labeled into ap-
propriate fine-grained POS tags along with the language of
each token in the utterance. Please refer to table 2 for an
overview of the number of utterances for each language pair
in the dataset.
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[user]
@

why
QT QTC

not
RP NEG

hike
V VM

the
DT

petrol
JJ

price
N NN

to
RP RPD

120
$

rs/Ltr
N NN

...
RD PUNC

, baar
N NNP

baar
RP RPD

shock
V VM

dene
N NNV

se
PSP

accha
RB AMN

hai
V AUX

ki
PSP

ek
QT QTO

baar
RP RPD

mein
PSP

hi
RP RPD

de
V VM

diya
V VM

jaye
V VAUX

!
RD PUNC

Table 1: Sample sentence from the dataset (Jamatia et al., 2015) with code-mixed Hindi-English text and fine-grained POS
tag labels. Original utterances in the dataset includes Hindi words as transliterated text.

Language
Pairs

Hindi-
English

Bengali-
English

Telugu-
English

#Utterances 2630 624 1279

Table 2: Total number of text utterances for each language
pair in the dataset (Jamatia et al., 2015).

POS-tags were assigned to each token by manual annota-
tion with substantial agreement over the labels after decid-
ing the utterance boundary. Labels over text conversations
use tagset introduced by (Gimpel et al., 2010) for Twitter-
specific data and a set of POS tags for Indian languages (Jha
et al., 2009) for a fine-grained annotation scheme. Each
instance of the datapoint includes the token, identified lan-
guage for a token, and labeled POS tag. There are dedicated
tags for identifying universal acronyms or punctuations as
tokens in the dataset. Table 1 shows a sample sentence from
the dataset with code mixed Hindi-English text and POS tag
labels. Personally identifiable information for a social me-
dia user has been removed from the example presented.
The authors of the dataset mention that even though cor-
pus is bi-lingual, there might be occasional instances of tri-
quad-lingual mix in a single utterance as well. For each
language pair, the total number of utterances were split into
the ratio of 80:10:10 as train, test, and validation splits re-
spectively.

4.2. Partitioning of Labels
In this section, we describe the process of splitting the com-
pound labels mentioned in section 3.2. for an expanded
feature set. A fine-grained annotation scheme for POS tags
mentioned in (Jamatia et al., 2015) focuses on identifying
the main category of the token, followed by a descriptive
sub-category. Our distribution process aims to leverage
that.
For example, given a compound label (V VM) for a word-
form, it is split in a way such that it identifies the main
category of the token as (verb) and the sub-category of the
token as a (main verb), hence such a label would be dis-
tributed into the set {V, VM}. Compound labels in the
dataset for a token are identified by the presence of under-
score ( ) within a POS tag for a token. Not every label for
a token in the dataset is a compound label. The described
splitting scheme was followed before performing the exper-
iments, hence they were not optimized through the devel-
opment set.

4.3. Model Specifications
For the code-mixed settings for Indian languages, we ex-
plore the baseline feature set and the expanded feature set
for first-order (n = 1) and second-order (n = 2) CRF

models. The CRF model parameters in all the cases were
estimated using Averaged Perceptron algorithm (Collins,
2002). We use sklearn crf-suite 1 open-source implementa-
tion for this work. The maximum number of iterations for
the training algorithm was set to 100. The parameters were
evaluated on the validation set, with the best-performing
ones finally applied to the test set. Instances of the test set
were decoded using the Viterbi algorithm.

5. Results and Discussions
Sub-Label Dependencies: Table 3 summarizes the
weighted F1 scores of the baseline feature set and ex-
panded feature set for the first-order and second-order CRF
models for the 3 language pairs in the dataset. Compared to
the standard baseline features, the expanded features show
an improvement for all the language pairs, for both first
and second-order models. These results are in line with
the linguistic intuition for using sub-label dependencies for
Indian languages.

Model Order: Another interesting observation is the
increased weighted F1-score for first-order models with
the expanded feature set, compared to baseline features for
the second-order models. However, within the experiments
performed, this is observed only for 2 language pair:
Hindi-English, and Bengali-English. This suggests that as
opposed to increasing the model order, utilizing sub-label
dependencies for Indian languages might lead to a better
improvement of results. The best set of results for all the
language pairs was obtained using an expanded feature
set within the second-order model. Tagging accuracy
percentage of the models follows the same trend, as
described previously for weighted F1 scores, however, for
brevity, these have been omitted.

Feature Ablation: In table 4 we report the effects of indi-
vidual features on the second-order CRF model for Hindi-
English language pair on the expanded feature set. The
performance is reported in terms of tagging accuracy per-
centage. From the table, it can be concluded that adding
prefixes and suffixes of varying lengths (δ) to the feature
extraction function leads to a considerable increment in the
performance of the model. Finally identifying URLs, men-
tions and capitalization help improve the performance most
for the text data, as these are efficiently able to capture
sequence-based dependencies for social media text.

6. Conclusion
In this work, we evaluate the ability to utilize sub-label
dependencies in Indian languages for improving the tag-
ging accuracy of the code-mixed text. We analyze results

1https://sklearn-crfsuite.readthedocs.io/en/latest/api.html
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First Order (n = 1) Second Order (n = 2)

Language-Pairs Baseline Features Expanded Features Baseline Features Expanded Features

Hindi - English 0.70 0.77 0.71 0.81
Bengali - English 0.65 0.73 0.69 0.83
Telugu - English 0.70 0.71 0.71 0.72

Table 3: Table showing comparison between baseline feature set and expanded feature set for first order and second order
CRF models explored for all language pairs through weighted F1-score. Best results are highlighted in bold.

Features Accuracy %
Current word-form (xi) 74.16

+ Language and Length 75.10

+ Prefix-Suffix (δ = 1) 76.81

+ Prefix-Suffix (δ = 2) 77.91

+ Prefix-Suffix (δ = 4) 78.87

+ Urls, mentions, capitalization 80.09

Table 4: Feature ablation for second order model (expanded
feature set) on Hindi-English language pair. Performance
measured through tagging accuracy percentage.

in three different language pairs: Hindi-English, Bengali-
English, and Telugu-English over first and second-order
CRF models. Preliminary conclusions from the results
show a step in the right direction. We observe that expanded
feature set making use of sub-label dependencies shows a
vast improvement against the baseline.
In the future, we aim to utilize neural network architectures
like LSTM’s having the ability to process lexical sequences
over feature functions defined by sub-label dependencies.
Another direction to take this research could be to evaluate
the performance by having a different splitting criterion for
a compound label as opposed to the one described in this
paper.
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Abstract
A lot of commendable work has been done, especially in high resource languages such as English, Spanish,
French, etc. However, work done for Indic languages such as Hindi, Tamil, Telugu, etc is relatively less
due to difficulty in finding relevant datasets, and the complexity of these languages. With the advent of
IndoWordnet, we can explore important tasks such as word sense disambiguation, word similarity, and cross-
lingual information retrieval, and carry out effective research regarding the same. In this paper, we worked
on improving word sense disambiguation for 20 of the most common ambiguous Hindi words by making use
of knowledge-based methods. We also came up with “hindiwsd”, an easy- to-use framework developed in
Python that acts as a pipeline for transliteration of Hinglish code-mixed text followed by spell correction,
POS tagging, and word sense disambiguation of Hindi text. We also curated a dataset of these 20 most used
ambiguous Hindi words. This dataset was then used to enhance a modified Lesk algorithm and more accurately
carry out word sense disambiguation. We achieved an accuracy of about 71% using our customized Lesk al-
gorithm which was an improvement to the accuracy of about 34% using the original Lesk algorithm on the test set.

Keywords: Word Sense Disambiguation, Code-Mixing, Indic Transliteration

1. Introduction
The use of a Hindi-English mix language usually
referred to as Hinglish has been used prominently
since the inception of social media. According to
a recent survey, around 57% of the Indian popula-
tion generally while conversing on any social media
prefer to use Hinglish over Devanagari Hindi or
English1. The popularity of Hinglish arises from
the fact that it is easier than typing in Hindi due
to the unavailability of Hindi characters on a com-
mon keyboard. Wordnets (George A. Miller. 1995)
are used extensively for many NLP-related tasks.
They are generally used for a number of processes
in information systems, including word sense dis-
ambiguation (which from here on we will refer to as
WSD), information retrieval, automatic text clas-
sification, automatic text summarization, machine
translation, and even automatic crossword puzzle
generation2. The Indian languages wordnet origi-
nated from the advent of the Hindi Wordnet (Bhat-
tacharyya et al., 2008). Using this model as de-
fault, the wordnets for other Indic languages were
developed. Eighteen of these languages have word-
nets under a common platform known as the In-
doWordNet (Pushpak Bhattacharyya, 2010). In
Natural Language Processing, WSD is the prob-
lem of determining which sense of a word is being
used in a particular sentence. Given a word, it

1https://www.milestoneloc.com/
guide-to-hinglish-language/

2https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?
title=WordNet&oldid=1069690711

can have multiple possible meanings which makes
it difficult for a reader/system to understand the
meaning of the word by itself. However, when the
word is provided along with the context/sentence it
is a part of, it becomes easier to gauge its meaning.
The process of identifying this contextual meaning
of the word is called Word Sense Disambiguation”.
For
example, the Hinglish sentence Mein sonaa chaahta
hoon translates as I want to sleep, whereas in
the sentence Mein sonaa khareednaa chaahta hoon
translates as I want to buy gold, here the word
sonaa is being used in two different contexts and
hence has two different meanings; the first one be-
ing sleep and the other being gold. The presence
of just 1 extra word was able to change the mean-
ing of the word sonaa. Hence, one can see why it
would be tough for a model to carry out WSD.

2. Related Work
WordNet is a large lexical database of English.
Nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs are grouped
into sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets), each ex-
pressing a distinct concept. Synsets are interlinked
by means of conceptual-semantic and lexical rela-
tions. WordNet is also freely and publicly avail-
able for download. Its structure makes it a use-
ful tool for computational linguistics and natu-
ral language processing. In recent times, it has
been developed in other languages as well such as
French, German, and in our case Hindi as can be
seen with the Hindi WordNet. Word Sense Disam-
biguation has been done for English by utilizing
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the data from the original Wordnet, which con-
tains a vast amount of relations between words.
Various methods, both supervised, and unsuper-
vised have been used. Apart from this, Banerjee
and Pedersen (2002) also made use of knowledge-
based methods such as the Lesk algorithm (Michael
Lesk, 1986). Seo et al. (2004) made use of unsu-
pervised methods on English data and then eval-
uated their model on Korean datasets. Mihalcea
and Faruque (2004) made use of a supervised ap-
proach with a minimum amount of annotated data
and achieved commendable results on SENSEVAL-
3 (Snyder, Benjamin and Palmer, 2004) in all En-
glish tasks. Supervised and semi-supervised tech-
niques have tended to outperform the knowledge-
based methods as they use machine learning, which
to an extent can identify the semantic structure
of a sentence which knowledge-based methods fail
to. Pal and Saha (2015) also suggest that while
precision is high for knowledge-based approaches,
supervised approaches are best for languages with
rich amounts of data. In the case of Hindi and
Hinglish code mixed data, however, supervised ap-
proaches will only do so well due to some level
of data scarcity. This prompted us to employ
knowledge-based methods for our specific prob-
lem statement. With regards to Hindi, Singh et
al. (2013) carried out WSD by computing sim-
ilarity based on semantics. They were able to
achieve a commendable accuracy of about 60% on
20 polysemous Hindi nouns. Sinha et al. (2004)
also carried out a detailed evaluation of ambiguous
Hindi words and evaluated accuracies of particular
words grouped on the basis of domains. Gautam
and Sharma (2016) used an interesting approach
wherein they made use of bigrams and trigrams to
disambiguate 15 commonly used Verb Hindi words.
They achieved the highest precision of about 53%
on bigram words. All these papers leveraged the
Hindi WordNet. Through our model, we have tried
to focus on Hinglish code mixed as well as Hindi
data. In the case of WSD for Hinglish code mixed
data, the only extra step is the transliteration of
this Hinglish data to Devanagari Hindi post which
we carry on with our usual algorithm as is de-
scribed in the methodology section.

3. Methodology

A pipeline was created to ensure our model
could handle both Hinglish code-mixed as well as
Hindi Devanagari data. Apart from carrying out
WSD on Devanagari Hindi, we also leveraged pre-
existing tools for spell correction, POS tagging,
etc. The following sections describe the algorithm
used for WSD and modifications made to it to fur-
ther improve accuracy.

3.1. Lesk Algorithm
Lesk algorithm is a knowledge-based algorithm for
WSD. It is based on the assumption that words
in a given neighborhood will tend to share the
same topic. Simplified lesk algorithm is used to
compare the dictionary definition of an ambiguous
word with the terms contained in its neighborhood
and take an overlap of them. The highest over-
lap is then processed as the correct meaning. The
pseudo-code is shown in algorithm 1 along with the
flow diagram in Figure 1 and Figure2.

Figure 1: Traditional Lesk algorithm

Figure 2: Traditional Lesk algorithm

3.2. Custom Lesk Algorithm
In addition to the traditional Lesk algorithm, we
employed a modified Lesk algorithm that made use
of a helper dataset, tailored specifically for our task
of disambiguating the most commonly used Hindi
words. An intersection was taken with the input
sentence and the keywords in the helper dataset
to find which meaning for a particular word had
the highest overlap. This was then compared to
the initial lesk overlap, the highest overlap was
then chosen as the meaning of the ambiguous word.
As opposed to the Lesk algorithm that required
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the POS tags3 for words to be disambiguated, our
custom algorithm leverages the synsets present in
the Hindi WordNet to predict the meanings. The
pseudo-code is as follows along with the flow dia-
gram in Figure 4.

Figure 3: Custom Lesk algorithm

Figure 4: Custom Lesk algorithm

3.3. Library Design and Features
The hindiwsd package is essentially a pipeline that
will carry out the following tasks- Hinglish to Hindi
transliteration Spell correction of Hindi text POS
tagging of Hindi text Word Sense Disambiguation
of Hindi text with the help of IndoWordNet En-
hanced disambiguation using custom Lesk algo-
rithm and custom dataset
A user can give input either as a Hinglish sentence
or as a Hindi sentence to the wordsense function
(see snippet 3.3). The wordsense function prints

3https://nptel.ac.in/courses/106101007

out each word of the sentence along with its dis-
ambiguated word meaning if the respective Hindi
word is present in the IndoWordNet.

3.3.1. Library Design
The hindiwsd package is built on top of a few
scripts taken from other pre-existing libraries with
modifications made to them to make them com-
patible with hindiwsd and modules written by the
authors. With the help of pre-existing libraries,
we were able to ensure the dependable functional-
ity of the pipeline as a whole and provide a well-
compiled multi-faceted model to be used for Hindi
and Hinglish WSD. The pipeline along with the
working of the key features has been explained in
the Features section.

3.3.2. Features
The input can either be a Hindi sentence in its
Devanagari form or a Hinglish code mixed sen-
tence. In any case, the sentence is then converted
to Devanagari Hindi using the indic-transliteration
tool4. After this, spell correction is performed us-
ing Spello5. The resultant sentence is then passed
through a POS tagger and the tags are then con-
densed and converted into 4 simple tags, i.e., noun,
adjective, verb, and adverb. This is done in order
to be able to use pyiwn (Panjwani et al., 2018) and
access the IndoWordNets synsets. Figure 5 shows
the pipeline that the data flows through.

Figure 5: Pipeline for Hindi WSD

4https://github.com/indic-transliteration/
indic_transliteration_py

5https://github.com/hellohaptik/spello
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3.3.3. Hinglish to Hindi Transliteration
using indic-transliteration

The indic-transliteration package helps convert the
Hinglish code-mixed data to Hindi by making use
of dictionaries along with rules specified for the
conversion of each set of letters in a word from
Latin script to Devanagari Hindi.

3.3.4. Spell correction using spello
The spello package makes use of two spell cor-
rection models, namely, Phoneme which uses
the Soundex algorithm6, and Symspell7. The
Phoneme model makes use of the Soundex algo-
rithm and suggests spellings based on phonetics.
The Symspell model uses edit distances to suggest
spell corrections. Spello combines both these mod-
els and provides accurate spell correction.

3.3.5. POS tagging with indic_tagger
The indic_tagger package8 is a state-of-the-art
POS tagger and chunker for Indian languages. We
made use of the pre-trained CRF model for chunk-
ing9 and POS tagging. In order to make the tags
compatible and useful for the Lesk algorithm, we
carried out a mapping of the numerous model gen-
erated tags to 4 tags, i.e., noun, adjective, verb,
and adverb to make the tags useful for Lesk algo-
rithm. The POS mappings are shown in Figure 6

Figure 6: POS Mappings

3.3.6. Improved word sense
disambiguation with pyiwn

The pyiwn package is an API developed to access
the IndoWordNet. Using pyiwn, we were able to

6https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?
title=Soundex&oldid=1055316589

7https://github.com/wolfgarbe/SymSpell
8https://github.com/avineshpvs/indic_tagger
9https://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2021/

10/what-is-chunking-in-natural-language-processing/

access the synsets10, glosses, examples, and lexico-
semantic relations11 between synsets. We were
able to perform the Lesk algorithm on our data
successfully. Apart from this, as mentioned ear-
lier, a helper dataset was developed for the most
commonly used Hindi words to further aid our cus-
tom Lesk algorithm and make WSD more robust.

4. Helper Dataset
The Helper dataset is a small dataset that was
manually curated by us for the purpose of en-
hancing Lesk algorithm. It contains 20 of the
more commonly used ambiguous Hindi words and
words which occur frequently with those particular
words. Due to time constraints and limited man-
power, we curated the dataset to only hold the two
most frequent meanings of an ambiguous word de-
spite there being more. The dataset was structured
in a way such that for each meaning of a word, we
provide two sets of keywords generated from ran-
dom sentences consisting of the ambiguous word.
See 7 for a better understanding. In the example in

Figure 7: Helper dataset example

table 1, we try to showcase the meaning of the word
पता in different sentences where the context is dif-
ferent. In the first row the word means got to know,
whereas, in the second row, it means address. To
a native speaker, this is rather straightforward to
identify with the help of the context, that is, the
surrounding or supporting words in the sentence.

5. Results
Table 2 represents the results that we obtained
when we tested a word for a particular meaning.
The synset column in the table signifies the par-
ticular meaning of the word as indicated in the
IndoWordNet. The test set contains sentences
for each meaning along with the ambiguous word
in question. Along with the synset number, the
meaning corresponding to that particular synset is
shown in the meaning column. Finally, the results
of the traditional and modified Lesk algorithms are
displayed.
Figure 8 shows words and their respective mean-
ings along with the results obtained for both Lesk

10https://www.nltk.org/howto/wordnet.html
11https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?

title=Lexical_semantics&oldid=1041088037
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Figure 8: Results for a few common Hindi words
and their meanings

algorithms that were used. The comparison makes
it evident that our modified Lesk algorithm outper-
forms the normal Lesk algorithm. This was what
we expected as our helper dataset was tailored to
help improve disambiguation for commonly used
Hindi words.
Accuracy = Correctly predicted samples / Total
predicted samples (1) Table 3 shows the final re-

Lesk Modified Lesk
Accuracy (2

meanings of 20
most common
Hindi words)

34.21% 71.05%

sults measured using accuracy as the performance
metric This also shows that instead of maybe ap-
proaching WSD as a broad task, one can break it
down into smaller, more specific, and meaningful
subtasks, allowing for better accuracy and greater
utility.

6. Conclusion and Further Work
Creating a WSD model for a language with a scarce
amount of resources is a cumbersome task. In
this paper, we have tried our best to limit our
problem statement and focus on a task with real-
world applications, hence we chose to go with com-
mon words and dictionary-based methods while
also coming up with utilities that can aid further
research in this domain. The Lesk algorithm is
not the most efficient way to perform WSD since
it is incapable of understanding context or even
the semantics involved. However, this algorithm is
easy to use, quick to make predictions and can be
used to target specific subtasks even within WSD
as was demonstrated in this paper. Due to lim-
ited resources, we did not feel it would be the best
approach to employ supervised methods. Further
work can involve increasing the size of the dataset
and maybe involving machine translation systems
(Appicharla et al., 2021).
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Abstract 
Pāṇini used the term saṃhitā for phonological changes. Any Sound change which alters phonemes in a particular language is called 
Phonological Change. It arises when two sounds are pronounced in a language with uninterrupted speed, then those letters are affected 
by each other due to Articulatory, Acoustic and Auditory principles in language. The pronunciation of two sounds that are in extreme 
proximity, affects each other and changes them. In simple words, this phenomenon is known as sandhi. Sanskrit is considered one of the 
oldest languages in the world. It has produced one of the most huge literary text corpora in the world. The tradition of Sanskrit began in 
the Vedic period. Pāṇini’s Aṣṭādhyāyī (AD) is a complete grammar of Sanskrit. It also covers Sanskrit sounds and phonology. 
Phonological changes are a natural phenomenon in any language during speech but in Sanskrit, it is highly reflected. Sanskrit corpora 
contain numerous long words. It looks like a single sentence due to sandhi between multiple words. The process of phonological changes 
occurred based on certain rules of pronunciation and it is codified by the Pāṇini in AD. Pāṇini has codified these rules systemically but 
the computation of these rules is a challenging task. Therefore, the objective of the paper is to compute the rules and demonstrate an 
online access system for Sanskrit sandhi. The system also generates the whole process of phonological changes based on Pāṇinian Rules. 
It also plays a very effective role in Digital classroom teaching, boosting teaching skills and the learning process. 

Keywords : Phonological Changes, Computation and Development of Online Access, Sandhi, Pāṇinian, Aṣṭādhyāyī (AD), Digital 

classroom teaching, Sanskrit Grammar, Derivational Process etc. 

1. Background 

The most prominent feature of ancient Indian linguistic 
culture was its concern for maintaining the accuracy of the 
spoken word. It was speech, spoken word, and not written 
letters based on Sanskrit grammar. The spoken language is 
considered the basis of the actual Sanskrit language. All 
speculations and practices are concerned with the oral 
methodology. Sanskrit is a compounding, morphologically 
and phonetically strong language. Sanskrit texts contain 
numerous words which are composed by the combination 
of two or more words using the last letter from the first 
word and the first letter from the second word. The last 
letter of the first word and the first letter of the second word 
sometimes change during the pronunciations. This process 
is generally known as Phonological Changes. Any sound 
change which alters the number or distribution of 
phonemes in a particular language is called Phonological 
Change. Because whenever two letters are pronounced in a 
language with uninterrupted speed, then those letters are 
affected by each other. These two letters or sounds may 
merge to give a single sound, one of the two sounds may 
get changed or reduplicated before combining with the 
other, or even get elided. A new sound may also be 
appended in between. This linguistic variation is reckoned 
as Phonetic Change or Sandhi. Sound Changes in 
Pronunciation are majorly due to the frequency of words 
which are motivated by physiological factors. Sound 
change takes place due to Articulatory, Acoustic and 
Auditory principles in language. The pronunciation of two 
sounds that are in extreme proximity, affects each other and 
changes them. These variations are known in Sanskrit as 
Sandhi. Sandhi refers to “put together”. Sandhi is the 
coalescence of two letters in immediate contact. It means 
when two sounds combine, they influence each other’s 
sound structure, resulting in different variant 
pronunciations for these sounds. Sandhi word is itself made 
up of two components “sam + dhi”. Sam means “together” 
and dhi refers to “placement or location”. It is conjoined to 

depict the meaning of place together or merged. Sandhi 
takes place according to certain rules codified by the Pāṇini 
and are explained formally in his grammar known as 
Aṣṭādhyāyī (AD). Pāṇini's AD is also based on the sound 
of Spoken Sanskrit. But the word Sandhi does not appear 
in any of the AD sūtras (Bhardwaj, Gantayat, Chaturvedi, 
Garg, & Agarwal, 2018). There are certain sūtras that are 
governed by a condition known as saṃhitā which as 
defined in sūtra “paraḥ sannikarṣaḥ saṃhitā” (1.4.109) 
means “closest proximity of letters”. These sūtras talk 
about the changes that occur when two letters are in 
“immediate proximity”. The process of Sandhi is 
fundamental to the Sanskrit language as it enables the 
formation of new and more complex words using simple 
words. Any computational tool for processing Sanskrit 
must to be able to merge words according to the rules of 
Sandhi. The accuracy of any such tool critically depends on 
the eradication of errors in the Sandhi processing. The AD 
is formulated in a morphologically, syntactically and 
lexically regimented form of Sanskrit (Kiparsky, 1995). 
AD includes generative phonology of a depth and 
exhaustiveness to which no modern generative phonology 
has even come close, which is moreover integrated with a 
fully panned out generative syntax and morphology, in a 
system of 4000 formalized rules based on very specific and 
elaborate principles of Sanskrit linguistic description (Joshi 
& Kiparsky, 1977). NASA scientist Rick Briggs (1985) has 
attracted public attention to his artificial intelligence 
research and has accepted the techniques used to present 
knowledge to the methods used in the implementation of 
rules used in Pāṇinian grammar (Chandra, 2021). In 
modern grammar, Pāṇinian grammar is comprehensive, 
scientific, and organized equivalent to working of a 
computer program. Nevertheless, despite the vast literature 
on the Sanskrit language, the amount of digital medium of 
Sanskrit is scanty in comparison to other language 
literature. In the field of Sanskrit research, constantly state-
of-the-art techniques and tools are being developed which 
are helpful in e-learning. In order to fulfill this goal, the 
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Pāṇinian rule and example-based hybrid approach is 
adopted to create the online access system. 

2. Problem, Solution and Objective 

Along with the progress, and changes in information 
technology, society has had a profound impact on the 
education system. It provides an opportunity to develop 
new flexible learning an environment that was not possible 
before. In the age of digitalization and technology, the 
Sanskrit field is engrossed in a conflicting sphere where 
Sanskrit language and literature have gigantic literary 
corpora but we have an extreme scarcity of Sanskrit 
electronic tools to aid the teaching and learning process of 
Sanskrit texts. So that this Indian knowledge tradition is 
available online in digital form and is accessible to all the 
enthusiasts. Presently, it is part of the curriculum of all 
major Indian universities and affiliated colleges conducting 
Sanskrit courses and teaching grammar topics based on 
Siddhāntakaumudī or Laghusiddhāntakaumudī. Also, 
Sandhi and its Derivational Process is a part of the 
Vayakaranasiddhāntakaumudī and 
Laghusiddhāntakaumudī but there is no such digital 
medium or any tools available which discuss the 
derivations in detail. The development of any such digital 
online process would aid learners in garnering knowledge 
of the Sanskrit Sandhi derivational process. Although there 
are a handful of tools available that does the task of sandhi 
in capacious to depicting the entire derivational process. 
Also, Sanskrit has kādambarī, vāsavadattā etc. text there 
are huge uses of sandhi padas having enormous sandhi 
terms which appear to be like a whole sentence. To grasp 
the content and have an informed understanding of this 
linguistically advanced text, it is necessary that researchers, 
laureates, and scholars develop the grammatical skills of 
sandhi. But the lack of efficient tools harms the learning 
process and therefore, the progress is also much dilated.  
 The only solution to the aforementioned 
problems is to build an electronic system for the Sanskrit 
Sandhi Siddhi process. With the help of tools, learners will 
easily access to learn sandhi and understand Sanskrit text.   
 Therefore, the main objective of this paper is to 
develop a web-based system for e-learning by computing 
Pāṇini's Phonological rules. Thus, we discuss a structure 
for computer representation of the Pāṇinian Phonological 
Changes in Sanskrit grammar. Sandhi tool is an easy as 
well as an interesting medium that renders an entirely new 
dimension in the field of Education, Speech Technology 
and adds unique prospects to the traditional approach of 
Sanskrit Teachings. As result, it will boost the teaching 
skills and the learning process. This tool will prove very 
helpful for those who wish to grasp Sandhi in grammatical 
tradition. Simultaneously, other topics of Sanskrit can also 
be made easily comprehensible with the help of this tool. 

3. Phonological Changes in Sanskrit 

Phonetic change occurs when two sounds in proximity are 
pronounced and make changes. In this process, internal and 
external oral factors of the mouth affect the pronunciation 
of sounds. In AD (दीक्षित, 2016) Pāṇini used the word 
Saṃhitā (परः सक्षिकर्षः संक्षिता-1.4.109) to depict 
phonological changes. There are three possible potential 
combinations leading to the formation of sandhi such as; 
svara sandhi, vyañjana sandhi and visarga sandhi. When a 
vowel affects the second vowel and changes it to another 

sound, called svara sandhi. Similarly, a consonant followed 
by a consonant is defined as vyañjana sandhi (saṃhitā) and 
the combination of a vowel and visarga followed by a 
vowel or consonant is called visarga sandhi (saṃhitā). 
Pāṇini uses the term saṃhitā only to connotate the vowel-
vowel combinations (Zwicky and Arnold, 1965). Other 
rules are just called consonant-consonant changes. Visarga 
sandhi elucidated under Pāṇini’s AD is nothing but 
changes associated with a final or in a word and is grouped 
by Pāṇini with other consonant changes. Visarga rules are 
generally expressed as changes that occur when a particular 
vowel or group of vowels is followed by visarga which in 
turn is followed by various letters. The internal sandhi and 
external sandhi are other useful classifications are also 
done by the scholars. Internal Sandhi refers to the sandhi 
amongst case endings, verbal affixes, prefixes and suffixes 
which results in the formation of a word as saṁ + krita = 
saṁskrita. External Sandhi is what occurs between words, 
whether they form a compound or not (Chakraborty, 2021) 
as sūrya + udayam = sūryodayam. Due to this 
classification, sandhi has five types: svara sandhi, 
prakṛtibhāva sandhi, vyañjana sandhi, visarga sandhi, 
svādi sandhi (आचार्ष, 2019). These are not additional sandhi 
but the incorporation of major sandhis.  Prakṛtibhāva 
sandhi is part of svara sandhi and svādi sandhi is a part of 
visarga sandhi. These additional types are due to internal 
and external conditions of sandhi. Thus, Sandhi is mainly 
three types. 

4. Digital Access and Sanskrit Sandhi 

Information technology affects all aspects of human 
activities and therefore, exerts a similar influence in the 
education sector as well. When a learner is able to take 
responsibility for their own learning, it would result in an 
increased demand for education and magnify the need for 
more digital learning equipment and e-tools. E-learning is 
commonly referred to as the intentional use of networked 
information and communications technology in teaching 
and learning. Digital Access for education and learning can 
be described as using a digital medium or electronic media 
and technologies such as the internet, intranet, extranet, 
satellite broadcasts, audio/videotape, interactive television 
and video-conferencing, to delivery instructional content 
and to create, foster and facilitate learning experiences. In 
contemporary times, when globalization and the sector of 
information technology are at their peak, the entire world 
is connected by a click of a button, the global news is 
generated and exchanged through web mediums, yet, any 
instant e-learning system for important grammatical 
content such as sandhi, subanta, tiṅanta, kṛdanta, samāsa 
etc are unavailable to the digital world. 
Sandhi as previously discussed is an eminent topic of 
Sanskrit linguistics and a part of major curriculum content 
in every university having a linguistics and Indic 
department. The system being deliberated in this research 
paper is a digital platform enduring the potential for global 
access to the derivational process of sandhi along with its 
exegesis and detailed description. 
Sanskrit Sandhi is an issue on which almost all the 
institutions working on computational linguistics in 
Sanskrit and other primitive languages are continuously 
performing research and making significant advancements. 
The most prominent of these institutions are The 
Computational Linguistics R&D at the School of Sanskrit 
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and Indic Studies (J.N.U), Department of Sanskrit, 
University of Hyderabad and Technology Development for 
Indian Languages (TDIL, 2021). These institutes have 
continuously created computational tools by performing 
various researches on the basis of Computational Sanskrit. 
Along with many tools manufactured by these institutes, 
two sandhi-related tools- Sandhi Generator and Sandhi 
splitter are also available. Both the systems developed by 
Jawaharlal Nehru University are based on 
Laghusiddhāntakaumudī. Sandhi Generator System 
(Mishra & Jha, 2009) makes a Sandhi between two padas 
or varnas on the basis of Panini's Sandhi rule. And Sandhi 
Splitter System (Kumar and Jha 2007) identifies the 
syntactic term given in the input form and makes a possible 
break of it and also presents the sandhi sūtra, on the basis 
of which the Sandhi term is formed. Department of Sanskrit 
(UOH) Under the guidance of  Prof. Amba Kulkarni 
(Kulkarni 2021), two tools related to the Sandhi- sandhi 
and sandhi-vicchedikā are based on 
Vayakaranasiddhāntakaumudī. The first tool treats on the 
basis of input in the form of two words. And the second 
Sandhi breaks the word. The department declares 96%-
98% fair results of these sandhi tools. Similarly, Sandhi and 
Sandhi splitter tools have also been manufactured by 
Technology Development for Indian Languages (TDIL). 
This system also presents its AD sequence along with the 
Sandhi Sūtra. Many Sanskrit tools are available on the 
portal (www.sanskritworld.in) a web portal for 
Computational Sanskrit created by Dr. Dhaval Patel 
(2022). There is also a sandhi tool in Tools. Input form for 
Sandhi, this tool by taking pada + pada or prātipadika + 
pada and identifying the Sandhi on the basis of input 
presents Sandhi form, Sandhi sūtra, vārtika and their work, 
AD’s sūtra. The Sandhi splitter system is being 
manufactured by the Karnataka Sanskrit University. This 
system was developed by Amba Kulkarni (Samskrit 
Studies Department, University of Hyderabad), P. 
Ramanuja (Karantaka saṃskṛta University) and Nicolas 
Reimen, Karantaka Saṃskṛta University. The system is 
currently under development. This work is being developed 
to split the Sandhi. A Sandhikosh: A Benchmark Corpus 
for Evaluating Sanskrit Sandhi Tools has been developed 
by the Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi and IBM 
Research in collaboration with Shubham Bhardwaj and his 
colleagues (2018) in which five different departments- 
aṣṭādhyāyī Corpus, Bhagvad_Gita by making Corpus, 
Rule-based Corpus and Literature Corpus, UoH Corpus, 
data collection of about 14000 Sandhi words has been 
made. Under the guidance of Pro. Gérard Hute (2013), the 
INRIA (French Institute for Research in Computer Science 
and Automation) developed the sandhi tool called the 
Sandhi Engine. It is the only system in the systems of the 
Sandhi that explains the internal and external distinction 
between the Sandhi. Similarly, on another website, Green 
Message: The Evergreen Messages of Spirituality, Sanskrit 
and Nature (Message 2021), there are two systems for 
Sanskrit Sandhi, Sanskrit Sandhi Rules and Sanskrit Sandhi 
Tool. The first system presents three options to the user, 
vowel, consonant, and visarga. This system exhibits the 
collection of disparate Sandhi rules and presents an 
example-based Sandhi between whichever characters is 
favored. It further elucidates the Sanskrit Sandhi Tool gives 
the dissection, i.e on giving two different terms, Sandhi, the 
name of the Sandhi and the Sandhi Rules by identifying the 
Sandhi in the result. Sanskrit Dictionary (2022) website has 

prepared some online tools. In which there is a Sanskrit 
Sandhi Calculator and a Sandhi Game called 'Sandhi 
Invaders'. This calculator accepts two characters or words 
as input. by identifying the inputs like syllables, syllable 
positions, changed characters, and the rule by which the 
Sandhi is It has happened, presents that AD Sūtra. The 
'Sandhi Invaders' is a typing game, in which 572 Sandhi 
rules have been arranged in a particular order. It's a simple 
and interesting way to learn facts of the sandhi generation. 
In this sequence, many computer tools have been 
developed in the field of Computational Linguistics since 
2014 by the Department of Sanskrit, University of Delhi. 
Sasūtra Sandhi Generator related to Sanskrit Sandhi was 
built by this department which works with the perfect 
example and rule method and it is the only system of sandhi 
that presents the complete derivational process along with 
making the sandhi. 

5. Computation Process of Pāṇinīan Rules 
for Sandhi 

Pāṇini has encoded the rules in AD and presented them 
very briefly just like in a computer program the data is 
different. A relatively small part of these underlying 
principles is described in the rules of Pāṇini AD.  To 
understand them, first of all, we have to decode these rules. 
These rules can be computed very easily. The śivasūtras, 
enumerate a catalog of sounds (varṇasamāmnāya) in 
fourteen classes. Pāṇini uses abbreviatory labels termed 
pratyahara to describe phonological classes. This 
pratyahara are interpreted in the context of an ancillary text 
of the AD (Malcolm, 2007). For example- If we take the 
formula ‘iko yaṇaci’ (इको र्णक्षच- 6.1.77) (आचार्ष, 2019) for 
the sandhi of yaṇ. To understand this formula, first of all, 
the passage (separate each of the words) is done. By 
separating, we get a total of three words ikaḥ, yaṇ and aci. 
Now division is seen in this these words ikaḥ has the sixth 
declension (vibhakti), the yaṇ has the first vibhakti and 
Achi has the seventh vibhakti. In order to understand the 
meaning of these words, Pāṇini has given the rules that the 
word in which the sixth declension will be there, the word 
with the first declension will be in its place, and the word 
with the seventh declension will be after (nimitta). In this 
way the general meaning of this sūtra is - In place of ik, 
there will be yaṇ after ac. Now these three words are ik, yaṇ  
and ac technical words, to understand this we have to go to 
the sound module of Pāṇini`s AD. This will give us the 
detail of all these three technical terms. ik to i/ī, u/ū, ṛ/ṝ, lṛ 
and yaṇ to y, v, r, l and ac to a/ā, i/ī, u/ū, ṛ/ṝ, lṛ, e, o, ai, au. 
There is a sense of letters like ai, au (all vowels) etc. There 
is also an exception to this sūtra, there will be a long sandhi 
in the same tone. In this way, the meaning of this sūtra is 
i/ī, u/ū, ṛ/ṝ, lṛ after any dissimilar vowel, then y (र््) in place 
of i/ī, v,(व्) in place of u/ū, r (र्) in place of ṛ/ṝ and in place 
of lṛ, the order becomes l (ल्). This process is easy to 
compute. Its format can be seen in Table no-1. 

SR Rec 
Nn. 

End 
w1 

Start 
w2 

Rem 
W1 

Rem 
W2 

Addstr 

1 1 इ 
(i) 

अ 
(ā) 

इ (i) अ 
(a) 

र् (ya) 

2 1 इ 
(i) 

आ 
(ā) 

इ (i) आ 
(ā) 

र्ा 
(yā) 
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3 1 इ 
(i) 

उ 
(u) 

इ (i) उ 
(u) 

रु् 
(yu) 

 

Table 1: Computational Rules for Sandhi Recognition and 
Analysis 

The rules database and AD Sūtrapath database for the 

Rupasiddhi process have been created in a specific format. 

In this way, the Sandhi Sūtras have been computed using 

the method given by Pāṇini. 

6. Used Research Methodology 

The basis of the computational rules is the sandhi 
prakaraṇa analyzed in the Vayakaranasiddhāntakaumudī. 
This system was developed on the basis of about 131 
Sandhi Sūtras and 39 vārtikas of kātyāyana related to the 
sandhi. It has been developed on the basis of the Rule and 
the Example-Based Hybrid Approach. For the general 
procedure, the formulas are kept under the example method 
and in special cases, the formulas are kept under the rule 
method.  
Rules and examples in two databases have been created to 
identify the sandhi. There are total of 4194 computational 
rules have been kept in the computational format by 
expanding the Pāṇinian rules related to the Sandhi. From 
this database, the identification of the sandhi between two 
characters, the analysis and the sandhi is done. 
Pāṇini's rule and example-based hybrid method have been 
used in the development of web-based computing systems 
for the sandhi. Just as Pāṇini has presented two types of 
rules in his AD, which are called General Rules and 
Exceptional Rules. Similarly, in this system also the sandhi 
is obtained with the help of a rule-based method for general 
rules and an example database for exceptions. 
Simultaneously, computational linguistics and web 
technology methods have been used. The Research 
Methodology can be understood in figure 1. 

7. Computational Platform and Techniques 

This sandhi system is Web based system. There are mainly 

two main components to develop any Web based system- 

first front end and second back end. Front-end can be said 

to be all the visible aspects of the website that the user can 

see and experience. In technical language, the term ‘client-

side’ is used for the front-end. The front end mainly 

consists of web pages. For this system, we used an HTML 

page, and code of CSS and JavaScript have been included 

in the HTML code to make it attractive and useful. Back-

end is where all work is done in the background. It makes 

all decisions about how and when to present the 

information. The programming language Python has been 

used for web development. The Python-supported Flask 

server is used for the server and the MySQL database and 

text files have been used for the database. 

8. Components of the System 

There are mainly three components in this system- 

• The first component identifies the sandhi on the 
basis of user provided terms and makes a Sandhi. 

• On the basis of the second identity, codified 
changes of sandhi. 

• On the basis of the third sandhi, it shows the 
complete Derivational process of making a sandhi 
word with the Pāṇini`s Sūtras and kātyāyana`s 
vārtikas. 

This can be understood through figure no-1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Diagram of the system. 

The first webpage of this system is the user interface. The 
user interface is the point through which a user interacts 
with a computer, website, or application. The user interface 
of the presented system is developed in HTML with the 
help of a Form-based user interface. When submitted by the 
user by entering his input in Devanagari Unicode (two 
words with “+” sign) in a text area available in the interface. 
So that given gets refined and comes to the component 
called Sandhi Identifier. This component identifies the 
sandhi with the help of base sandhi identification rules 
based on the given input. After that, on the basis of the 
identification, the Sandhi Generator module does the work 
with the help of rules and an example database and 
generates a code for the accomplishment process, and sends 
it to the next step. The Sandhi Siddhi Generator module 
generates the Siddhi codes from the code obtained from the 
Sandhi Generator with the help of the rūpasiddhi database. 
Again, this siddhi code is sent to the AD database, where 
Pāṇini converts the code from the rules and communicates 
it to the output generator. The Output Generator converts 
the string obtained from the previous element i.e Sandhi 
Siddhi Generator into text. After that, by creating an 
automatic table, replaces that text in its rows and columns. 
As a result, all the information about the derivational 
process is displayed to the user in the same webpage result. 

9. Result and Discussion 

With the help of this interface, the user can type any two 
words in Unicode incorporating a “+” sign between them 
in Devanagari and click on the submit button for 
sasūtrasandhi. The result is generated on the webpage on 
the basis of the input provided in UTF-8 in Devanagari 
script, the Derivational process of sandhi is displayed on a 
webpage in tabular form. In the result obtained, each sūtras 
and vārtikas used in the process of sandhi are hyperlinked. 
On which, when the cursor is moved, the meaning of that 
sūtras and vārtikas, its complete explanation appears on a 
new webpage. This system is a completely user-friendly 
system and is easy to use. Through the use of this system, 
any student can easily use it in his studies and faculties in 
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their teaching pedagogies. This web-based system is 
completely dependent on the rules of the procedure 
discussed in the Vayakaranasiddhāntakaumudī. 

This system can be easily accessed anywhere at the user’s 
convenience with the use of the internet. In the Sandhi 
system, no dictionary has been used for the Siddhi process, 
but the basis of the entire Siddhi process is examples and 
rules and methods. By looking at the position of the sandhi, 
this system identifies the automatic sandhi in a few 
moments and at the same time, it also verifies how many 
sandhi forms are formed in the case of a particular sandhi. 
On the basis of the given input, this system automatically 
analyzes the sandhi along with the identification of the 
sandhi between the given words, which the AD’s sandhi 
rule is derived from. User-supplied words, saṃhitā/sandhi 
words, sandhi identity, siddhi codes are obtained in this 
analysis form. Based on the analysis provided by this 
system, all the sandhi forms have been made. Presents all 
the information of accomplishment like sūtras, vārtikas, 
rules,  definitions etc. in text form with hyperlinked 
meaning and explanation in the form of the automatic table 
of all those forms. This system is a very helpful resource 
for people who are curious about the sandhi and the form 
of the sandhi. By using this system the seeker can not only 
learn the sandhi himself. Rather, it can also be used as 
teaching material in the classroom for the teaching of 
sandhi. 

This system achieves the then sandhi and rūpasiddhi. As a 
result, this web-based style affects teaching as well as 
attracts students' attention to the reading process. The use 
of the book is of limited consequence. Whereas the use of 
the system is of unlimited consequence. This system is 
available online 24*7. Therefore, it can be used without 
compulsion at any time in reading and learning. Therefore, 
this system will prove to be very effective in e-learning. 

10. Future Directions of the Research 

This online sandhi system has been designed according to 
the Vayakaranasiddhāntakaumudī. This system gives 
sandhi and its Derivational Process between any two words 
or two varṇa. This system will play a very effective role in 
Digital classroom teaching, boosting teaching skills and the 
learning process. In the context of information technology, 
this research will encourage innovation in future Sanskrit 
research works. This research will prove to be helpful in 
future research work on other topics of Sanskrit grammar 
process like subanta, tiṅanta, ṇijanta, yaṅanta, 
sanādyanta, samāsa, taddhita etc. With the help of this 
system, the development of Sasūtrarupasiddhi Sandhi 
Splitter system can be done which will prove to be very 
important in the world of Sanskrit literature. Presently this 
system has been made in the Hindi version only. After that, 
it can also be developed for another language versions such 
as Sanskrit, English, Bangla, Tamil, Telugu etc. And 
speech technology can also be used for input-output in this. 
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Abstract
Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a basic NLP task and finds major applications in conversational and search systems. It
helps us identify key entities in a sentence used for the downstream application. NER or similar slot filling systems for popular
languages have been heavily used in commercial applications. In this work, we focus on Marathi, an Indian language, spoken
prominently by the people of Maharashtra state. Marathi is a low resource language and still lacks useful NER resources. We
present L3Cube-MahaNER, the first major gold standard named entity recognition dataset in Marathi. We also describe the
manual annotation guidelines followed during the process. In the end, we benchmark the dataset on different CNN, LSTM,
and Transformer based models like mBERT, XLM-RoBERTa, IndicBERT, MahaBERT, etc. The MahaBERT provides the best
performance among all the models. The data and models are available at https://github.com/l3cube-pune/MarathiNLP .

Keywords: Named Entity Recognition, NER, Marathi Dataset, Transformers

1. Introduction
A principal technique of information extraction is
Named Entity Recognition. It is an integral part of
natural language processing systems. The technique
involves the identification and categorization of the
named entity (Marrero et al., 2013; Lample et al.,
2016). These categories include entities like people’s
names, locations, numerical values, and temporal val-
ues. NER has a myriad of applications like customer
service, text summarization, etc. Through the years, a
large amount of work has been done for Named En-
tity Recognition in the English language (Yadav and
Bethard, 2018). The work is very mature and the func-
tionality comes out of the box with NLP libraries like
NLTK (Bird et al., 2009) and spacy (Honnibal and
Montani, 2017). In contrast, limited work is done in the
Indic languages like Hindi and Marathi (Kale and Gov-
ilkar, 2017). (Patil et al., 2016) addresses the problems
faced by Indian languages like the presence of abbrevi-
ations, ambiguities in named entity categories, different
dialects, spelling variations, and the presence of foreign
words. (Shah, 2016) elaborates on these issues along
with others like the lack of well-annotated data, fewer
resources, and tools, etc. Furthermore, the existing re-
sources for NER in Marathi released in (Murthy et al.,
2018) titled IIT Bombay Marathi NER Corpus has only
3588 train sentences and 3 target named entities. Also,
about 39 percent of sentences in this dataset contain O
tags only further reducing the number of useful tokens.
Moreover, many datasets aren’t available publicly or
contain fewer sample sentences. We aim to build a
much bigger Marathi NER corpora with a variety of

* Equal contribution of the authors.

labels currently missing in the literature. The FIRE
2010 dataset is a comparable dataset with 27,177 sen-
tences but is not publicly available. Although, text clas-
sification in Hindi and Marathi has recently received
some attention (Joshi et al., 2019; Kulkarni et al., 2022;
Kulkarni et al., 2021; Velankar et al., 2021), however
the same is not true for NER.

Figure 1: Model Architecture

In this paper, we present our dataset L3Cube-
MahaNER. This dataset has been manually annotated
and compiled in-house. It is a large dataset annotated
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according to the IOB, non-IOB, and binary entity no-
tation for Marathi NER. It contains 25,000 manually
tagged sentences categorized according to the eight en-
tity classes. The original sentences have been taken
from a news domain corpus (Joshi, 2022a) and the av-
erage length of these sentences is 9 words. These enti-
ties annotated in the dataset include names of locations,
organizations, people, and numeric quantities like time,
measure, and other entities like dates and designations.
The paper also describes the dataset statistics and the
guidelines that have been followed while tagging these
sentences.
We also present the results of deep-learning mod-
els like Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Long-
Short Time Memory (LSTM), biLSTM, and Trans-
former models like mBERT (Devlin et al., 2019a),
IndicBERT (Kakwani et al., 2020), XLM-RoBERTa,
RoBERTa-Marathi, MahaBERT (Joshi, 2022a), Ma-
haROBERTa, MahaALBERT that have been trained
on the L3Cube-MahaNER dataset. We experiment on
all major multi-lingual and Marathi BERT models to
establish a benchmark for future comparisons. The
dataset and resources will be publicly shared on Github.

2. Related Work
Named Entity Recognition is a concept that originated
at the Message Understanding Conferences (Grishman
and Sundheim, 1996) in 1995. Machine learning tech-
niques and linguistic techniques were the two major
techniques used to perform NER. Handmade rules (Ab-
dallah et al., 2012) developed by experienced linguists
were used in the linguistic techniques. These systems,
which included gazetteers, dictionaries, and lexical-
ized grammar, demonstrated good accuracy levels in
English. However, these strategies had the disadvan-
tage of being difficult to transfer to other languages or
professions. Decision Trees (Paliouras et al., 2000),
Conditional Random Field, Maximum Entropy Model
(Bender et al., 2003), Hidden Markov Model, and Sup-
port Vector Machine were included in machine learning
techniques. To attain better competence, these super-
vised learning algorithms make use of massive volumes
of NE annotated data.
A comparative study by training the models on the
same data using Support Vector Machine (SVM) and
Conditional Random Field(CRF) was carried out by
(Krishnarao et al., 2009). It was concluded that the
CRF model was superior. A more effective hybrid sys-
tem consisting of the Hidden Markov Model, a combi-
nation of handmade rules and MaxEnt was introduced
by (Srihari, 2000) for performing NER. Deep learn-
ing models were then utilized to complete the NER
problem as technology progressed. CNN (Albawi et
al., 2017), LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997),
biLSTM (Yang and Xu, 2020), and Transformers were
among the most popular models.
NER for Indian languages is a comparatively difficult
task due to a lack of capitalization, spelling variances,

and uncertainty in the meaning of words. The structure
of the language is likewise difficult to grasp. Further-
more, the lack of a well-ordered labeled dataset makes
advanced approaches such as deep learning methods
difficult to deploy. (Bhattacharjee et al., 2019) has
described various problems faced while implementing
NER for Indian languages.
(Murthy et al., 2018) introduced Marathi annotated
dataset named IIT Bombay Marathi NER Corpus for
Named Entity Recognition consisting of 5591 sen-
tences and 108359 tags. They considered 3 main cat-
egories named Location, Person, and Organization for
training the character-based model on the dataset. They
made use of multilingual learning to jointly train mod-
els for multiple languages, which in turn helps in im-
proving the NER performance of one of the languages.
(Pan et al., 2017) in 2017 released a dataset named
WikiAnn NER Corpus consisting of 14,978 sentences
and 3 tags labeled namely Organization, Person, and
Location. It is however a silver-standard dataset for
282 different languages including Marathi. This project
aims to create a cross-lingual name tagging and linking
framework for Wikipedia’s 282 languages.

3. Compilation of dataset
3.1. Data Collection
Our dataset consists of 25,000 sentences in the Marathi
language. We have used the base sentences from the
L3Cube-MahaCorpus (Joshi, 2022a), which is a mono-
lingual Marathi dataset majorly from the news domain.
The sentences in the dataset are in the Marathi language
with minimal appearance of English words and numer-
ics as present in the original news. However, while an-
notating the dataset, these English words have not been
considered as a part of the named entity categories.
Furthermore, the dataset does not preserve the context
of the news, such as the publication profiles, regions,
and so on.

3.2. Dataset Annotation
We have manually tagged the entire dataset into eight
named entity classes. These classes include Per-
son (NEP), Location(NEL), Organization(NEO), Mea-
sure(NEM), Time(NETI), Date(NED), and Designa-
tion(ED). While tagging the sentences, we established
an annotation guideline to ensure consistency. The first
200 sentences were tagged together to further estab-
lish consistency among four annotators proficient in
Marathi reading and writing. Post this the tagging was
performed in parallel except for ambiguous sentences
which were separately handled. Firstly, the sentences
were relieved of any contextual associations. Then, the
approach for the contents of the named entity classes
was decided as follows. Proper nouns involving per-
sons’ names are tagged as NEP and places are tagged as
NEL. All kinds of organizations like companies, coun-
cils, political parties, and government departments are

Link to the dataset
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Dataset Sentence Count Tag Count
Train 21500 27300
Test 2000 2472
Validation 1500 1847

Table 1: Count of sentences and tags in the dataset.

Tags Train Test Validation
NEM 7052 620 488
NEP 6910 611 457
NEL 4949 447 329
NEO 4176 385 268
NED 2466 244 182
ED 1003 92 75
NETI 744 73 48

Table 2: Count of individual tags of L3Cube-
MahaNER.

tagged as NEO. Numeric quantities of all kinds are
tagged as NEM concerning the context. Furthermore,
temporal values like time are tagged as NETI, and dates
are tagged as NED. Apart from that, individual titles
and designations, which precede proper nouns in the
sentences are tagged as ED. Despite maintaining these
guidelines, some entities had ambiguous meanings and
were difficult to tag. In these circumstances, we re-
solved the intricacies unanimously by taking a vote
amongst the annotators. The sentences were tagged ac-
cording to the predominant vote.

3.3. Dataset Statistics
For more clarity, some example sentences with tagged
entities are mentioned in Table 6.

4. Experimental Techniques
4.1. Model Architectures
The deep learning models are trained using large
labeled datasets and the neural network architectures

Tags Train Test Validation
B-NEM 5824 523 404
I-NEM 1228 97 84
B-NEP 4775 428 322
I-NEP 2135 183 135
B-NEL 4461 407 293
I-NEL 488 40 36
B-NEO 2741 256 178
I-NEO 1435 129 90
B-NED 1937 191 141
I-NED 529 53 41
B-ED 838 74 61
I-ED 165 18 14
B-NETI 633 63 43
I-NETI 111 10 5

Table 3: Count of individual tags of L3Cube-
MahaNER.

learn features from the data effectively, without the
need for feature extraction to be done manually.
Similarly, the transformer aims to address sequence-
to-sequence problems while also resolving long-range
relationships in natural language processing. The
transformer model contains a ”self-attention” mecha-
nism that examines the relationship between all of the
words in a phrase. It provides differential weightings to
indicate which phrase components are most significant
in determining how a word should be read. Thus the
transformer identifies the context that assigns each
word in the sentence its meaning. The training time
also is lowered as the feature enhances parallelization.

CNN: This model uses a single 1D convolution
over the 300-dimensional word embeddings. These
embeddings are fed into a Conv1D layer having 512
filters and a filter size of 3. The output at each timestep
is subjected to a dense layer of size 8. The dense layer
size is equal to the size of the output labels. There are
8 output labels for non-IOB notation and 15 output
labels for IOB notation. The activation function used
is relu. All the models have the same optimizer and
loss functions. The optimizer used is RMSPROP. The
embedding layer for all the word-based models is
initialized using fast text word embeddings.

LSTM: This model uses a single LSTM layer to
process the 300-dimensional word embeddings. The
LSTM layer has 512 hidden units followed by a dense
layer similar to the CNN model.

biLSTM: It is analogous to the CNN model with
the single 1D convolution substituted by a biLSTM
layer. An embedding vector of dimension 300 is used
in this model and the biLSTM has 512 hidden units. A
batch size of 16 is used.

BERT: BERT (Devlin et al., 2019b) is a Google-
developed transformer-based approach for NLP
pre-training that was inspired by pre-training contex-
tual representations. It’s a deep bidirectional model,
which means it’s trained on both sides of a token’s
context. BERT’s most notable feature is that it can be
fine-tuned by adding a few output layers.

mBERT: mBERT (Pires et al., 2019), which stands
for multilingual BERT is the next step in constructing
models that understand the meaning of words in
context. A deep learning model was built on 104
languages by concurrently encoding all of their infor-
mation on mBERT.

ALBERT: ALBERT (Lan et al., 2020) is a trans-
former design based on BERT that requires many
fewer parameters than the current state-of-the-art
model BERT. These models can train around 1.7 times
quicker than BERT models and have greater data
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Model F1 Precision Recall Accuracy
mBERT 82.82 82.63 83.01 96.75
Indic BERT 84.66 84.10 85.22 97.09
XLM-RoBERTa 84.19 83.42 84.97 97.12
RoBERTa-Marathi 81.93 81.58 82.29 96.67
MahaBERT 84.81 84.55 85.07 97.10
MahaRoBERTa 85.30 84.27 86.36 97.18
MahaAlBERT 84.50 84.54 84.45 96.98
CNN 72.2 81.0 66.6 97.16
LSTM 70.0 77.1 64.8 94.46
biLSTM 73.7 77.2 77.6 94.99

Table 4: F1 score(macro), precision and recall of various transformer and normal models for IOB notation using
the Marathi dataset.

Model F1 Precision Recall Accuracy
mBERT 85.3 82.83 97.94 96.92
Indic BERT 86.56 85.86 87.27 97.15
XLM-RoBERTa 85.69 84.21 87.22 97.07
RoBERTa-Marathi 83.86 82.22 85.57 96.92
MahaBERT 86.80 84.62 89.09 97.15
MahaRoBERTa 86.60 84.30 89.04 97.24
MahaAlBERT 85.96 84.32 87.66 97.32
CNN 79.5 82.1 77.4 97.28
LSTM 74.9 84.1 68.5 94.89
biLSTM 80.4 83.3 77.6 94.99

Table 5: F1 score(macro), precision and recall of various transformer and normal models for non-IOB notation
using the Marathi dataset.

throughput than BERT models. IndicBERT is a multi-
lingual ALBERT model that includes 12 main Indian
languages and was trained on large-scale datasets.
Many public models, such as mBERT and XLM-R,
have more parameters than IndicBERT, although the
latter performs exceptionally well on a wide range of
tasks.

RoBERTa: RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) is an unsuper-
vised transformers model that has been trained on a
huge corpus of English data. This means it was trained
exclusively on raw texts, with no human labeling, and
then utilized an automated approach to generate labels
and inputs from those texts. The multilingual model
XLM-RoBERTa has been trained in 100 languages.
Unlike certain XLM multilingual models, it does not
require lang tensors to detect which language is being
used. It can also deduce the correct language from the
supplied ids.

MahaBERT: MahaBERT (Joshi, 2022b) is a 752
million token multilingual BERT model fine-tuned
using L3Cube-MahaCorpus as well as other Marathi
monolingual datasets that are available publicly.

MahaROBERTA: MahaROBERTA (Joshi, 2022b)is
a MarathiRoBERTa model that is based on a multilin-
gual RoBERTa (xlm-roberta-base) framework that has
been fine-tuned using L3Cube-MahaCorpus and other
publicly released Marathi monolingual corpora.

MahaALBERT: MahaALBERT (Joshi, 2022b) is
an AlBERT-based Marathi monolingual model trained
using L3Cube-MahaCorpus as well as other Marathi
monolingual datasets available publicly.

5. Results
In this study, we have experimented with various model
architectures like CNN, LSTM, biLSTM, and trans-
formers like BERT, and RoBERTa to perform named
entity recognition on our dataset. This section presents
the F1 scores attained by training these models on our
dataset for IOB and non-IOB notations. The results
have been reported in Table 4 and Table 5 respectively.
Among the CNN and LSTM-based models, the biL-
STM model with the trainable word embeddings gives
the best results on the L3Cube-MahaNER dataset for
IOB as well as non-IOB notations. Moreover, for the
transformers-based models, it is observed that the Ma-
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Table 6: Sample Tagged Sentences

haRoBERTa model yields the best results for IOB and
MahaBERT provides the best results for non-IOB no-
tations. The LSTM and the RoBERTa-Marathi models
report the lowest scores among all models for both.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we hold forth on the problem of scarcity
of annotated corpora and hence present L3Cube-
MahaNER which is a large dataset for Marathi Named
Entity, containing 25000 distinct sentences. We
achieved the results using IOB and non-IOB notations
on deep learning models such as CNN, LSTM, biL-
STM, and transformers in BERT as listed above, to set
the basis for future work. We observed the highest ac-
curacy on MahaRoBERTa for IOB notations and model
MahaBERT for non-IOB notations. We believe that our
corpus will play a pivotal role in expanding conversa-
tional AI for the Marathi Language.
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Abstract
Emotion detection (ED) in tweets is a text classification problem that is of interest to Natural Language Processing (NLP)
researchers. Code-mixing (CM) is a process of mixing linguistic units such as words of two different languages. The CM
languages are characteristically different from the languages whose linguistic units are used for mixing. Whilst NLP has been
shown to be successful for low-resource languages, it becomes challenging to perform NLP tasks on CM languages. As for
ED, it has been rarely investigated on CM languages such as Hindi—English due to the lack of training data that is required
for today’s data-driven classification algorithms. This research proposes a gold standard dataset for detecting emotions in
CM Hindi–English tweets. This paper also presents our results about the investigation of the usefulness of our gold-standard
dataset while testing a number of state-of-the-art classification algorithms. We found that the ED classifier built using SVM
provided us the highest accuracy (75.17%) on the hold-out test set. This research would benefit the NLP community in
detecting emotions from social media platforms in multilingual societies.

Keywords: Emotion Detection, BERT, Code-mixing

1. Introduction

People nowadays use social media more often; even
they follow news channels on micro-blogging websites
such as Twitter and Facebook. In fact, many users pre-
fer to use such platforms and avoid traditional media
platforms (e.g. television) for news. India is a coun-
try with a one and a half billion population. A sig-
nificant portion of the population makes use of micro-
blogs on daily basis for a variety of reasons, e.g. enter-
tainment, learning, and motivation. Short comments
posted by social media users on the micro-blogging
websites may show certain kinds of emotions. This can
be used by multinational companies and SMEs to check
the opinions of the users for a variety of reasons, e.g.
reviewing products (Onan, 2021), identifying buying
intentions (Haque et al., 2019), recognising complaints
about products or services (Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2019;
Singh et al., 2020a; Singh et al., 2020b). Such hid-
den insights could be crucial for improving the quality
of their products or services. Over and above, iden-
tification of emotions or sentiments could be used in
improving the quality of output of other NLP models,
e.g. machine translation (MT) (Kumari et al., 2021),
text summarization (Abdi et al., 2018). In fact, ED is
not a new area of NLP and being heavily investigated
over a decade and on a variety of contents, e.g. tweets
(Liew and Turtle, 2016), technology review (Garcia-
Garcia et al., 2017), suicide notes (Desmet and Hoste,
2013). The bidirectional encoders using masked lan-
guage models, e.g. bidirectional encoder representa-
tions from Transformers (BERT) (Devlin et al., 2018),
multilingual BERT (mBERT) (Pires et al., 2019), pro-
duce state-of-the-art results in numerous NLP tasks.
This transfer learning strategy is very effective when

labelled data is not abundantly available especially in
low-resource scenarios. To the best of our knowledge,
none of the existing large-scale language models have
been trained exclusively with code-mixed data. There-
fore, the problem is that they do not perform well in
the NLP tasks involving CM languages. Despite this
problem, we considered a popular CM language for in-
vestigating emotion analysis, Hindi–English. Hindi is
the most popular language in India, and it is spoken as
a first language by nearly half a billion people world-
wide and as a second language by some 120 million
more. A large number of people use Hindi with En-
glish for speaking and writing. In social networking
platforms, this has even become a normal trend that
users write Hindi posts in scripts that are a mixture of
Hindi and English linguistic units (e.g. words, sylla-
bles). Such code-mixed posts are hard to parse for a
variety of reasons, e.g. the NLP preprocessors were
traditionally trained on monolingual datasets, not on
CM datasets. Moreover, the expression of interest of
a social media user may be associated with the user’s
state of mind, emotion, or other phenomena. Hence,
the different users can express their thoughts of inter-
est in numerous ways. For an example, a Hindi word
“tmhara” which means ’your’ in English can be writ-
ten in a variety of forms, e.g. “tmharaa”, “tumhara”,
“tumara”, “tmhare”. To the best of our knowledge,
there are no freely-available linguistic preprocessors
and tools (syntactic or semantic) that can handle CM
Hindi–English texts, e.g. word sense disambiguation,
lemmatization, parsing, spelling corrections. This is
another challenge that researchers face while they en-
counter CM languages for different NLP tasks.
In this work, we focused on creating a gold standard
dataset for detecting emotions in CM Hindi–English
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social media texts. To the best of our knowledge, the
paper that is closely related to ours is (Vijay et al.,
2018), who investigated emotion detection from CM
Hindi–English social media texts. More specifically,
(Vijay et al., 2018) extracted tweets using Twitter’s API
and created a small data set that constitutes of 2,866 in-
stances which were annotated into six emotions (Ek-
man, 1992): ‘Happy’, ‘Sad’, ‘Angry’, ‘Fear’, ‘Dis-
gust’, or ‘Surprise’. For building their ED classifiers
they used only three emotion classes. They considered
those classes that are more prevalent in the dataset, i.e.,
‘Happy’, ‘Sad’, ‘Angry’. Although the work of Vijay
et al. (2018) is closely related to ours, our work differs
from them in many ways and the key contributions of
this work are: (i) we manually created a gold-standard
dataset for detecting emotions in CM Hindi–English
social media texts. Unlike (Vijay et al., 2018), this is
nearly a class-balanced data set, and (ii) we achieved
an F1 score of 75.17% on our held-out test set with our
best-performing ED classifier that was built using the
SVM algorithm, which surpassed the performance of
the best-performing models of Vijay et al. (2018) and
Wadhawan and Aggarwal (2021).

2. Related Work
As discussed above, Vijay et al. (2018) investigated
ED from CM Hindi–English social media texts. They
created a small data set that has a class-imbalance is-
sue. In order to avoid the class-imbalance problem in
classification, they considered instances with the three
most frequent classes for system building. Vijay et al.
(2018) applied a number of preprocessing strategies in-
cluding replacement of URLs, user names, emoticons
with placeholders such as ’URL’, ’USER’, ’Emoticon’,
respectively. For building classifiers they extracted
features using character n-grams, n-grams, emoticons,
punctuation, repeating characters, negations, sentiment
lexicons, upper case characters, and intensifiers. They
were able to achieve a maximum of 58.2% accuracy
when SVM is used. They demonstrated the perfor-
mance of their classifiers by integrating the aforemen-
tioned features into their classification models. Their
experiments showed that features derived from URLs,
user names, emoticons, negations, lexicons do not help.
More recently, Wadhawan and Aggarwal (2021) cited
the problem of using the data created by Vijay et al.
(2018) for building data-driven classifiers in detect-
ing emotions in CM user-generated content. Instead,
they created a self-annotated class-balanced Hindi–
English CM dataset using Twitter tags like #happy,
#sad, #angry, #fear, #disgust, #wow. In other words,
they automatically annotated tweets using a list of col-
lected searched #tags. For example, all tweets un-
der the #happy tag were labelled as ‘Happy’ emo-
tion. They used different recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) for building their classifiers, in particular
with Bi-directional Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997). Additionally,

they made use of three pre-trained LMs for classifi-
cation, BERT, RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), ALBERT
(Lan et al., 2019). They were able to achieve an accu-
racy of 71% on their test set when they used BERT.
We now turn our attention to the papers that looked
into sentiment analysis in the social media sphere. The
works of Tiwari and Sinha (2020) and Srividya and
Sowjanya (2019) focused on sentiment detection in En-
glish Facebook posts. They collected Facebook posts
and annotated the collected datasets into three senti-
ments, positive, negative, or neutral. As for training,
they mainly considered the supervised learning algo-
rithms that are commonly used for text data such as
SVM and Naı̈ve Bayes. They were able to achieve an
accuracy in the range of 90% on their test data. There
have been a plethora of works that studied this area
of NLP considering both high-resource (e.g. English)
or low-resource languages (e.g. Indic languages); we
refer interested readers to some of the notable papers
(Ahmad et al., 2019; Mukherjee, 2019; Singh, 2021).
We also refer an excellent initiative to promote this
line of NLP research through introducing a shared task
(Sentiment Analysis of Code-Mixed Tweets) (Patwa et
al., 2020).

3. Corpus Creation and Annotation
The data set created by Vijay et al. (2018) con-
tains a list of 2,866 instances, each of which is man-
ually tagged into one of the following six sentiments
’Happy’, ’Sad’, ’Angry’, ’Fear’, ’Disgust’, or ’Sur-
prise’. They made their data set available online for the
NLP community. We followed their annotation scheme
for creating a robust and balanced dataset. First, we
collected tweets using Twitter’s official API – Tweepy.1

Since our aim is to collect CM Hindi–English tweets,
we set the language parameter of API to ‘Hindi’. We
used a list of #tags in order to collect tweets that are
expected to be CM Hindi–English texts; some of them
are happy, smile, birthday, badhai ho, Sad, darr, mujhe
darr lag rha, Surprise, amazing. This crawling process
provided us with a raw dataset that contains 102,809
CM Hindi–English tweets. In this regard, as pointed
out in Section 2, Wadhawan and Aggarwal (2021) au-
tomatically created a CM Hindi–English data set us-
ing the strategy that we just described. However, the
process of automatically annotating tweets by making
use of #tags has an important drawback. Many tweets
that were extracted with #tag ‘happy’ may not be opin-
ionated texts. In fact, some of them could belong to
different emotion classes. As an example, consider a
tweet “wow amazing. I can’t even imagine, how can
he be so happy?”. This tweet was labelled as ‘Happy’
since it was extracted using #tag. In reality, the tweet
should belong to the ‘Surprise’ emotion class. Since
we wanted to create a balanced dataset for emotion de-
tection in user-generated content and it would serve as
a gold-standard dataset for this task, the dataset must

1https://www.tweepy.org/
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not contain any noisy or anomalous examples. That is
the reason why we carried out a systematic manual an-
notation task which is described below.
The tweets that we crawled contains a significant
amount of unnecessary entries. For example, they are
too short text, contain only URLs, links, #tags, im-
ages, Hindi script or English scripts. Such tweets
were automatically discarded from the initial list of
tweets. Then, we applied the following cleaning pro-
cedure in order to clean the tweets: (i) removing URL:
links, email IDs, and URLs that were part of tweets
were removed, (ii) removing #tags and @User Names:
#tags and @User Names were removed. (iii) remov-
ing emoticons: all emoticons that were part of tweets
were removed.2 (iv) removing RT: all RT tags that were
part of tweets were removed, and (v) removing noises:
all the null values and special characters were removed
from tweets.
As pointed out above, posts in micro-blogging websites
usually are short and a word can take one of the nu-
merous lexical variations of the word (e.g. “tmhara”
as “tmharaa”, “tumhara”, “tumara”, “tmhare”; cf. Sec-
tion 1). This can easily be captured by continuous dis-
tributed vector representation of words using the Skip-
gram model (also known as Word2Vec) (Mikolov et al.,
2013) or similar algorithms. However, for this, we need
to have a word-embedding model trained on CM Hindi-
English corpus. To the best of our knowledge, there is
no such freely available corpus to be used for this pur-
pose. Alternatively, we created a list of the most fre-
quently used (Hindi or CM Hindi–English) words on
Twitter, which are written in multiple ways. We man-
ually created a list of 365 words, and for each word
all alternative variations were turned into their most
widely used variation. We will see in the next section
that this strategy helped in improving the performance
of our ED classification models. We illustrate this with
an example. Consider the following Hindi tweet “bro
tm pagaal hoo”, its literal English translation is “bro
you are crazy”. The Hindi word ‘tum’ may be written
as ‘tumm’, ’tm’, ‘tuum’. In our case, this Hindi tweet
is turned into “bro tum pagal ho”. Additionally, if there
is a tweet that has spelling mistakes, spelling errors are
corrected. As an example, consider a Hindi tweet ‘bro
tm pagaalhoo gaeho” whose literal English translation
is “You have become crazy”. This tweet is modified or
corrected as ”bro tum pagal ho gaye ho”. This is ac-
complished via manual inspection since such spelling
mistakes cannot be detected using regular expressions.
In sum, we applied a noise cleaning method to the
tweets. This cleaning process was carried out with
a manual editor who has excellent English and Hindi
skills and good knowledge of tweets. On completion
of preprocessing and manual cleaning, we ended with
a set of 7,150 tweets.

2In future, we aim to test emoji normalisation method
(https://pypi.org/project/emoji/) too as they
could interesting signal for detecting emotions.

3.1. Annotation
We label each of the collected clean tweets with ei-
ther one of the 6 emotion categories (’Happy’, ’Sad’,
’Anger’, ’Fear’, ’Disgust’, ’Surprise’) or the no emo-
tion category. The manual annotation process is ac-
complished with a GUI that randomly displays a tweet
from the set of 7,150 tweets. At the end of the annota-
tion task, each tweet is associated with one tag. Since
we have three annotators and three values are associ-
ated with each of the tweets of the set of 7,150 labeled
tweets. The final class for a tweet is determined based
on a majority voting strategy. There might be complete
disagreement (i.e. each annotator tag it with different
class) among the annotators. In that case, we do not
consider that Tweet. On completion of the annotation
task, we ended up with a set of 6,299 annotated Tweets.
The inter-annotator agreement was computed using
Fleiss’ Kappa (Fleiss and Cohen, 1973) at tweet level.
For each tweet, we count an agreement whenever three
annotators agree with the annotation result. We found
the kappa score to be high (i.e. 0.83) for the annotation
task. This indicates that our tweet labeling task is to be
excellent in quality.
In Table 1, we show two examples of CM Hindi–
English tweets from our dataset. The first and sec-

Table 1: CM Tweets from our gold-standard dataset.
CM Tweet main bht khush hn Modi k decision se
Translation I am happy with Modi’s decision
CM Tweet ipl kab se chalu hoga bhaiya so sad
Translation When will IPL start brother so sad

ond examples shown in Table 1 belong to ‘Happy’ and
‘Sad’ classes, respectively.

4. Data Statistics
The CM Hindi-English dataset of Vijay et al. (2018)
contains 2,866 tweets which are labeled with 6 emo-
tions. From now on, we call this dataset Dataset 1. As
mentioned in the above section, our CM Hindi–English
dataset contains 6,299 tweets which were labeled with
7 emotion tags. From now on, this dataset is referred
to as Dataset 2. Table 2 shows the data distribution,
i.e., count of tweets in each emotion class. To build our
classifiers, we used a combined dataset (i.e. our dataset
with one created by Vijay et al. (2018)) that contains a
total of 9,165 CM Hindi–English tweets. From now on,
we call the combined dataset Final Dataset. As can be
seen from Table 2, although numbers for “No emotion”
and “Fear” are slightly high (1,892) and low (559), re-
spectively, Final Dataset is nearly a class-balanced data
set. In future, we aim to enrich this data set by increas-
ing the number of Tweets in each class (e.g. “Fear”).

5. Emotion Detection: Methodology,
Results, and Discussion

In above, we discussed how we created a gold-standard
dataset for detecting emotions in CM Hindi–English
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Labels Dataset 1 Dataset 2 FD
No emotion 0 1,892 1,892
Happy 595 631 1,226
Sad 878 651 1,529
Angry 667 1,096 1,763
Fear 85 474 559
Disgust 291 856 1,147
Surprise 182 867 1,049

Table 2: Data Distribution

social media texts. We tested the usefulness of this
dataset by employing a number of classification algo-
rithms on it. This section details the building of our ED
classification models and presents evaluation results.

5.1. Experimental Setups
The recurrent neural network, in particular with LSTM
hidden units, has been proved to be an effective model
for many classification tasks in NLP. In addition to
LSTM, we used SVM, Logistic Regression, Random
Forest algorithms for building our classifiers. As dis-
cussed in Section 2, Wadhawan and Aggarwal (2021)
fine-tuned BERT on an automatically created CM
Hindi–English dataset and achieved an accuracy of
71% on their test set. We also tested how BERT would
perform on our data set. In order to obtain an opti-
mal set of hyperparameters for SVM, Logistic Regres-
sion, and Random Forest, we used a simple grid search
algorithm3 based on a 5-fold cross-validation strategy.
For building our classifiers we tried with a range of hy-
perparameters and a number of their combinations for
training our neural-network-based classifiers, LSTM
and BERT. We list the optimal set of hyperparame-
ters for each of the classification algorithms: (i) SVM:
kernel = [’rbf ’,’linear’,’poly’,’sigmoid’], gamma = [1,
0.1, 0.01], and C = [0.1, 1, 10, 100], (ii) Logistic Re-
gression: C = [0.1, 1, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100], solver =
[’lbfgs’, ’liblinear’], (iii) Random Forest: n estimators
= [80,85,90,95,100], max depth = [20,30,None], crite-
rion = [’gini’,’entropy’], (iv) LSTM: epochs = 2, batch
size = 64, embedding dim = 100, SpatialDropout1D
= 0.4, Memory, unit = 250, LSTM layer dropout =
0.2 and recurrent dropout = 0, Dense layer activation
= ’softmax’, loss=’categorical crossentropy’, and op-
timizer = ’adam’, and validation split = 0.1 and (v)
BERT: epochs = 3, dropout = 0.2, Dense layer acti-
vation =’softmax’, loss=’categorical crossentropy’, and
optimizer = ’adam’.
We applied four different types of preprocessing mod-
ules to our dataset: (i) punctuation: This preprocessing
module removes all the punctuation’s from the dataset,
(ii) stop-words: We used a list of 1,036 Hindi–English
stop-words, (Rana, accessed on 1st Oct 2021). These
stop-words are removed from the corpus, (iii) numbers:

3https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
modules/generated/sklearn.model_
selection.GridSearchCV.html

This module removes all the numeric entities from the
corpus, and (iv) repeating characters: the repeating
characters are removed from the corpus (e.g. ‘hap-
pyyyyy’ is changed to ‘happy’).
Each of our classification models were tested on the
following setups: (a) setup 1: Removing Punctuation:
All the models are trained and tested after removing
punctuations from the corpus, (b) setup 2: Removing
Stop words: All the models are trained and tested after
removing stop words from the corpus, (c) setup 3: Re-
moving Numbers: All the models are trained and tested
after removing numbers from the corpus, (d) setup 4:
Removing Repeating Characters: All the models are
trained and tested after removing repeating characters,
(e) setup 5: setups 1–4 All the models are trained and
tested after removing punctuation, stop-words, num-
bers, and repeating words, and (f) setup 6: Keeping all
above features: All the models are trained and tested
without eliminating any of the above special features.

5.2. Feature Extraction
We followed the standard methods to convert texts
(tweets) into numerical vectors so that it is understand-
able by machine learning models. For this, we ap-
plied a popular bag-of-words strategy with two differ-
ent weightings: word frequency counts (WFC), term-
frequency inverse-document-frequency (TF-IDF). We
found that classifiers trained on TF-IDF weighted
data outperformed the one that was trained on WFC
weighted. Therefore, we used the TF-IDF weight-
ing in our training setup. As for measuring TF-
IDF weights, we considered both 1-gram and 2-gram
word occurrences. Additionally, we also experimented
with converting text data into dense vectors using
Doc2Vec.4 We tested three different algorithms avail-
able in Doc2Vec: distributed bag-of-words (DBOW),
distributed memory (DM), concatenation of DBOW
and DM (DBOW+DM).

5.3. Results
For evaluation we split our data set into two parts,
i.e. 80% instances used for training and 20% instances
were used for evaluation. In order to measure classi-
fier’s performance on the test set, we used a widely-
used evaluation metric: accuracy.
Table 3 presents performance of our classifiers for TF-
IDF features (1- and 2-grams). As can be seen from Ta-
ble 3, SVM with TF-IDF unigrams weighting provided
us an accuracy of 75.17% when none of the special fea-
tures were eliminated from the dataset (Setup 6). This
turned out to be our best-performing ED classifier.
We picked the best-performing model (SVM; cf. Setup
6 of Table 3), and show confusion matrix and classifi-
cation performance in terms of precision, recall and F1
in Tables 4 and 5. We can see from Tables 4 and 5 that
our ED SVM model performs consistently across the

4https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/auto_
examples/tutorials/run_doc2vec_lee.html
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Models for TF-IDF (1-gram)
Setups SVM LR RF LSTM
1 75.12% 73.37% 73.32% 71.03%
2 72.83% 72.77% 74.24% 68.47%
3 75.12% 73.32% 72.94% 71.96%
4 75.06% 73.37% 73.75% 68.14%
5 72.88% 73.15% 74.74% 69.78%
6 75.17% 73.43% 73.48% 71.79%

Models for TF-IDF (2-gram)
Setups SVM LR RF LSTM
1 74.03% 74.30% 71.24% 71.36%
2 74.03% 74.41% 73.64% 69.34%
3 74.03% 74.79% 72.34% 73.05%
4 73.97% 74.57% 71.35% 68.19%
5 73.64% 74.41% 72.83% 69.18%
6 73.97% 74.30% 72.23% 72.23%

Table 3: Performance of our ED classifiers (accuracy).

all emotion classes and produces excellent precision,
recall, and F1 on the evaluation test set.

Confusion Matrix
Labels 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
NE - 0 323 2 5 19 3 1 8
Happy - 1 43 171 13 14 0 1 0
Sad - 2 53 11 219 24 0 1 2
Angry - 3 58 5 13 259 0 7 4
Fear - 4 14 3 6 6 70 3 2
Disgust - 5 35 3 4 21 1 175 0
Surprise - 6 45 4 4 14 2 1 161

Table 4: Confusion Matrix of SVM with TF-IDF(1-
gram) weighting without removing any of the special
features (Setup 6). NE: No Emotions.

Labels Precision Recall F1-score Support
0 0.57 0.89 0.69 361
1 0.86 0.71 0.78 242
2 0.83 0.71 0.76 310
3 0.73 0.75 0.74 346
4 0.92 0.67 0.78 104
5 0.93 0.73 0.82 239
6 0.91 0.70 0.79 231
accuracy 0.75 1833
macro avg 0.82 0.74 0.76 1833
weighted avg 0.79 0.75 0.76 1833

Table 5: Performance of SVM with TF-IDF(1-gram)
weighting without removing any of the special features
(Setup 6).

In Table 6, we present the performance of our clas-
sification models when features were extracted using
the “Doc2Vec” word embedding method. As can be
seen from Table 6, none of the features (DBOW, DM,
DBOW+DM) is effective, the classification models
performed quite poorly as they produce accuracy in the
range of 28–45%. As in (Wadhawan and Aggarwal,
2021), we fine-tuned BERT on our data set in order to
see how it would perform on a small-sized CM data.

We found that BERT’s accuracy is quite low (nearly
20%) on our held-out test set.

Models for Doc2Vec – DBOW
Setups SVM LR RF
1 29.84% 28.69% 27.82%
2 36.33% 35.35% 35.51%
3 29.18% 28.75% 28.91%
4 29.89% 28.53% 28.96%
5 34.47% 34.58 % 34.58%
6 29.51% 28.09% 28.80%

Models for Doc2Vec – DM
Setups SVM LR RF
1 33% 34.04% 25.25%
2 32.46% 31.96% 27.71%
3 33.06% 32.73% 23.94%
4 33.82% 34.64% 24.22%
5 31.96% 33.06 % 29.51%
6 32.18% 32.67% 24.05%

Models for Doc2Vec – (DBOW+DM)
Setups SVM LR RF
1 37.97% 38.62% 30.44%
2 43.97% 44.62% 40.48%
3 35.62% 37.20% 28.15%
4 38.35% 38.62% 29.78%
5 41.89% 42.22 % 38.78%
6 38.89% 39.77% 31.42%

Table 6: Performance of classification models building
using word-embeddings generated by Doc2Vec.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we presented our experiments on emo-
tion detection in code-mixed Hindi–English social me-
dia text. Since there was no publicly available bal-
anced data set for this task, we created a moderate-
sized gold-standard balanced dataset. For this, we
crawled CM Hindi–English tweets from the most pop-
ular micro-blogging website, Twitter. Our data prepa-
ration process included a number of steps including
cleaning, transformation, and annotation. Next, we in-
vestigated usefulness of our dataset and used a number
of state-of-the-art classification algorithms for building
emotion detection classifiers. We carried out a wide
range of experiments in order to find the setup that
would work best for this dataset. We obtained an accu-
racy of 75.17% on our hold-out test set with our best-
performing ED classifier that was built using the SVM
algorithm. Our best-performing ED classifier outper-
formed the best-performing models presented in Wad-
hawan and Aggarwal (2021) and Vijay et al. (2018)
with large margins.
In future, we aim to test multi-stage fine-tuning strat-
egy on BERT (Xie et al., 2020) for this task, where in
the first stage we will fine-tune BERT on automatically
extracted self-annotated data as in Wadhawan and Ag-
garwal (2021), and in the second stage we will fine-tune
the model obtained in first stage on our data set.
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Abstract 
The heritage of Dharmaśāstra (DS) carries extensive cultural history and encapsulates the treatises of Ancient Indian Social Institutions 
(SI). DS is reckoned as an epitome of the primitive Indian knowledge tradition as it incorporates a variety of genres for sciences and arts 
such as family law and legislation, civilization, ritualistic procedures, environment, economics, commerce and finance studies, 
management, mathematical and medical sciences etc. SI represents a distinct tradition of civilization formation, society development 
and community living. The texts of the DS are primarily written in the Sanskrit language and due to its expansive subject stream, it is 
later translated into various other languages globally. With the ingress of internet, development of advanced digital technologies and IT 
boom, information is accessed and exchanged via digital platforms. DS texts are studied not only by Sanskrit scholars but also referred 
by historians, sociologists, political scientists, economists, law enthusiasts and linguists worldwide. Despite its eminence, there is a major 
setback in digitizing and online information mining for DS texts. The major objective of the paper is to digitize and develop an instant 
referencing system to amplify the digital accessibility of DS texts. This will act as an effective and immediate learning tool for researchers 
who are keen on intensive studying of DS concepts. 
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1. Background and Introduction 

Ancient Bharata, a pseudonym for India, was a storehouse 
of indigenous knowledge tradition of various sciences and 
technology. The opulent knowledge system was 
documented in the Sanskrit language in the form of 
compendiums known as śāstras. Sanskrit is the classical 
language of Bharata. It is a language of learned treatises 
and an exquisite amalgamation of both arts and sciences. 
Indeed, Sanskrit as a language or a subject field is primitive 
in nature but scholars from all around the globe reckon 
Sanskrit as a lingua franca. As a language, it is used in an 
extremely limited and very specific context, yet, the socio-
cultural value of the language retains its significance in the 
modern Indian milieu. Since the beginning, Bharata has 
achieved advancement in every aspect of intellectual 
traditions. The knowledge traditions of ancient Bharat have 
been cumulative and continuously expanding. It is 
intensively cohesive of many different fields of studies in 
ancient Indian texts ranging from the Vedas, Brāhmaṇa, 
Upaniṣada, Dharmaśāstra (DS), the six-fold Indian 
Philosophical tradition and so forth. Biswas and Banerjee 
(2016) highlighted the significance of Sanskrit texts such 
as Caraka and Suśruta’s compendiums on medicine, 
Āryabhaṭṭa’s work on mathematics, Bhāskara’s 
astronomy, Kauṭilya’s politics and administration and 
Pāṇinī’s grammar by depicting the advanced scientific 
perspectives dexterously elucidated in them. They 
proclaimed these primitive texts as landmarks for the 
modern development of science and logic. 

DS is a genre of Sanskrit compendium exclusively privé to 
dharma and an idiosyncratic writing style of Sanskrit texts 
depicting the Indian knowledge tradition. The term DS is 
composed using two words “dharma” and “śāstra”. The 
word dharma originated from the “dhṛ” verb root in 
Sanskrit, which means to uphold, support or sustain, or to 
nourish, whereas, the word “Sāstra” derives from the root 
“śas anuśiṣṭau” with “ṣṭrana” suffix added to it. It literally 
means “which has been instructed and rescripted”. It is one 

of the genres of Sanskrit texts devoted entirely to the 
ancient Indian tradition of social management through 
prescribed duties for every individual (Banerjee, 1999). It 
represents dharma as a right way of living (Dubey, 2012). 
They are part of Vedic literature. Vedas are considered to 
be the ancient text and the most credible source of DS. The 
four Vedas namely; ṛgveda, Yajurveda, Sāmaveda, and 
Atharvaveda, are considered the root of our ancient Indian 
religious and cultural prescriptions. In India, there is an 
exciting blend of scientific perspectives, artistic traditions, 
and philosophical perceptions. There is a multiplicity of 
ideas, manifold thoughts, disparate languages, substantial 
cultural heritage, exceedingly rich literature, sociological 
milieu, economic and political conditions, internal and 
external Epistemology (Phillips, 2014). Sociologist 
Bogardus (1924) defines Social Institutions (SI) as a 
structure of society that is organized to meet the needs of 
people through well-established procedures. It ensures the 
smooth functioning of the social structure, provides an 
established mechanism for positive growth and foundation 
for an organized society. SI organizes, directs and executes 
the multifarious activities required to fulfill the basic 
human needs which are essential for the proper working of 
society. India has been paramount in the field of primitive 
arts, ancient traditions, prescribed rituals and primordial 
scientific technologies. The DS texts are the oldest sources 
of the social phenomena, political scenarios, economic 
conditions, ethical norms and religious living of the 
primitive Indian society. The following section will briefly 
introduce various knowledge traditions and scientific 
perspectives conglomerated as Sanskrit literary heritage. 
These dimensions are as follows: 

2. Research Problem and Objective 

DS texts have been studied and continuously iterated by 
scholars globally. The traditional concepts and literary 
heritage of DS have often seen a literary revival and now 
the world is striving forward in the direction of exploring 
scientific nuances and technological perspectives in the 
primitive DS. The major key texts of DS encapsulate a wide 
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range of subjects. To intensify our knowledge of traditions, 
culture, history and heritage, as well as to rehabilitate the 
prior wisdom on ancient scientific aspects, DS texts need 
to be read and studied thoroughly by the sanskritists, 
sociologists, experts of management sciences, political 
scientists, economists, legal experts, āyurveda ācāryas and 
various science experts. The opulent knowledge base in 
Sanskrit has been a source of attraction for both Indians as 
well as western intellectuals. In recent years, there has been 
a tremendous body of work which is being conducted on 
various scientific fields in lieu of DS such as computational 
linguistics (CL) and spatial data mining, medical sciences, 
military and mathematical sciences, environmental 
sciences, management studies, economics and commerce, 
legal prescriptions etc. The philosophical influence of 
Sanskrit is evidently visible in the field of psychological 
studies health and physiological sciences. The ancient 
asceticism and healing traditions of Sanskrit scriptures 
have found their way into modern health and clinical 
sciences. This paper focuses on the various different 
dimensions and scientific perspectives from Sanskrit 
literature, specifically DS. It further elucidates the impact 
of Sanskrit studies on the global platform in the field of 
world science. 
Therefore, the accessibility of Sanskrit resources is of 
utmost importance in India and also in the world for the 
extensive knowledge discourse of Sanskrit. In the 
contemporary era of globalization, with the worldwide 
influx of internet and digital innovations, the entire 
universe has witnessed a major IT-boom. The entire world 
is connected by a click of a button, people of one city are 
associated with the citizens of another continent, every 
individual today, is a world citizen, the world news is 
generated, accessible and received through web 
consortiums, traditional classroom teaching methodologies 
and lecture-based pedagogies have pivoted to digital 
learning and electronic tools, primitive physical 
athenaeums have transformed into digital libraries, yet its 
cataclysmic that hitherto we do not have any instant 
information retrieval system or online indexing apparatus 
based on DS texts, where desired information appertained 
to this specific knowledge field can be attained. In today’s 
era of IT and Globalization, when there is a continuous 
surge in demand for educational materials to be made 
available online the availability of Sanskrit texts in the form 
of e-content is extremely scarce. The major objective of the 
system is to develop a Web-based Search Mechanism and 
an IE Mechanism for DS texts. 
 

3. Dharmaśāstric Knowledge Tradition 

In this section, the focus is devoted on the brief discussion 
on all the major fields of DS knowledge tradition. DS are 
the prominent sources of dharma. Dharma is the most 
fundamental tool in shaping various streams of Indian 
Knowledge System. It is essential for better understanding 
of Indian spirituality and scriptures as well as the most 
important uniting force of ancient Bharata. India developed 
its own distinct systems of ethics and values. The exercise 
of reasoning and the practice of argument was recorded in 
the early texts of India. It became the basis of a very well-
known tradition of śāstrārtha; an open enquiry and debate 
to investigate the truth. This tradition in DS was connected 
with the subject of ontology, epistemology and dialectics. 

The classical systems of Indian philosophy such as; 
vedāṃtā, nyāya and sāṃkhya in continuation with 
mīmāṃsā, vaiśeṣika and Yoga, including Buddhism, 
Jainism and atheistic schools, is the major constituent of 
DS knowledge tradition. Other knowledge traditions such 
as, arts and aesthetics, theory of emotion, drama, poetry, 
music, folk culture, paintings, language, grammar and 
literature are the primitive knowledge traditions 
propounded in the DS. Though the elementary focus of DS 
is on traditional contents yet it is considered constructive in 
the following areas of discussion. 

3.1 Society Management through Varṇāśrama 
System 

Varṇa is considered as the classifications of the major 
responsibilities held by the individuals of the society in 
Ancient India. It basically manages the society through 
appropriate distributions of the duties to everyone ensuring 
their rights and safeguarding the interests of every 
individual in the society (Chaubey, 2005). In ancient Indian 
civilization, to make human life civilized, cultured and 
well-planned, varṇaāśrama system was introduced. The 
society was divided into four major varṇas: brāhmaṇa, 
kṣatriya, vaiśya and śūdra on the basis of the citizens 
bearing the corresponding social responsibilities. Āśrama 
is an important institution of Hindu social organization 
which is intimately associated with varṇa. The life of every 
human being is believed to be of training and self-
governance. During this phase of training, humans 
supposedly pass through four stages. Just like the ancient 
Indian society was distributed into four varṇas. Similarly, 
an individual’s life was divided in four stages known as 
āśrama system. According to the DS, an ideal life span of 
a human is a minimum of a 100 years. This period of 100 
years is divided in equal parts of four. These were given the 
name of āśrama. It includes brahmacaryā (training and 
education period), gṛhastha (household), vānaprastha 
(retirement) and saṃnyāsa (life of renunciation). The 
concept of āśrama system in accordance with dharma is 
also very popular in ancient scriptures (Jayapalan, 2001). 
According to the AS, the strict observance of the duties of 
the four varṇa and āśrama system ‘leads us to heaven’ and 
bestows eternal bliss (Chander, 2015). The principle of 
puruśārtha is introduced to fulfil the human needs through 
dharma in ancient Indian society. The psychological-moral 
basis of the āśramas system is puruṣārthas namely the 
dharma-artha-kāma-mokṣa which helps in organizing and 
operating the individual’s life through āśramas. Āśramas 
are considered to have a close relationship with 
puruṣārthas. The various efforts that a human undertakes 
to achieve his desires, is known as a puruśārtha. It makes 
a person aware of his ultimate goals and inspires him to 
perform their fundamental duties. Thus, āśramas and 
puruṣārthas are intimately associated with each other. 

3.2 Society Management through Politics and 
Ruling 

The concept of good governance in the ancient Hindu 
system is based on brahmanical notion of ‘yogakṣema’ 
which means the wellbeing of people. The administrative 
system of ancient India can be traced back to Hindu 
jurisprudence texts, which describes the characteristics of a 
global society and the legal system. Distinct concepts and 
system of polity and governance developed in India over 
time and democratic mechanisms were put in place to 
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restrict or channel the ruler’s powers. In all the scriptures 
like Manusmṛti (MS), Yājñavalkya and Arthaśāstra (AS), 
rājadharma has been a very crucial topic. Major topics 
which come under rājadharma are the concept of state and 
nation, concept of religion, art of governance, duties of 
ruler, democracy or public happiness (Nath, 2019), social 
philosophy of fundamental rights, art and science of 
governance, electoral reforms, national unity, religious 
minorities and secularism, yogakṣema and paṃcāyatī rāja 
etc. These topics are all included in smṛtis (Sankhder, 
2003). AS, deals extensively with law and order, political 
and bureaucratic accountability, elaborate legal framework, 
human resource management and prevention of corruption. 
Traditional Indian culture and administration have laid 
emphasis on peaceful and harmonious social order, 
delivery of justice, checking corruption, citizen 
participation, maintaining a balanced environment and 
collective welfare. Similar issues are described in MS, 
Yājñavalkyasmṛti, Atrismṛti etc. MS and AS are two prime 
examples of the DS which deals with state policy and 
theory of punishment, so that the society does not deviate 
from the dharma. 

3.3 Management and Economics 

For every society, the vital task is to arrange and maintain 
the provision of food, clothing, and shelter for its members. 
Business management, finance psychology, accounting all 
are imperative for a country’s economic condition. 
Kauṭilya in his prestigious text AS highlighted the 
relevance of economics and management science for the 
contemporary society. Its main subjects are economy, state, 
science of business management, financial management 
during Maurya period, education and training for effective 
governance, marketing strategy, management of political 
economy for contemporary society as described by Manu 
and Kauṭilya etc (Chamola, 2007). It deals with diverse 
economic affairs such as commerce, accounts and coinage 
(Irani and Silver 1995). Saputra and Anggiriawan (2021) 
explores the concepts of Accounting, Auditing and 
Corruption from Kauṭilya’s point of view and also suggests 
ways to prevent corporate corruption and tax evasion as per 
the guidelines of AS. Donald (2017) imparted knowledge 
on business ethics, capitalism, livelihood, government, 
means of existence, trade and merchant world, production, 
commerce, ancient Indian economy and commercial 
exchanges on the basis of scriptures like Mahābhārata, 
MS, Nāradasmṛti, AS etc. therefore, to understand the 
proper way of conducting trade and commerce, the study 
of ancient scriptures is necessary for students engaged in 
the field of commerce, business studies, financial 
management, economics etc. 

3.4 Cleanliness and Environmental Awareness 

The social scientists of the ancient period were fully aware 
of the importance of environment. Cleanliness, sanitation, 
purification of mind, body, soul and the various social rules 
and methodologies related to it are discussed in DS key 
texts. Cleanliness of the surroundings and the hygiene of 
the body has always been the priority. Protection of natural 
resources such as water, land, forests as well as, the 
preservation of water sources such as rivers, lakes, ponds 
etc. has been of major concern in the DS texts. Throwing 
of waste and filth in these natural water resources were 
declared as punishable offenses. This indicates that the 
primitive sages were extremely aware of the necessity of 

various natural resource and cautious of the complications 
of the scarcity of the water. The DSs always deliberated on 
the issues such as how much water to be used for various 
essential needs like bathing, cleaning utensils and clothes, 
drinking and various other purposes such as sweeping the 
floors, in agriculture, gardening etc., how to keep our water 
sources pristine, which type of water is fit and suitable for 
consumption. Similarly, the concept of sanitation and 
method of defecation is widely propagated in DS. It throws 
light on subjects like the importance of yoga and exercises, 
the benefits of a nutritious, healthy and balanced diet, the 
direction in which the defecation spot must be constructed. 
MS promotes sustainable community living and harmony 
with the environment and ecology (Bobade, 2019). DSs 
presented a unique perception on viable environmental 
perspectives. It explores new approaches and dimensions 
to enhance the knowledge on ancient aspects of 
environmental science, natural healing techniques, 
conservation, climatology, preservation measures of 
natural resources. 

3.5 Health Care and Management 

Ancient India is considered to be the emanation of many 
advanced sciences. All the ancient civilizations of the 
world have developed their own specific medicinal 
systems, but the ancient Indian system of medicine is 
considered to be the most systematic and the most holistic 
system, both in its ideas and remedial measures. Apart from 
the sacraments, the management of human health has also 
been done under the āśrama system in MS. In old age, it is 
natural for the physical and mental health of man to 
deteriorate. Texts like yogadarśana, upaniṣada, āyurveda 
etc., disperses the importance of yoga and yoga asanas for 
elderly people. Acārya Manu manages the human health in 
two ways; first is by the division of saṃskāras and the 
second is through āśrama system. Saṃskāras are a central 
concept in the field of social science. They play an 
important role in the society. DS elucidates saṃskāras as 
the basis for a man to live a better life. Saṃskāras are a 
religious medium which sanctify the body, mind and 
intellect. DS corroborated the saṃskāras as a foundation 
for neonatal health, child’s immunity development and 
elementary nutrition. The Indian health system emphasizes 
on lifestyle changes, purification treatments, spiritual and 
mental health, positive attitude, season specific diet, 
exercise and yoga for healthy living (Tiwari and Pandey, 
2013). 

4. Data Mining and Indian Dharmaśāstric 
Knowledge Traditions 

Information or data mining is a process used to search and 
extract desired information from big data. It can be implied 
by analyzing data patterns or using a set of rules of data 
using one or more software. It involves efficacious data 
collection and specific patterns or conceptual tagging. 
Information Mining is also known as Information 
Extraction or Data mining process. It is the process of 
searching large-scale documents or unstructured text to 
mine relevant information, ideas and content. Sanskrit has 
the biggest literary tradition. Many texts are also available 
on the web. So mining the specific information from these 
texts are very essential. Therefore, an online web-based 
system is being developed to access the content and extract 
information from DS texts. The information of various DS 
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knowledge traditions embedded in MS is to be extracted. 
The Sanskrit texts are enormously huge and contain 
opulent information on knowledge traditions. But the 
access to authentic information from the humongous 
database is a very challenging task.  
Concept mining is the process of searching documents or 
unstructured text for ideas and topics. Similar to text 
mining and data mining, concept mining involves creating 
a mining model and applying artificial intelligence (AI) to 
it. However, concept mining focuses on finding intent and 
deep-rooted meaning rather than extracting explicit 
information. Text mining is the process of extracting 
important information and knowledge from unstructured 
text. This was first proposed by Feldman and Dagan 
(1955). Till date, not much work has been done in this area 
of information mining and data extraction for Sanskrit 
literature.  
In Bharata, the leading institutes working in the area of 
computational Sanskrit are School of Sanskrit and Indic 
Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi1, The 
Department of Sanskrit Studies, University of Hyderabad2 
and Department of Sanskrit, University of Delhi3. They 
have been carried R&D in the field of information mining 
and searching for Sanskrit such as online indexing and 
instant search or immediate referencing system for AS4, 
Amarakośa5 (Khandoliyan 2012), Mahābhārata6 (Mani 
2010), Nirukta, Vedāṃta7, Maṃkhakośa8, 
Śrīmadbhagavadgītā9, Āyurveda10, Medinīkośa11 and 
Bṛhadāraṇyakopaniṣad12, manuscripts catalogue13. Sinha 
and Jha (2020) have presented exemplary work in the field 
of text summarization for Sanskrit.  
The Online Multilingual Amarakośa system is based on the 
archaic text Amarakośa, the Sanskrit thesaurus ascribed to 
Amarasiṁha. It is developed using RDBMS techniques. 
The system facilitates storing up to 50 synonyms with 
category, gender, number information and detailed glosses, 
with cross-referencing among synonyms, search capability 
in the supported Indian languages and ontology display. 
Any word found in the text of Amarakośa can be searched 
online14 using this system (Khandoliyan 2012). Likewise, 
purāṇas are reckoned as eminent texts in the Indian 
knowledge system. Digitization and online search for 
Purāṇa is a major contribution to the field (Anju and 
Chandra 2017) of Sanskrit CL. Sāṃkhya-yoga technical 
terms database and online search are also important to work 
in the field of digitization and search (Anju and Chandra 
2018). 
Despite the recent development in the field of Sanskrit CL, 
there is no work in sight where the information can be 
searched from the DS texts. The only way of accessing and 
studying the MS as of today is using the print medium. But 
the MS in the format of hardcopies, pose some gruesome 
challenges as these books are not very durable and instant 

                                                           
1 http://sanskrit.du.ac.in 
2 https://sanskrit.uohyd.ac.in/scl/ 
3 https://cl.sanskrit.du.ac.in 
4http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/student_projects/lexicon.jsp?lexic

on=artha 
5 http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/amara/index.jsp 
6 http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/mb/index.jsp 
7 http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/vedanta/index.jsp 
8http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/student_projects/lexicon.jsp?lexic

on=mankha 

search is definitely out of question. To study a particular 
concept the whole book needs to be read or studied. This is 
very time consuming and yet not accurate. It might also 
have typing, printing and editing errors. Apart from these, 
the print medium has physical inhibitions such as it is not 
feasible to carry the books around and there is surety of the 
availability of books at all times. To surpass the 
aforementioned shortcomings, the digital platform 
incubated with the technology of online indexing and 
concept tagging gives rise to the information mining 
techniques. It helps the researchers to immediate search the 
particular concept they wish to study. If scholar wishes to 
pursue a deliberation for the concept of āśrama in MS. The 
single word input will provide a tabular list of outcomes 
related to āśramas. Therefore, the system provides 
immediate, appropriate and reliable intelligence 
information to the scholars and enable them to quantify the 
direction, enhance their assessment of the subject theme 
and provide objectives for the further research work. 

5. Data, Data Collection and Research 
Methodology 

In computational terminology, a database is an organized 
collection of data stored and accessed electronically. Small 
databases can be stored on a file system while large 
databases are hosted on computer clusters or popularly 
known as cloud storage. Digital Databases are a set of 
computerized collection used to record and store 
information digitally and accessible through the computer 
program for specific purposes. These are comprehensive, 
sometimes exhaustive, collection of computer files or 
computer records pertaining to a specific subject. Thus, 
2703 verses in 12 chapters of MS were collected and 
digitized in text file in Devanagari script. MS of 
Kauṇḍinnyāyana (2014) and Viśuddha Manusmṛti of Prof. 
Surendra Kumar (1996) are selected as the primary texts of 
MS for data Collection. Shivraj Acharya Kauṇḍinnyāyana 
(2014), Pravin Pralayankar (2010) and Surendra Kumar 
(1996) has been considered for Hindi translations. 
Likewise, for English translation Buhler (2004) has been 
considered. The exegesis of all the “ślokas” has been done 
on the basis of Medhātithi’s Manubhāṣya (Jha 2016) and 
Kullukabhaṭṭa’s Manavarthamuktāvali (Kauṇḍinnyāyana 
2014). Other eminent key texts in this field are 
http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/omacs/index.jsp MS authored by 
Rajvir Shastri (2000) and Pt. Rameshwar Bhatt (2015). MS 
With Manavarthamuktāvali composed by Rakesh Shastri 
(2005) and Conceptualizations in the Manusmṛti by 
Parnasabari Bhattacharya (1996). Data of original śloka 
and translations were preserved in separate text files in the 
UTF-8 Devanagari format. Later the data shall be kept in 
proper designated database.  
 

9 http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/sbg/index.jsp 
10 http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/ayurveda/index.jsp 

 
11http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/student_projects/lexicon.jsp?lexi

con=medini 
12 http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/vedanta/busearch.jsp 
13 http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/omacs/index.jsp 
14 http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/amara/index.jsp 
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The MS instant referencing system is an input-output 
generating system. It takes input from the user and 
generates the corresponding output. The researcher can 
give the input in either roman or Devanagari based upon 
his or her language convenience. The Quantitative 
methodology is used for data collection, analysiss and 
digitization. The objective of quantitative research 
methodology is to observe, collect and build databases. 
Information extraction methodology, web technology and 
web searching methods have been primarily used to data 
mining. Based on this tagging information those verses are 
mined where the direct searched word doesn’t appear. 
Once the input is provided, multiple exiguous programs 
work simultaneously to give the output such as; the pre-
processor runs the initial query at back end syncing it with 
the digital information indexer. The script validator checks 
the input language, concept indexer matches the tags of the 
respective verses with the given input query, meaning 
generator furnishes the exegesis of the ślokas, then the 
following query is searched one by one from different 
databases and corresponding result is generated by the 
output generator. The generated result is formatted 
according to the users query input and then displayed on 
the clients end. Thus, this system is a cohesive mechanism 
working with the help of multifarious digital components. 
The major components are User Interface, Preprocessor, 
Information extractor, Information generator, Meaning 
generator, concept generator, script validator and output 
generator. 

5.1 Digital Platform 

The online indexing and concept mining system for MS is 
a web-based system. A user interface has also been 
developed for the purpose of searching for the user to 
interact and submit their query. The system facilitates two 
kinds of input options and furnishes analysed output in the 
corresponding format. The first input mechanism is ‘Direct 
Search’ where the user can enter any keyword in 
Devanagarī UTF-8 or in Roman IAST and receive all the 
references, translations and exegesis from the MS of the 
input word.  The second input option is a ‘Dropdown 
Menu’ facility where one can just select the keyword from 
the list of pre-created concepts of MS and quickly obtain 
accurate information related to it. Clicking on an indexed 
word, the system displays the details with the śloka in 
which it occurs. The user interface accepts the input given 
by the user, pre-processes it and produces the 
corresponding output on the same page. 

Accessibility and Information Mining for MS is a web 
based online system. A web-based system contains two 
major parts: Front-End and Back-End. Front-end is 
developed using HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) 
along with CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) and JS (Java 
script). The back-end contains programming language, 
databases and servers. For this, the programming language 
Python is used, data is stored in Text files and Flask is used 
as server which is supported by Python. 

6. Features of the System for MS 

The web-based system is designed in such a manner that it 
has an interactive data search, which gives the system a 
very user-friendly and easy-to-navigate approach. The 
system can mine the information from MS in Multiscript 
(Devanagari and Roman). It also provides the options of 

keyword searching, concept or Phrase searching for the 
feasibility of the user through a dropdown menu. The 
system exhibits output in the searched scripts and 
translations in English and Hindi also be produced. It is 
web-based, hence widely accessible. The system produces 
information in two ways, one is instant indexing and the 
second is concept mining. In some cases, instant indexing 
does not produce complete information. It is unable to 
generate those ślokas where the searched word isn’t visible 
directly in the verse. In this case, concept mining works.  

Conceptual searching is a special feature of this system. 
Therefore, Information retrieval is quick and error-free. 
The feature of referencing index is very useful as it 
provides the researcher with accurate reference numbers of 
all the ślokas of MS. Downloading option of the results as 
a text file/ pdf is also available. 

7. Result and Discussions 

The system is developed by the Computational linguistics 

R&D, department of the Sanskrit University of Delhi. It is 

designed in such a way that it is able to produce output 

analogous to the user’s query. As previously discussed, 

since, the system accepts input in the two major scripts 

namely; Devanagari and roman (IAST), the result is also 

generated in the corresponding script. The multitude of DS 

concepts, disparate ślokas, or words in MS can be easily 

searched using information mining, online indexing and 

tagging techniques. Thus, the system dispenses keyword, 

concept and phrasal searching using the online indexing 

modules. The result engendered by the system includes 

complete information regarding the searched query. It 

includes the mūla (original) ślokas along with its complete 

accurate reference. The referencing index exhibits the 

serial number of the chapter, followed by the verse number 

of that particular śloka. Each śloka is hyperlinked to 

determine the word meanings and complete exegesis. On 

projecting the cursor over the śloka, a bilingual explanation 

of that verse appears. By clicking on the particular śloka, 

the interpretation of that verse will be automatically 

obtained in Hindi and in English. Getting complete 

information of any concept with original ślokas, its 

bilingual translations and interpretation prove the utility of 

the developed system. 

8. Conclusion and Future Directions of 
Research 

Although this system is currently under development, the 
prototype of this system has been developed and is under 
the testing phase. This system will make a significant 
impact on Sanskrit studies and DS on the global platform 
in the field of science and technology. Digitization of MS 
and making its availability online can play a very important 
role to protect and access the knowledge tradition as 
described in DS texts. The extent of global access to these 
texts can be increased and the critically correct knowledge 
of the subject be made available to everyone. In the future, 
it is planned to digitize the other major texts of DS like 
Nāradasmṛti Yājñavalkya Smṛti Arthaśāstra etc. And all 
the concepts mentioned in these smṛti can be searched 
online using this system. The input-output methods of this 
system can also be made multilingual such as; Punjabi, 
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Sanskrit, Bangla, Telugu, Tamil, Kannada etc. It is further 
planned to tag scientific concepts namely; environment, 
military, third gender, management, medical sciences, 
commerce, economics etc. as propounded in MS. It will 
prove to be very useful for teachers, students and especially 
for researchers in the field of Sanskrit and e-learning, as at 
present, there are no efficient online tools developed to 
access Indian knowledge tradition. 
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Abstract
Multilingual country like India has an enormous linguistic diversity and has an increasing demand towards developing language
resources such that it will outreach in various natural language processing applications like machine translation. Low-resource
language translation possesses challenges in the field of machine translation. The challenges include the availability of corpus
and differences in linguistic information. This paper investigates a low-resource language pair, English-to-Mizo exploring
neural machine translation by contributing an Indian language resource, i.e., English-Mizo corpus. In this work, we explore
one of the main challenges to tackling tonal words existing in the Mizo language, as they add to the complexity on top of
low-resource challenges for any natural language processing task. Our approach improves translation accuracy by encountering
tonal words of Mizo and achieved a state-of-the-art result in English-to-Mizo translation.

Keywords: English-Mizo, Tonal, NMT

1. Introduction

Neural machine translation (NMT) has attained a
promising approach in machine translation (MT) be-
cause of its context analysis ability and deal with long-
range dependency problems (Bahdanau et al., 2015;
Vaswani et al., 2017). However, it needs a sufficient
amount of training data, which is a challenging task for
the low-resource language pair translation (Koehn and
Knowles, 2017). In this work, NMT is used to deal
with a low-resource language pair: English—Mizo.
To the best of our knowledge, there is a lack of pub-
licly available English–Mizo corpus suitable for MT
work. Therefore, very few contributions are applica-
ble, specifically for the English–Mizo NMT task. Mizo
is popularly known as a tonal language, which means
a word with various tones can express different mean-
ings (further details available in Section 2). The dis-
tinct tone markers are used in Mizo to represent the
tonal word contextually. Based on our primary inves-
tigation, the translation of English–Mizo MT suffers
in handling these tonal words and their corresponding
context. Table 1 shows an example where the base-
line predicted sentence could not capture accurate tone
markers (marked as ‘bold’). Without tone markers, the
meaning of the predicted sentence is ambiguous, cor-
responding to the source sentence. It can mean either
“What is the price?” or “What did he catch?”, but with a
specific tonal marker, it is defined as the exact meaning
of the sentence i.e “What did he catch?”. As a result,
the contextual meaning is not clear. To tackle this prob-
lem, we propose an approach for encountering context-
specific tonal words to improve the predicted sentence

during the post-processing step (see Section 5).

Source / Target Predicted

What did he catch? (Source)
Èng nge a mán? (Target)

Eng nge a man?
(baseline)
Èng nge a mán?
(Current Objective)

Table 1: Example of predicted sentence (tone markers
are marked as bold)

The major contributions are:

• Created an Indian language resource, namely,
English–Mizo corpus that covers both parallel
and monolingual data of Mizo. It will be pub-
licly available here:https://github.com/
cnlp-nits/English-Mizo-Corpus.

• Explored different NMT models and achieved a
state-of-the-art result in English–Mizo translation.

• Proposed an approach of encountering context-
specific tonal words for English-to-Mizo transla-
tion. To the best of our knowledge, we are the
first to tackle this problem in English–Mizo trans-
lation.

2. Mizo Tonal Language
Along with English, Mizo1 is the official language
of the Indian state of Mizoram, and it is also known

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mizo_
language
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Types of tone Tone Marker (e)
High tone é
Low tone è
Rising tone ĕ
Falling tone ê

Table 2: Variation of tones with a tone marker

as Lushai which belongs to the Tibeto-Burman fam-
ily of languages. According to Census-2011, there
are 6,50,6052 Mizo speakers, and they are known as
Mizo/Lushai people. Although the writing system
of the Mizo language is based on the Roman script
like English, both languages are very different from
each other. Generally, the word order of Mizo is
Object–Subject–Verb (OSV), but in particular situa-
tions, it follows Subject–Verb–Object (SVO) like En-
glish. Apart from this, Mizo (Majumder et al., 2018;
Pakray et al., 2015; Bentham et al., 2016) is quite dif-
ferent from English in linguistic aspects. Mizo lan-
guage can be termed as a tonal language as the tone
determines the lexical meaning of words. A total of
eight tones are available in Mizo, wherein four tones
are long tones and the remaining four are short tones.
The use of diacritics is not standardized in Mizo tonal
words. However, the tone markers or intonations are
highlighted in the vowels (a, aw, e, i, o, u) with dia-
critics by some publisher3 (Pakray et al., 2015). The
main variation of tones in Mizo are high, low, rising
and falling (Chhangte, 1993; Dutta et al., 2017; Gogoi
et al., 2020). To indicate a distinct tone variation, a
unique tone marker is employed, as shown in Table 2.
As the tonal word alone can imply a different meaning,
without the use of a tone marker, the tonal variation of a
word will be determined by the context of the sentence.
Therefore, an indication of proper tone marker is im-
mensely imperative to determine the lexical denotation
of the word. For example, as shown in Table 3, based
on the tone, the Mizo word ‘kang’ can have different
connotations in English. ‘Kang’ can be translated as
‘fry’, ‘dried up’, ‘above the ground’ and ‘burn’ with a
tone of ‘high’, ‘low’, ‘rising’ and ‘falling’ respectively.
The Mizo language can be categorized under the lan-
guage group, which has words with diacritics (Náplava
et al., 2018). Since the tonal words are represented by
the tone markers (Pakray et al., 2015). However, it is
observed that Mizo words with tone markers are less
frequent than those without tone markers4, unlike Viet-
namese (Náplava et al., 2018), Yorùbá (Adelani et al.,
2021) and Arabic language (Fadel et al., 2019).

3. Related Work
There is limited work in the area of MT on the En-
glish–Mizo language pair (Pathak et al., 2018; Lal-
rempuii and Soni, 2020; Lalrempuii et al., 2021). It

2https://bit.ly/3xA8AKj
3https://vanglaini.org/
4https://vanglaini.org/

Tone Sentences

High
‘Káng’ -‘fry/fried’
Mizo: Vawksa ka káng a.
English: I fried a pork.

Low

‘Kàng’- ‘dried up’
Mizo: Ruahtui a tlem
avangin lui tui pawh
a kàng ral zo tawh.
English: Due to less
rainfall, the river
dried up.

Rising

‘Kăng’ - ‘above the ground’
Mizo: I zuang kăng sang
thei khawp mai.
English: You can jump
above the ground quite high.

Falling

‘Kâng’ - ‘burn’
Mizo: Tui sa in a inti kâng.
English: I burnt myself with
hot water.

Table 3: Example sentences of different tones

is mainly due to the lack of availability of resources,
as the Mizo language is a low resource language. In
(Pathak et al., 2018), a parallel corpus of English-
Mizo language pairs is prepared (29,973 train data) and
performed a comparison between RNN based NMT
and Phrase-based MT. Also, (Lalrempuii et al., 2021;
Lalrempuii and Soni, 2020) investigated English-Mizo
pair using several attention-based NMT models, in-
cluding RNN, BRNN and transformer. Although re-
searchers have explored the English-Mizo pair for the
MT system, there are research gaps that are identified
as follows:

• There is no standard English–Mizo corpus avail-
able publicly.

• None of them have tackled the linguistic chal-
lenges like tonal words of Mizo for English-to-
Mizo translation.

• Although automatic translations like Google and
Microsoft cover various languages worldwide, but
lack the support of the Mizo language.

In this work, we have created an English–Mizo corpus
and investigated with BERT-fused NMT (Zhu et al.,
2020) using a bidirectional translation approach with
synthetic parallel corpus (Niu et al., 2018; Sennrich et
al., 2016). Also, we proposed a post-processing step
for English-to-Mizo translation by focusing on tonal
words.

4. Corpus Preparation
There is no standard or publicly available corpus for
English–Mizo (En-Mz) corpus. Thus, we have pre-
pared parallel data and Mizo monolingual data from
different possible online resources. Online resources
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Type Sentences Tokens
En Mz

Train 118,035 1,314,131 1,468,044
Validation 2,000 52,320 55,316
Test 1,200 10,168 11,943

Table 4: Statistics for train, valid and test set

include, Bible5, online dictionary (Glosbe)6 and Gov-
ernment websites7 8. We have prepared 121,235 num-
bers of parallel sentences that include 44,168 Mizo sen-
tences having tonal words. The parallel corpus con-
tains 118,895 sentences from online sources (98.06%)
and manually9 prepared 2,340 sentences (1.93%). The
difference between online parallel sentences and manu-
ally prepared sentences is that online parallel sentences
include both with and without tonal sentences, whereas
manually prepared sentences only include tonal words
to enhance the number of parallel sentences with tonal
words. The manually prepared parallel sentences cover
the general domain sentences, as shown in Table 10.
Moreover, monolingual Mizo data of 2,061,068 sen-
tences are prepared from various webpages, blogs and
textbooks. To collect data from online sources, we have
used web crawling10 techniques. To allow for replica-
tion over different/several web pages, each element’s
xpath is formatted/encoded with a degree of gener-
alization. It aided in crawling and retrieving informa-
tion from a vast number of web pages. Before split-
ting a parallel corpus, we remove duplicates and noise
(web-link (URLs), too many special characters, blank
lines). Also, we verified by hiring a linguistic expert
who possesses linguistic knowledge of both languages.
The data statistics of the train, valid and test set, are
shown in Table 4. During the split, we have considered
parallel sentences having tonal words for validation and
test data. The test and validation set include 98% and
2% sentences from online and manually prepared sen-
tences and also, the train set includes 1.92% of and
98.07% sentences from manually prepared and online
sources. The corpus covers domains: Bible, Govern-
ment notices/messages, dictionaries, and general do-
mains. The percentage of tonal words presents in the
train, validation, and test set are 11.20%, 10.50%, and
10.30%.

5. Approach
Our approach consists of three phases, as shown in
Figure 1. Initially, for the first phase, we extracted
Mz tonal sentences from the monolingual data of Mz.
Then, the extracted Mz tonal sentences are used to gen-

5https://www.bible.com/
6https://glosbe.com/en/lus
7https://finance.mizoram.gov.in/
8https://dipr.mizoram.gov.in/
9consumes manual effort and then verified by the hired

linguistic expert
10https://scrapy.org/

erate En synthetic sentences by utilizing the backward
NMT model (Mz-to-En). In this case, we used the con-
ventional transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017). We
removed blank lines, under-translated sentences (single
or double words) from En synthetic sentences, and the
corresponding Mz tonal sentences. Thus, we prepared
33,021 synthetic parallel sentences, as given in Table
5. In the second phase, the synthetic parallel corpus
is augmented with the original parallel corpus. Then
we followed the technique of (Niu et al., 2018) by aug-
menting the swapped sentences (Mz-to-En). We added
artificial tokens at the beginning of the source sentences
to recognize the target sentences (such as <2mz> for
Mizo and <2en> for English target sentences) and
trained with BERT-fused NMT (Zhu et al., 2020) for
the forward (En-to-Mz) translation. BERT-fused NMT
is utilized for leveraging the pre-trained model of En-
glish. We investigated different configurations, namely,
unidirectional and bidirectional parallel corpus (trained
on En-to-Mz and Mz-to-En simultaneously). BERT
processes an input sequence by first transforming it
into representations. Through the BERT-encoder atten-
tion module, each NMT encoder layer processes each
of the representations from the BERT module. Be-
sides, each NMT encoder layer’s self-attention con-
tinues to process the previous NMT encoder layer’s
representations. Finally, it generates fused representa-
tions through the encoder layers feed-forward network
by merging both the output of BERT-encoder attention
and the self-attention. The decoder works similarly; the
BERT-decoder attention is introduced to each NMT de-
coder layer. The obtained trained model is used to pre-
dict the target sentences. Lastly, to improve the transla-
tion accuracy of encountering tonal words, we propose
an example-based post-processing step.
Example-based post-processing: For the post-
processing step, we created an example-based dictio-
nary by following these steps.

• We extracted keywords having tonal words from
monolingual data of Mizo using a language-
independent keyword extraction tool known as
YAKE (Campos et al., 2020), considering maxi-
mum n-gram size= 3.

• We discarded the uni-gram words from the ex-
tracted keywords. Since, the uni-gram words are
not able to represent the context-specific tonal
words.

• We created an example-based dictionary
(Kz||Ky). Here, Ky denotes extracted key-
words and Kz is prepared by removing the tonal
markers from Ky .

The example-based dictionary is utilized for the post-
processing of the predicted sentences. We searched
each keyword of Kz in the predicted sentences and if it
is found then replace it with the keyword of Ky . The
reason behind using the post-processing step is that if
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Sentences Tokens
En Mz

33,021 5,49,822 6,08,586

Table 5: Synthetic parallel data statistics

the trained model is unable to capture the appropriate
tone marker in the translation process, then the post-
processing step attempts to correct the concerned tone
marker using an example-based dictionary. We used
an example-based dictionary because the tonal word is
contextually dependent on the pre-or post-word of the
concerned tonal word. In summary, the proposed ap-
proach is based on the BERT-fused NMT (transformer
model), bidirectional data augmentation with synthetic
parallel corpus, and an example-based post-processing
step.

6. Experiment and Result and Analysis
We performed preliminary experiments for both En-to-
Mz and Mz-to-En translations using RNN (Bahdanau
et al., 2015), transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017)
with sub-word segmentation technique i.e., byte pair
encoding (BPE) (considered 32k merge operations).
The results of the preliminary experiment are reported
in Table 6. The quantitative results are evaluated in
terms of automatic evaluation metric, bilingual evalu-
ation understudy (BLEU)11 (Papineni et al., 2002) and
also with human evaluation (HE) (Pathak et al., 2018)
on randomly selected 100 sample sentences by hiring
a linguistic expert. We followed default configura-
tions of OpenNMT-py12 toolkit to implement RNN and
transformer model. The Adam optimizer with a learn-
ing rate of 0.001, drop-outs of 0.3 (in case of RNN)
and 0.1 (in case of transformer) are used in the train-
ing process. Also, followed default configurations of
Fairseq13 toolkit to implement BERT-fused NMT (Zhu
et al., 2020). For En-to-Mz translation, the compara-
tive results are reported in Table 7 and 8, where our
approach (M8) attains a higher score. To examine the
effectiveness of our approach in terms of encountering
tonal words, a comparative analysis is presented in Fig-
ure 2. Although our approach encounters a higher fre-
quency of tonal words than conventional transformer
(Vaswani et al., 2017) and BERT-fused transformer
(Zhu et al., 2020) models, far away from the frequency
of tonal words in reference test sentences. Further,
to inspect qualitative analysis of encountering tonal
words, a few examples are presented in Table 9. It is
observed that the conventional transformer (M1) and
BERT-fused transformer (M2) models are unable to en-
counter tone markers in the tonal words of the predicted
sentences. However, with the post-processing approach
M3,M5 and M8 generate tonal words with appropriate

11Utilized multi-bleu.perl script
12https://github.com/OpenNMT/OpenNMT-py
13https://github.com/bert-nmt/bert-nmt

Translation Model BLEU

En-to-Mz
RNN 16.98
Transformer 17.86

Mz-to-En
RNN 15.46
Transformer 16.52

Table 6: BLEU scores of preliminary experiments

Model BLEU
M1 (UPC) 17.86
M2 (UPC) 18.39
M2 + PP (M3) 21.90
M2 + SPC (M4) 20.55
M4 + PP (M5) 23.82
M2 (BPC) (M6) 22.80
M6 + SPC (M7) 24.33
M7 + PP (M8) 28.59

Table 7: Comparative results (BLEU scores) of differ-
ent models for En-to-Mz translation, M1: Transformer,
M2: BERT-fused Transformer, SPC: Synthetic Parallel
Corpus, PP: Post-processing, UPC: Unidirectional Par-
allel Corpus, BPC: Bidirectional Parallel Corpus

tonal markers, which are marked as ‘bold.’ By captur-
ing tone markers in tonal words, our approach signif-
icantly represents the contextual meaning of the sen-
tences as compared to other models.

Model Adequacy Fluency Overall
Rating

M1 2.58 2.76 2.67
M2 3.40 3.92 3.66
M3 3.76 4.54 4.15
M4 3.26 4.47 3.86
M5 3.92 4.68 4.30
M6 3.65 4.52 4.08
M7 3.32 4.64 3.98
M8 4.14 5.24 4.69

Table 8: Human evaluation scores of different models
for En-to-Mz translation

7. Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, our goal is to prepare an Indian language
resource, i.e., English–Mizo corpus and investigate
En-to-Mz translation by encountering tonal words by
exploring different NMT models on the developed
dataset. We will release the English-Mizo corpus, to
be publicly available. Our approach is based on BERT-
fused NMT with bidirectional data augmentation
with synthetic parallel corpus and an example-based
post-processing step. We attained better transla-
tion accuracy than a conventional transformer and
BERT-fused NMT. In the future, we will increase the
dataset size, domain-wise translation, and do more
experiments to improve the translational accuracy of
encountering tonal words.
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Figure 1: English-to-Mizo NMT System

Figure 2: Comparative analysis on tonal frequency of
words. Reference: Mizo target sentences (test data)
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Source / Target Predicted

It is nice. (En)
A thà lutùk. (Mz)

A tha lutuk. (M1)
A tha lutuk. (M2)
A thà lutùk. (M3)
A thà khawp mai . (M4)
A thà khawp mài .(M5)
A tha lutuk. (M6)
A tha lutuk. (M7)
A thà lutùk .(M8)

Don’t tell lie. (En)
Dáwt sáwi suh. (Mz)

Dawt sawi suh. (M1)
Dawt sawi duh suh . (M2)
Dáwt sáwi duh suh . (M3)
Dawt sawi suh . (M4)
Dáwt sáwi suh . (M5)
Dáwt sawi suh . (M6)
Dáwt sawi suh .(M7)
Dáwt sáwi suh . (M8)

Table 9: Output examples of different models for En-
to-Mz translation
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Abstract 
Multiword expression is an interesting concept in languages and the MWEs of a language are not easy for a non-native 
speaker to understand. It includes lexicalized phrases, idioms, collocations etc. Data on multiwords are helpful in language 
processing. „Multiword expressions in Malayalam‟ is a less studied area. The boundary between multiword expressions and 
other compositions is fuzzy. Not all the multiword expressions adhere to all the properties of MWEs. In this paper, we are 
trying to explore multiwords in Malayalam and to classify them as per the three idiosyncrasies: semantic idiosyncrasy, syn-
tactic idiosyncrasy, and statistic idiosyncrasy. Though these are already identified, they are not being studied in Malayalam. 
The classification and features are given and are studied using Malayalam multiwords. Through this study, we identified how 
the linguistic features of Malayalam such as agglutination influence its multiword expressions in terms of pronunciation and 
spelling. Malayalam has a set of code-mixed multiword expressions which is also addressed in this study.  

Keywords: Multiword expressions, NLP applications, idioms, Malayalam, Dravidian language, linguistic idiosyncrasy, 
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1. Introduction 

According to Sag et al. (2002), multiword expressions 
are “idiosyncratic interpretations that cross word 
boundaries”. They show semantic, statistic, and syntac-
tic idiosyncrasy. Multiword expressions are word se-
quences that act as a single lexical unit. The meaning 
of the individual components does not contribute to 
the collective meaning of the expression. It is difficult 
for humans to understand the underlying meaning of 
such expressions. It is even more difficult for a ma-
chine to resolve these expressions. To tackle this 
problem we need more linguistic analysis of multi-
words.  Machine translation has been helpful for lan-
guage learners, non-native speakers, and even transla-
tors. Solving linguistic barriers could be the beginning 
of productive collaborations and innovations. But 
using machine translation systems to solve the prob-
lem of MWEs is not fruitful often because they lack 
good input regarding multiwords. Available infor-
mation about Malayalam MWEs is insufficient to 
come up with an effective translation system that ad-
dresses this linguistic concept which Sag. et al. called 
'a pain in the neck of NLP'. Through this research, we 
are trying to study the properties and types of Malaya-
lam MWEs which would help in improving machine 
translation systems.   
Multiword disambiguation is very important for lan-
guage processing. Most of the time, the translation sys-
tem gives a literal translation of the individual words. 
For example, consider the Malayalam word (ka-
thakaḻikkuka | lit. „To end the story.‟) „To kill/ to end/ 
to defeat.‟ If the input is „kathakaḻikkuka‟ Google 
translate translates it as „eat the story‟. If the input is 
given without a space in between i.e. „katha kaḻikkuka 
system translates it as „tell the story‟.  
The paper is divided into seven main sections: The first 
section is the Introduction. The second section deals 
with relevant previous works which is followed by the 
Classification of MWEs. In the fourth section we dis-
cuss about the Types of Multiword Expressions and the 
Properties of MWEs in the fifth section. Findings are 
mentioned in the sixth section and the Conclusion in 

the seventh section. The examples used to substantiate 
the classification, types and properties are randomly 
taken from the language.  

2. Related Work  

We explored many previous studies and in this section 
we are trying to explain how their findings helped the 
present work.    
Ivan Sag et al. (2002) classify MWEs into lexicalized 
phrases and institutionalized phrases and it gives fur-
ther classification for lexicalized phrases. The paper 
also provided some analytic techniques for MWEs.  
They used the constraint based Head-driven Phrase 
Structure Grammar formalism. Rules and disambigua-
tion strategies in the English- Malayalam Machine 
Aided Translation system (AnglaMalayalam) has been 
discussed in Vasudevan et al. (2016). According to the 
authors, the English- Malayalam Machine Aided 
Translation system based on AnglaBharati Technology 
which is discussed in this paper showed good results 
after introducing these rules.  
Lahari Poddar (2016) presents some of the features and 
classifications of multiword expressions and different 
approaches towards their automatic extraction.  The 
paper also presents numerous examples from Indian 
languages. Tanmoy Chakraborty (2011) presents a vast 
study on multiwords with main focus on Bengali 
MWEs. This paper also presents different types and 
properties of MWEs. The paper gives classification of 
MWEs in Bengali.  The study modeled the syntax and 
semantics of Bengali MWEs based on the statistical 
approaches of substitutability, co-occurrence proper-
ties, semantic clustering and linguistic properties. Tim-
othy Baldwin and Su Nam Kim (2010) shed light to the 
research issues relating to MWEs.   

3. Classification of MWEs 

Sag et al. (2002) classifies MWEs into lexicalized 
phrases and institutionalized phrases. Many other clas-
sifications come under these broad terms.  

3.1 Lexicalized Phrases 
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Lexicalized phrases “have at least in part idiosyncratic 
syntax or pragmatics” (Sag et al., 2002). Lexicalized 
phrases are again classified as fixed, semi-fixed and 
syntactically flexible expressions.  

3.1.1 Fixed Expressions 

Fixed expressions are frozen expressions that do not 
undergo any morphosyntactic variations or internal 
modifications. They can be considered as words-with-
spaces. Generally, they are transparent in meaning. 

3.1.2 Semi-Fixed Expressions 

In the case of semi-fixed expressions, word order and 
composition are strictly invariable. However, some 
lexical variations are possible. Semi-fixed expressions 
can be further classified into three subcategories: 
Non-decomposable idioms: We cannot analyze or un-
derstand non-decomposable idioms from the words 
they are composed of. They are semantically opaque 
and do not undergo syntactic variability. But they can 
take inflections and reflexive form variations.  Exam-
ples: (kuḷam thoṇṭuka| lit. „To dig the pond.‟) „To de-
stroy.‟ 
Compound Nominals: Compound nominals do not 
undergo syntactic variations. But they do inflect for 
number. Compound nominals such as (erivumpuḷiyum | 
lit. „spicinessand sourness‟) „Taste‟ are very frequent. 
Proper Names/Named entities: Proper names aresyn-
tactically highly idiosyncraticin nature. 

1) mahatmagāndhi saṛvakalāṡāla 

Mahatma Gandhi  University 

2) trṡūṛ pūram 

Thrissur Pooram 

A temple festival held in the district of Thrissur. 

3.1.3 Syntactically Flexible Expressions 

Unlike semi-fixed expressions or fixed expressions, 
syntactically flexible expressions allow a range of syn-
tactic variations. Syntactically flexible expressions in-
clude: 
Verb-Particle Constructions: These are the expressions 
that consist of a verb and one or more particles and 
they can be compositional or semantically idiosyncrat-
ic.  

3) kaḷaňňu kuḷikkuka 

wasted bathe 

lit. „To waste and bath.‟| „To fritter.‟ 

4) peṭṭpōvuka 

happen to go 

lit. „Get into.‟ | „To get trapped.‟ 

Decomposable Idioms: Decomposable idioms are syn-
tactically flexible to some extent. It is very difficult to 
predict the syntactic variations they undergo. (mūk-
kumkuttivīḻuka |lit. „To fall upside-down.‟) „Plummet.‟ 
is a decomposable idiom.  
Light Verbs: Light-verb constructions are highly idio-
syncratic. They undergo full syntactic variability. Ex-
pressions like (tīrumānam eṭukkuka | „Take a deci-
sion.‟) are light verb constructions. 

3.2 Institutionalized Phrases 

Institutionalized phrases are syntactically and semanti-
cally compositional, but statistically idiosyncratic. 
They occur with high frequency and undergo full syn-
tactic variability. Phrases such as (erivum puḻiyum  | lit. 
„spiciness and sourness‟) and (tekk vaṭakk naṭakkuka | 
lit.„walk south to north.‟) „Walk/ live aimlessly.‟ are 
institutionalized phrases.  

4. Types of Multiword Expressions  

Multi-word expressions can be grouped into the follow-
ing types: Reduplication, partial reduplication, seman-
tic relationship, code-mixed multiwords, collocations 
and compound verbs.  

4.1 Reduplication 

Reduplication is a word-formation process by which 
the root or stem of a word, or a part of it, is repeated to 
produce meaning. Exampls : ḍumḍum (knoking 
sound), ōṭiyōṭi (ran continuously), jillampaṭapaṭa (the 
sound of a musical instrument, chenda), payyepayye 
(slowly) etc. 

4.2 Partial Reduplication 

In partial reduplication, the given word is partially rep-
licated. Examples: vīṭvīṭāntaram (house to house), 
talaṅṅumvilaṅṅum (hither and thither) etc.  

4.3 Semantic Relationship 

There are expressions with some kind of semantic rela-
tionship existing between the constituent words.  
Synonym: (sambalsamrddhi | lit. „riches and abun-
dance‟) „prosperity‟, (āyuṛārōgyam | „life and health‟) 
„welfare‟ etc.  
Antonym: (jīvan maraṇa) „life or death situation‟,  (di-
narātṛaṅṅaḷ) „days and nights‟, (sukhadukham) „happi-
ness and sadness‟ etc. 
Sister Words: (veḷivum veḷḷiyāḻccayum | „Sense and 
Friday‟)sanity‟, (bellum bṛeykkum | „bell and breake‟) 
„control‟, (kaṇṇum mūkkum | „eye and nose‟) „sense‟ 
etc. 

4.4 Code-mixed Multiwords 

Code mixed multiwords are very common in Malaya-
lam. They are not just large in number, they occur very 
frequently too. Examples: 

5) āyuṛārōgyam 

lifehealth  

lit. „Life and health‟ | „Welfare‟  

6) fyūspōyi 

fuseleft 

lit. „The fuse tripped.‟ | „Lost one‟s mind.‟  

7) ṭyūb-laiṛṛāyirikkuka 

tube-light         be 

lit. „To be a tube-light.‟| „To be obtuse.‟ 

8) kḻikkākuka 

click     to get 

lit.„Happen to click.‟ | „To understand/ get 

liked by others/ to become successful. 

In example (5), the word (āyuṛ | lit. „life‟) is taken from 
Sanskrit. The first parts of (6), (7), and (8)are English 
words. Code-mixed multiwords are very often used 
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among Malayalam speakers.  Some of them can have 
multiple meanings. For instance, example (8) can be 
used in different contexts: 

a. enikk onnum kḻikk āyilla 

 I      anything click didn‟t happen 

 lit. „Nothing clicked for me.‟ | „I didn‟t under-

stand anything.‟   

b. putiya kaṭa kḻikk āyi 

 new      shop click   became 

 lit. „The new shop became click.‟ | „The new 

shop became successful.‟   

4.5 Collocations 

Collocations are word sequences that co-occur more 
often than would be expected by chance. Examples: 
(ṡuddhavāyu) „fresh air‟, (iṭiyumminnalum) „thunder 
and lightning‟, (vaṇṭiyumvaḷḷavum) „transportation‟ 
etc. 

4.6 Compound Verb 

A compound verb is a series of words that acts as a 
single verb. One part of the sequence is a light verb that 
can take inflections of tense, mood, or aspect. The other 
part carries most of the semantics and hence the key. 
Examples: (ōṭipōyi), „ran away‟, (kēṭṭuninnu) „listened 
without responing‟, (vann kaṇṭu) „visit‟, (uṛaṅṅi pōyi) 
„fell asleep‟ etc. 

5. Properties of MWEs 

Non-compositionality and Non-literal translatability: 
Multiword expressions are semantically idiosyncratic. 
The meaning of the whole expression cannot be in-
ferred from the meanings of its parts. Therefore word-
for-word translation tends to generate unnatural, un-
grammatical and, sometimes nonsensical results.  

9) cukkān piṭikkuka 

helm           hold 

lit. „Hold the helm‟ | „Take the helm.‟ 

10) kaṭakkal kōṭāli vakkuka 

At the root axe       lay  

lit. „Lay axe at the root.‟ | „Put at stake‟ 

Non-compositionality is considered a prominent feature 
of multiword expressions. This also compliments the 
feature, non-literal translatability. Multiword expres-
sions are idiomatic by definition. But this feature is not 
observed throughout all kinds of multiwords. Consider 
the expressions like „iṭiyum minnalum‟ (thunder and 
lightning), „vaṇṭiyum vaḷḷavum‟ (transportation) etc. 
Here, the constituent words bear a direct relation to the 
meaning of the expressions. Multiword expressions can 
have compositional or non-compositional semantics. 
Many MWEs, especially some collocations, do not 
stick to this property.   
Ambiguity: An MWE is ambiguous when its composi-
tional words can co-occur without forming an expres-
sion. Example: (kaikōṛkkuka | lit. „Join hands.‟) „Work 
together/ collaborate.‟, (gyāstīruka | lit. „Run out of 
gas.‟) „Getting tired.‟etc. These expressions can act as 
an MWE or can take the literal meaning of the se-
quence. This selection is contextual.  

Discontinuity: Parts of certain MWEs may get separat-
ed from each other by a/ some external element/s. De-
pending on the context the intervening word may 
change. This makes it difficult to identify multiword 
expressions from a sentence. For example, the expres-
sion (paṇipāḷi | lit. „work slipped‟) „Messed up‟ can 
occur as (paṇi pinneyum pāḷi | lit. „work slipped again‟) 
„Messed up again‟. Another example is (gyāstīruka | lit. 
„Run out of gas.‟) „Getting tired.‟. 

11) gyās muḻuvanum tīruka 

gas        completely        run out 

lit.„Completely run out of gas.‟ | „Exhausted.‟  

Non-substitutability: Non-substitutability is a property 
that is relevant for most MWEs. According to this 
property, it is not possible to replace a part of an ex-
pression with a synonym or similar word. It often caus-
es lexical rigidity. Examples:  

12) kāṭ kayaṛi 

forest climbed 

lit. „Went to the forest.‟| „To do something too 

much.‟ 

*vanam kayaṛi 

forest climbed 

13) kaṇṇ maňňaḷikkuka 

eye    turn yellow 

lit. „Eye turn yellow.‟ | „Lose sight under the 

influence of something exciting.‟ 

*nayanammaňňaḷikkuka 

eye    turn yellow 

14) uppum muḷakum 

saltchilli 

lit. „Salt and chilli.‟ | „Taste‟ 

15) erivum puḷiyum 

spiciness  sourness 

lit. „spiciness and sourness‟ | „Taste.‟ 

16) uppum puḷiyum 

salt         sour 

lit. „salt and sourness‟ | „Taste.‟ 

17) arakkainōkkuka 

half hand  try 

lit. „Try half hand.‟ | „To give something a try. 

18) orukainōkkuka 

one hand      try 

lit. „Try one hand.‟ | To give something a try. 

(mukham maňňaḷikkuka | lit. „Face turn pale‟) „Feel 
embarrassed‟ is an error-free multiword we get by sub-
stituting one item of the expression (13) with another. 
Here, the meaning of the expression changes. In the 
case of (14) and (15), both the expressions represent the 
same concept. But here, the substitution of a part of the 
former by a part of the latter can happen. I.e. 
(16).Though it is less frequent than the others, it still 
conveys the same meaning. Similarly, (17) & (18) refer 
to the same concept. In these examples, the final part 
stays constant. The initial parts, arakkai & orukai, can 
be used interchangeably without causing any change in 
meaning. Non-substitutability is not a mandatory prop-
erty multiword expressions should follow.  
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Frequency & Collocation: One of the typical properties 
of MWEs is that the constituent words tend to occur 
(together) more than expected.  When compared to the 
chances of using a possible alternative, the frequency 
of co-occurrence of the component words of an MWE 
is larger. Examples: (kīḻmēl maṛiňňu | „Fell bottom-
up.‟) „Turn upside down.‟, (kaṇṇil eṇṇayoḻiccirikkuka | 
lit. „Poured oil in the eye.‟) „Wait impatiently.‟,(bellum 
bṛeykkum | lit. „Bell and brake.‟) „control‟ etc.  
Since the language speakers tend to use MWEs instead 
of explaining the concept, multiwords happen to occur 
frequently. Multiword expressions are stored in the 
mental lexicon of language speakers. They become 
habitual through frequent usage. Frequency can be con-
sidered as a reliable criterion for lexicalization, but it 
should not be a necessary one. Consider the following 
expression: 

19) kōl oṭikkuka 

stick     to break 

lit. „Break the stick.‟ | „To give up‟. 

This expression is rarely used in the language. And it 
seems to be a regional usage. Even though multiword 
expressions appear to be frequent in the language they 
do not adhere to the property of frequency.  
Single lexical unit: Multiword expressions consist of a 
minimum of two words that cut across word boundaries 
and are complex than the individual units. Generally, 
MWEs do not cross the sentence boundaries and are 
treated as single lexical units. The component words do 
not act individually. Instead, they work together as a 
group and contribute meaning to the expression as a 
whole. They are stored as a single unit or a particular 
concept in the mental lexicon of the speaker.     
Syntactic fixedness: MWEs are considered syntactical-
ly fixed expressions. However, in the opinion of many 
linguists, MWEs exhibit a continuum of syntactic fix-
edness. 
Spelling: MWEs are widely seen as words with spaces. 
Defining multiword expressions as words with spaces 
is theoretically unsatisfactory. The speakers are not 
accurate all the time and spelling is not always con-
sistent. Since Malayalam is an agglutinative language, 
there is a tendency to join words very often. For exam-
ple, 

20) tēcc oṭṭikkuka 

iron out   to paste 

lit. „Iron out and paste.‟ | „To cheat.‟ 

21) paṇi pāḷi 

work slipped 

lit. „Work slipped.‟ | „Messed up.‟ 

22) kaṭiňňāṇ iṭuka 

bridle              to put 

lit. „Put a bridle.‟ | „Bring under control.‟, 

23) kai kaṭattuka 

hand  to insert 

lit. „Insert the hand.‟ | „To interfere‟  

Examples (20), (21), (22), and (23) can be written as 
tēccoṭṭikkuka, paṇipāḷi, kaṭiňňāṇiṭuka, and kaikaṭattuka 
respectively. The native speakers show a tendency to 
pronounce them as a single word.  This trend is seen in 

both written and spoken forms. This property makes 
them look like a compound word. Therefore, we strug-
gle to define an explicit boundary between multiword 
expressions and compound words.  
Unlike most compounds, we can insert external words 
(property of discontinuity) within some MWEs that 
look like compound words. For instance, (20) can be 
modified as (tēcc bhittiyil oṭṭikkuka | lit. „Iron out and 
paste on the wall.‟) „to cheat brutally‟. But this is not a 
generic criterion. In the opinion of Bauer (2019), com-
pounds are one type of MWE and since they overlap 
with other MWEs, it‟s not easy to define compounds. 

6. Findings 

From the studies we arrive at the following findings 
that make Malayalam multiwords different: 
Agglutination: Multiwords may get agglutinated with 
the neighboring words or with the component words of 
the same expression itself.  
Two-way rendering: Multiwords can be written togeth-
er or separate, without any meaning change.   
Code-mixed multiwords: Malayalam has a large set of 
code-mixed multiwords and many of them are high-
frequency words. 

7. Conclusion& Future Work 

Green et al. (2011) point out that “MWE knowledge is 
useful, but MWEs are hard to identify.” Types of word 
combinations lie in a spectrum. The boundary between 
multiword expressions and other compositions is fuzzy. 
Not all the multiword expressions adhere to all the 
properties of MWEs. The examples were given in this 
paper are randomly taken from the language.  
Agglutination and two-way rendering of Malayalam 
multiwords are serious problems that require special 
attention.  This information is very important for 
speech recognition systems to understand the dialogues 
by a native speaker.  
Processing of multiword expressions requires contextu-
al information. Otherwise, problems related to discon-
tinuation and ambiguity could not be resolved.  
Available data is very insufficient for the improvisation 
of translation systems and other NLP areas. Our future 
work includes preparing a glossary of Malayalam mul-
tiword expressions with wide coverage and sufficient 
linguistic knowledge. 
Implementing computational models is also our future 
concern. Incorporating them in machine translation and 
other NLP areas could help the betterment of the sys-
tem significantly.  
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Abstract
This paper presents the development of the Parallel Universal Dependency (PUD) Treebank for two Indo-Aryan
languages: Bengali and Magahi. A treebank of 1,000 sentences has been created using a parallel corpus of
English and the UD framework. A preliminary set of sentences was annotated manually - 600 for Bengali and
200 for Magahi. The rest of the sentences were built using the Bengali and Magahi parser. The sentences have
been translated and annotated manually by the authors, some of whom are also native speakers of the languages.
The objective behind this work is to build a syntactically-annotated linguistic repository for the aforementioned
languages, that can prove to be a useful resource for building further NLP tools. Additionally, Bengali and
Magahi parsers were also created which is built on machine learning approach. The accuracy of the Bengali
parser is 78.13% in the case of UPOS; 76.99% in the case of XPOS, 56.12% in the case of UAS; and 47.19% in the
case of LAS. The accuracy of Magahi parser is 71.53% in the case of UPOS; 66.44% in the case of XPOS, 58.05%
in the case of UAS; and 33.07% in the case of LAS. This paper also includes an illustration of the annotation
schema followed, the findings of the Parallel Universal Dependency (PUD) treebank, and it’s resulting linguistic
analysis.

Keywords: Indian languages, Bengali, Magahi, Parallel Universal Dependency Treebank, parser

1. Introduction
Sentence parsing is one of the trickiest, yet essen-
tial components in the field of Natural Language
Processing (NLP). Parsing not only enables better
understanding of a sentence structure, but is also
useful in the development of various NLP appli-
cations like machine translation, and information
retrieval. In this paper, we aim to discuss Par-
allel Universal Dependency (PUD) treebank and
parser for two Indian languages, namely, Bengali
and Magahi. Bengali, also referred as Bangla, is
mostly spoken in the Indian regions of West Ben-
gal, Assam, and Tripura and is the mother tongue
of about 97.2 million speakers as per the 2011 Cen-
sus Report of India.1 It is one of the 22 sched-
uled Indian languages and the national language
of Bangladesh. Magahi is an Eastern Indo-Aryan
language spoken mostly in the Indian states of Bi-
har and certain areas of Jharkhand. Linguistically,
both the languages belong to the Indo-Aryan lan-
guage family, follow a Subject-Object-Verb (SOV)
construction and are head-final languages with a
relatively free word order. Like several other In-
dian languages, they also follow the post-position
trait. They are also nominative-accusative lan-
guages that allow pro-drop of all arguments, con-
tain complex verb constructions, rich classifiers,
differential object marking and has no assigned
gender. The verbs show only person agreement
with the subject and no agreement with number

1https://censusindia.gov.in/2011Census/
Language-2011/Statement-1.pdf

and gender. However, a distinctive feature of Ben-
gali is that the copula or verb linking the subject
and predicate is often found missing in this lan-
guage.
The objective of UD is to automatically analyze
dependency structure of sentences, create multi-
lingual parsers for cross lingual learning, and con-
duct parsing research for typologically diverse lan-
guages under a common framework.2 The anno-
tation scheme is based on Stanford dependencies
(De Marneffe and Manning, 2008), Google univer-
sal part of speech, (Petrov et al., 2011) and the
Interset Interlingua for morphosyntactic tag sets
(Zeman, 2008). Currently, the UD project con-
tains more than 217 treebanks for 122 languages
belonging to 24 language families.3
It would however be ignorant to state that Indian
languages have not progressed at all in the field of
NLP (See section-2). The extent and the contri-
bution of their work will be discussed in the later
sections of the paper. Nevertheless, discussion on
development of PUD treebank and a parser for the
above stated languages with English as the source
language is what is aimed in this paper.
Section (2), provides an overview of the linguistic
resources that have been created for Indian lan-
guages. Section (3), discusses the experiment and
the data size used to build the parser for the re-
spective languages. Section (4), demonstrates the

2https://universaldependencies.org/
introduction.html

3https://universaldependencies.org/
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development of the parser and its outcome. Sec-
tion (5), illustrates the cross-lingual study of the
UD treebank built in this project. The paper con-
cludes with closing remarks and plans for future
work.

2. Related Work
In 1991, an initiative was taken up by Technology
Development for Indian languages (TDIL), to de-
velop tools for POS tagging, frequency count, spell
checkers, and morphological processing for all In-
dian national (official/scheduled) languages. Thus,
a corpus of 3 million words was created for ev-
ery Indian national language by the end of 1994,
including Bengali (Dash, 2004). As per (Kumar
et al., 2018), a corpus of 0.17 million sentences is
available in Magahi. In 2013, Indian Institute of
Information Technology, Hyderabad (IIIT-H) de-
veloped monolingual and parallel Pān. inian Kāraka
Dependency (PD) treebanks for Indian languages
Hindi, Bengali, Marathi, Kannada and Malay-
alam.4 The same was then utilized to annotate
Telugu, Urdu, Kashmiri (Bhat, 2017) and a depen-
dency parser for Hindi, Telugu, Bengali, Urdu and
Kashmiri was created. Presently, IIIT-H5 is devel-
oping PD treebanks for Indian languages, Bengali,
Kannada, Hindi and Malayalam.
As of UD release 2.9, 217 treebanks including
the Indian languages, Bhojpuri, Marathi, Hindi,
Sanskrit, Tamil, Telugu and Urdu are avail-
able(Zeman, 2021).6 In addition, Magahi UD
and Bengali PUD treebanks have been recently
reported by (Raj et al., 2021) and (Majumdar,
2021) at Workshop on Parsing and its Applications
for Indian Languages (in progress) and Widen-
ing NLP workshop 2021 respectively. However,
the Bengali UD treebank that was reported at
WiNLP has been modified to improve the quality
of translation and annotation for the requirements
of this paper. Nonetheless, there has been no prior
work/resources in Magahi PUD Treebank.

3. Data & Methodology
In order to build the Bengali and Magahi PUD, the
English sentences have been taken as the source
text from the English PUD (Zeman et al., 2017)
which was further translated into the respective
target languages, preparing it for the correspond-
ing treebank annotation. In this study both man-
ual and automatic annotation schemas were fol-
lowed. The sentence alignment is 1-1 but occa-
sionally a sentence-level segment actually consists
of two real sentences. The data has been col-
lected from the news domain and Wikipedia. The

4https://www.meity.gov.in/content/
language-computing-group-vi

5https://kcis.iiit.ac.in/LT/
6http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-4611

corpus was then annotated for parts of speech,
which was further divided into universal parts
of speech (UPOS) and language specific parts of
speech (XPOS), and dependency relations. The
Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) tagset7 has been
used for language specific POS tags (Choudhary
and Jha, 2014; Ojha and Zeman, 2020). Out of
the 37 universal dependency relations, 29 deprel
have been used in Bengali and 31 in Magahi (The
statistics are given in Table 2). All the 17 UPOS
have been used for both Bengali and Magahi (The
statistics are given in Table 1). The number of to-
kens reported for the Bengali and Magahi sentences
are 13,110 and 7,575 respectively. Eventually, a to-
tal of 50 Bengali sentences were made available for
validation to three inter-annotators - native speak-
ers of the language. A kappa score of 0.942613, per
dependency, was thus derived. However, we could
not do inter-annotators agreement for Magahi.

UPOS
Tags

Description Bengali
Statis-
tics

Magahi
Statis-
tics

NOUN Noun 3815 1775
VERB Verb 1590 780
PUNCT Punctuation 1720 755
PROPN Proper noun 805 430
ADJ Adjective 1275 495
ADP Adposition 815 1275
DET Determiner 615 305
PRON Pronoun 764 214
CCONJ Coordinating

conjunction
385 155

ADV Adverb 440 150
NUM Numeral 226 231
PART Particle 130 110
AUX Auxiliary 904 783
SCONJ Subordinating

conjunction
270 150

SYM Symbol 55 33

Table 1: Statistics of used UPOS Tags in the Ben-
gali and Magahi PUD treebank

4. Development of Bengali &
Magahi Parser

As mentioned earlier, the Bengali and Magahi tree-
bank was manually annotated using the UD an-
notation framework. Both, Bengali and Magahi
parsers were built on 600 and 200 sentences. The
experiment was conducted in two steps.

• Bengali: Experiment-1 was run on 200 sen-
tences while Experiment-2 was conducted on

7http://tdil-dc.in/tdildcMain/articles/
134692Draft%20POS%20Tag%20standard.pdf
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UD Rela-
tions

Description Bengali
Statistics

Magahi
Statistics

advmod Adverbial
modifier

530 195

amod Adjectival
modifier of
noun

908 324

aux Auxiliary
verb

555 385

case Case marker 780 1215
cc Coordinating

conjunction
234 102

ccomp Clausal com-
plement

156 92

compound Compound 1210 792
conj Non-first

conjunct
276 108

cop Copula 12 51
det Determiner 585 175
fixed Non-first

word of fixed
expression

180 115

flat non-first
word of flat
structure

120 102

goeswith Non-first
part of bro-
ken word

- 1

iobj Indirect ob-
ject

42 12

mark Subordinating
marker

286 165

nmod Nominal
modifier of
noun

995 429

nsubj Nominal sub-
ject

1193 22

nummod Numeric
modifier

186 193

obj Direct object 179 57
obl Oblique nom-

inal
860 556

punct Punctuation 1710 808
root Root 1000 1000
xcomp Open clausal

complement
230 88

Table 2: Statistics of used UD relations in Bengali
and Magahi PUD trebank

600 sentences with the aid of UDPipe open
source tool (Straka and Straková, 2017).
Cross-validation with an average of 90:10 was
used for data splitting where the batch size,
learning rate, dropout and embedding size
were 50, 0.005, 0.10, 200 respectively, while
the other hyper-parameters were randomized
for each experiment.

• Magahi: Magahi’s Experiment-1 was run on

200 sentences using UDPipe similar to Ben-
gali. The data spliting and training features
were also the same. Experiment-2 was built
on multilingual multi-task model with the aid
of UDify open source tool (Kondratyuk and
Straka, 2019). We used the same Magahi sen-
tences. In this experiment, the training con-
figurations and features were default including
data splitting, batch size, epoch, learning rate,
and multilingual BERT layer.

The results are demonstrated in Table 3:

Language Experiment
Details

UPOS XPOS UAS LAS

Bengali Experiment
1

51.25 62.04 30.23 35.13

Bengali Experiment
2

78.13 76.09 56.12 47.19

Magahi Experiment
1

68.08 69.18 34.0 41.74

Magahi Experiment
2

71.53 66.44 58.05 33.07

Table 3: Results (%) of the Bengali and Magahi
Parser

5. Cross-lingual Analysis of Bengali
& Magahi PUD

In this section, an extensive linguistic illustra-
tion of the language pairs following the annotation
schema of the UD v2 guidelines is discussed.

5.1. Nominals
The nominals are divided into three categories in
UD - the core arguments, the non-core arguments,
and the nominal dependents. These include nsubj
(nominal subject), obj (object), iobj (indirect ob-
ject) under core arguments. The non-core depen-
dents include obl (oblique), vocative, expel (exple-
tive), and dislocated. Lastly, the nominal depen-
dents include nmod (nominal modifier), appos (ap-
positional modifier), and nummod (numeric mod-
ifier). In core arguments, nsubj and obj are the
most frequently used relations followed by the non-
core argument obl. With respect to the nominal
dependents, nmod with its subtype nmod:poss is
the most frequent followed by the dependency re-
lation nummod.
Figure 1 and Figure 2, showcase the presence of
the nominal relations nsubj, obj, iobj, obl. The
verb জািনেয়েছন ‘janiyechen’ is the root of the sen-
tence. The noun তয্ক্ষদশর্ী ‘protokkhodorshi’ is the
nsubj, and the noun পিুলশ ‘police’ is the iobj, both
of which are dependent on the root. In the lower
clause, the noun এি ল ‘april’ acts as the obl and
the noun বয্ি ‘byekti’ acts as the obj, both depen-
dent on the verb কেরিছল ‘korechilo’, which is fur-
ther dependent on the root via ccomp relation. In
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the same way, in Magahi, the noun गबाह ‘gabaah’
‘witness’ is the nsubj of the root ‘told’, and the
noun पु लस ‘pulis’ ‘police’ is the iobj. On the other
hand, in the lower clause पीिड़त आदमी अप्रील में संिदग्ध
आदमी पर हमला कैलकई हल ‘piiRit aadamii april meN
sandigdh aadamii par hamalaa kailkai hal’ ‘the vic-
tim had attacked the suspect in April’, which is de-
pendent on the root ‘told’ via ccomp relation, the
noun अप्रील ‘april’ ‘April’, has obl relation with the
lower verb हमला कैलकई ‘hamalaa kailkai’ ‘attack’.
There are also nsubj and obj in the lower clause,
the nominal पीिड़त आदमी ‘piiRit aadamii’ ‘victim’
and संिदग्ध ‘sandigdh’ ‘suspect’ respectively.

5.2. Clauses
In UD, clauses are categorized into five- csubj
(clausal subject), ccomp (clausal complement),
xcomp (open clausal complement), advcl (adver-
bial clause modifier), and acl (adnominal clause).
The four relations ccomp, xcomp, advcl, and acl
are frequently found in both Bengali and Magahi,
leaving the csubj. We illustrate xcomp and ad-
vcl relations here (see figure 1 and figure 2 where
ccomp relation is mentioned.)
The following illustrations, Figure 3, and Figure 4
showcase an example of a clausal construction in
Bengali and Magahi respectively. In both the lan-
guages, the verb kill েমের ‘mere in Bengali and
मारे ‘maare’ in Magahi, which are dependent on
the verb root, carry the xcomp relation. The
verb েচ া করার ‘chesta korar, ‘try do-PRESENT-
CONTINUOUS in Bengali and परयास करे paraaas
kare, ‘try do’ in Magahi, have advcl relation with
the verb kill.

5.3. Predicates
In this section, we will discuss two types of pred-
icate constructions - simple verb construction and
compound verb construction. The compound verb
construction can further be subdivided into serial
verbs and light verb constructions since Indian lan-
guages are rich in compound formation. A simple
verb construction contains only the verb, which in
UD terms is often referred to as the root, and some-
times combines the verb with an auxiliary. A light
verb compound construction is formed by combin-
ing the main verb (taken as the root) and a cor-
responding noun/adjective which is dependent on
the root. A serial verb compound formation is the
amalgamation of the main verb and a correspond-
ing serial verb, which is again dependent on the
main verb.
Figure 5 and Figure 6 showcase an example of a
simple verb construction in Bengali and Magahi
respectively, wherein the verb মেন ‘mone’ acts as
the root and is combined with the auxiliary হেয়
‘hoye’ in Bengali and होबऽ ‘hobe’ acts as the root
and is combined with the auxiliary हे ‘he’ in Mag-
ahi.

The Figure 1 and Figure 3 illustrated, also show-
case a light verb compound construction in Ben-
gali, wherein the noun অিভেযােগ ‘obhijoge’ ‘com-
plaints’ is dependent on the verb করা ‘kora’ ‘to-
do’ and carries the compound:lvc relation in Fig-
ure 3. The noun আ মণ akromon ‘attack’ is de-
pendent on the verb কেরিছল ‘korechilo ‘did’ and
carries the compound:lvc relation in Figure 1. In
the same way, the Figure 2 and Figure 4 illus-
trated, showcase a light verb compound construc-
tion in Magahi, wherein the noun आरोप ‘aaropa’
‘complaints’ is dependent on the verb लगाबल ‘la-
gaabala’ ‘place’ and carries the compound:lvc rela-
tion in Figure 4 and the noun हमला hamalaa ‘at-
tack’ is dependent on the verb कैलकई ‘kailkai ‘did’
and carries the compound:lvc relation in Figure 2.
Compound verb formation is a very common con-
struction found in both Bengali and Magahi.8
There is also the presence of another type of pred-
icate construction in UD wherein the adjective or
noun acts as the root. In Magahi, it is seen that
the noun/adjective is combined with the copula,
wherein the corresponding noun/adjective acts as
the root of the sentence. However, since Bengali
lacks copular construction, the noun/adjective it-
self acts as the root and the other relations are
further dependent on it. Figure 7 showcases such
a construction in Bengali, wherein the adjective
গুেমাট ‘gumot’ ‘stuffy’ acts as the root of the
sentence, and Figure-8 illustrates it in Magahi,
wherein the adjective उबाऊ ‘ubaauu ‘stuffy’ is a
root of the sentence.

5.4. Coordination
The figures, 9 and 10, showcase examples of coordi-
nation constructions. In UD, a conjunct (conj) is a
relation between two elements which are connected
by a coordinating conjunction (cc). The first con-
junct serves as the head and the second conjunct
is related to the first through the cc.
The example, Figure 9, showcases a coordination
relation in Bengali, wherein the noun নসরিশপ
‘sponsorship’ acts as the first conjunct and the
noun িবজ্ঞাপন ‘biggapon’ acts as the second con-
junct and are joined with the coordinating con-
junction এবং ‘ebong’. Similarly, Figure 10 show-
cases a coordination relation in Magahi. The noun
परयोजन ‘pariyojanaa’ ‘sponsorship’ is the first con-
junct and the noun िबज्ञापन ‘bigyaapana’ ‘advertis-
ing’ is the second conjunct, which are conjoined by
a coordinating conjunction आउ ‘aau’ ‘and’.

8There could be a different view on which ele-
ment acts as a root in such a construction (e.g., a
noun/adjective is a root and the verb depends on
it). We have assumed that the verb is a root and a
noun/adjective depends on it. Arguing here in favor
of our view will take us in a different direction. Also,
there is a space constraint.
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Conclusion and Future work
This paper presented an attempt in developing a
PUD treebank and a parser for the Indian lan-
guages, Bengali and Magahi. Currently, the tree-
banks consist of 1, 000 sentences. The annotation
schema, tags used, and linguistic analysis have also
been discussed in the sections above. The built
Bengali and Magahi PUD treebank will be pub-
licly released in the UD repository.9,10

In the near future, we plan to encode the morpho-
logical information in the same PUD treebank for
better usage of the built resource. Additionally, a
plan to develop a robust parser on 1,000 parallel
annotated sentences using zero-shot and to build
an enhanced quality of Machine Translation mod-
els and NLP tools will also be aimed. Finally, an
attempt will be made in increasing the number of
sentences to a minimum of 100 for inter-annotator
agreement in both the languages to achieve a bet-
ter understanding of the quality of annotation.
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7. Appendix

DET NOUN NOUN VERB SCONJ NOUN NOUN NOUN ADJ NOUN NOUN VERB PUNCT
একিট তয্ক্ষদশর্ী পিুলশেক জািনেয়েছন েয িভকিটম এি ল মােস সে হভাজন বয্ি েক আ মণ কেরিছল ।
ekti protokkhodorshi pulishke janiyechen je viktim april mashe sondheyobhajon byektike akromon korechilo .
one witness to-police informed that victim april in-month suspect to-person attack did .

det

nsubj

iobj

root

mark

nsubj

obl

compound amod

obj

compound:lvc

ccomp

punct

“A witness told police that the victim had attacked the suspect in April.”

Figure 1: A parallel Bengali construction illustrating the nominal relations

NUM NOUN NOUN ADP VERB SCONJ ADJ NOUN NOUN ADP ADJ NOUN ADP NOUN VERB AUX PUNCT
एगो गबाह पु लस के बतलैकई िक पीिड़त आदमी अप्रील में संिदग्ध आदमी पर हमला कैलकई हल ।
one witness police to told that victim person april in suspect person on attack did be-PAST .

det

nsubj

iobj

iobj

root

mark

amod

nsubj

obl

case amod

obj

case compound:lvc

ccomp

aux

punct

“A witness told police that the victim had attacked the suspect in April.”

Figure 2: A parallel Magahi construction illustrating the nominal relations

ADV PRON PRON NUM NOUN NOUN VERB VERB NOUN VERB NOUN NOUN VERB AUX PUNCT
আরও তােক তাঁর দ ু বছেরর েমেয়েক েমের েফলার েচ া করার অিভেযােগ অিভযু করা হেয়েছ ।
aro taake taar du bochorer meyeke mere felar chesta korar obhijoge obhijukto kora hoyeche .
also he/she her two year’s daughter’s kill to try -ing complaints accused to-do done .

advmod

nsubj:pass

nmod:poss

nummod compound obj

xcomp

compound:svc compound:lvc

advcl

compound:lvc

fixed

root

aux

punct

“She has also been charged with trying to kill her two year old daughter.”

Figure 3: A parallel Bengali construction illustrating the clausal relation
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PRON ADP PRON NUM NOUN ADP NOUN ADP VERB ADP NOUN VERB ADP NOUN PART VERB AUX AUX PUNCT
उसके ऊपर अपनी दो साल क बेटी क हत्या का प्रयास करने का आरोप भी लगाया गया ह ।
usake upara apana du saala ke beTi ke maare ke parayaasa kare ke aaropa bhii lagaabala gel he .
she on self two year of daughter of kill CASE try do CASE complaints also placed went be-PRESENT .

nsubj:pass

case

nmod:poss

nummod

amod

case

obj

case

xcomp

case compound:lvc

advcl

case

compound:lvc

advmod

root

aux:pass

aux

punct

“She has also been charged with trying to kill her two year old daughter.”

Figure 4: A parallel Magahi construction illustrating the clausal relation

PRON ADV ADV NOUN ADP VERB AUX PUNCT
এেক মােঝ মােঝ মহাশি বেল মেন হেয় ।
eke majhe majhe mohashokti bole mone hoye .
it sometimes sometimes superpower seems feel to-be .

nsubj

adv

fixed

obl

case

root

aux

punct

“It’s like a super power sometimes.”

Figure 5: A parallel Bengali construction illustrating the simple verb construction.

DET ADV PUNCT ADV ADJ NOUN VERB AUX PUNCT
ई कभी - कभी बहुत सिक्तसाली होबऽ हे ।
ii kabhii - kabhii bahuta saktisaalii hoba he .

this sometimes - sometimes very powerful become be-PRESENT .

nsubj

compound:redup

punct

advmod

amod comound:lvc

root

aux

punct

“It’s like a super power sometimes.”

Figure 6: A parallel Magahi construction illustrating a simple verb construction
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ADV NOUN NOUN ADV ADJ AUX PUNCT
হয়েতা ে স েকাডিট খবু গুেমাট িছল ।
hoytoh dres kodti khub gumot chilo .
maybe dress the-code very stuffy was .

nsubj

adv

fixed

obl

root

aux

punct

“Maybe the dress code was too stuffy.”

Figure 7: A parallel Bengali construction illustrating the non-verbal predicate construction.

ADV NOUN NOUN ADV ADJ AUX PUNCT
सायद डरसे कोडबा बड़ी उबाऊ हलई ।

saayada daresa koDabaa baRii ubaauu halai .
perhaps dress code very stuffy be-PAST .

advmod

compound

nsubj

advmod

root

cop

punct

“Maybe the dress code was too stuffy.”

Figure 8: A parallel Magahi construction illustrating a non-verbal predicate

NOUN NOUN CCONJ NOUN ADP NOUN VERB PUNCT
ক িট নসরিশপ এবং িবজ্ঞাপেনর মাধয্েম অেথর্াপাজর্ন কের ।

prokolpoti sponsorship ebong biggaponer maddhome orthoparjon kore .
the-scheme sponsorship and advertising’s through money make .

nsubj

obl

cc

conj

case obj

root

punct

“The scheme makes money through sponsorship and advertising.”

Figure 9: A parallel Bengali construction illustrating the nominal coordinating relation.

NOUN NOUN CCONJ NOUN ADP ADP NOUN VERB AUX PUNCT
योजन परयोजन आउ िबज्ञापन के ज रए पईसा बनाबऽ हई ।

yojanaa parayojanaa aau bigyaapana ke jariye paisaa banaaba hai .
scheme sponsorship and advertising case through money make is .

nsubj

obl

cc

conj

case

fixed obj

root

aux

punct

“The scheme makes money through sponsorship and advertising.”

Figure 10: A parallel Magahi construction illustrating the nominal coordinating relation.
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Abstract
Parsing natural language queries into formal database calls is a very well-studied problem. Because of the rich diversity of
semantic markers across the world’s languages, progress in solving this problem is irreducibly language-dependent. This
has created an asymmetry in progress in NLIDB solutions, with most state-of-the-art efforts focused on the resource-rich
English language, with limited progress seen for low resource languages. In this short paper, we present Makadi, a large-scale,
complex, cross-lingual, cross-domain semantic parsing and text-to-SQL dataset for semantic parsing in the Hindi language.
Produced by translating the recently introduced English language Spider NLIDB dataset, it consists of 9693 questions and
SQL queries on 166 databases with multiple tables which cover numerous domains. It is the first large-scale dataset in the
Hindi language for semantic parsing and related language understanding tasks. Our dataset is publicly available at the github
repository: https://github.com/neg-loss/Makadi.git.

Keywords: Semantic parsing, Spider dataset, Natural Language Interface to Databases

1. Introduction
Semantic parsing involves mapping natural language
sentences to a formal meaning representation, mainly
to query an information source. It requires under-
standing the meaning of natural language sentences
and mapping to meaning representations such as logi-
cal forms or directly into some programming language
like SQL, Python, etc.
Researchers have developed several machine learning
models that perform semantic parsing well in test eval-
uations. Recent advances in semantic parsing have im-
proved the accuracy of neural parsers(Jia and Liang,
2016)(exact match accuracy on ATIS(Price, 1990; Dahl
et al., 1994), 83.3), (Dong and Lapata, 2016)(cor-
rect answer accuracy percentage on ATIS, 84.6) and
(Wang et al., 2020)(exact match accuracy on Spider(Yu
et al., 2018), 65.6). These models are fuelled by
the training data available to them. Other approaches
to NLIDB which do not require large training data
based on keywords such as NLP-Reduce(Kaufmann et
al., 2007)(69.6% and 67.7% average recall and preci-
sion respectively on JOBS(Tang and Mooney, 2001)),
and based on parsing such as Athena(Saha et al.,
2016)(100% precision and 88.3% recall on MAS1) also
exist. Since English is a resource-rich language, there
exist numerous datasets for training such models, for
example, Spider(Yu et al., 2018) and WikiSQL(Zhong
et al., 2017). We compare our dataset with these two
English language NLIDB datasets in Table 1. How-
ever, for resource-scarce languages, it becomes very
difficult to find such resources, let alone have some
model to tackle the problem. In this paper, we present
a human-labeled dataset for cross-lingual and cross-
domain semantic parsing equivalent to the existing Spi-
der(Yu et al., 2018) dataset in Hindi mixed with the En-

1Microsoft Academic Search Database

glish language. We preferred working with the mixed
language because it represents the real-world scenario
closely as Hindi speakers generally substituting En-
glish terms into their Hindi speech rather than try-
ing to define Hindi equivalents. We combined Hindi
and English words using the Roman script, translit-
erating from Hindi to English using existing libraries
(Kunchukuttan, 2020).

Creating such a dataset was challenging for many rea-
sons. First, it wasn’t always possible to find neat Hindi
equivalents of many words from the English language
or if they were there, they were too complicated to
be used since they made look sentences not very ap-
pealing. For example, the query “Return the average
price of products that have each category code.” was
translated to “pratyek category code vaale product ka
ausat price lautaen.” not translating category to shre-
nee. Second, table attributes present in the database
were to be renamed mostly to suit the references made
in the queries. For example, in most database tables,
there was a column named Name and we translated
it to naam such that query like “Chocolate” naam ke
product ka description kya hai? stay consistent and re-
fer to the existent database attributes. The third and
the most ambiguous part was a balance of the lan-
guages used in the queries so that it represents real-
world scenarios as closely as possible. For example,
the query “Find the phone number of all the customers
and staff.” was translated into “sabhee customer aur
staff ke phone number ka pata lagaen.” instead of trans-
lating into “sabhee graahakon aur karmachaariyon ke
phone number ka pata lagaen.”. Another possibility re-
lated to databases was to even update values available
in the database tables. For most of the cases, we chose
not to update them as they are just constants and can
be referred to in the same way as they were referred
to in the queries in the original dataset. To the best of
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our knowledge, there does not exist any such dataset
for Hindi-English mixed language.

Figure 1: Our corpus contains queries of varying com-
plexity. The above figure shows one such Natural lan-
guage query and the corresponding SQL query. A For-
eign key constraint is also shown in the above example.

2. Related Work and Existing Datasets
Several semantic parsing datasets with different queries
have been created. The natural language used in these
datasets is generally English. The meaning represen-
tations in these datasets can be in any format e.g.,
logical forms. Historic, monolingual datasets include
GeoQuery(Zelle and Mooney, 1996), JOBS(Tang
and Mooney, 2001), ATIS(Price, 1990; Dahl et al.,
1994). They have been used extensively by (Zelle and
Mooney, 1996; Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2005; Wong
and Mooney, 2007; Dong and Lapata, 2016; Liang
et al., 2011). Other existing text-to-SQL datasets are
Restaurants(Popescu et al., 2003; Tang and Mooney,
2001), Scholar(Iyer et al., 2017), Academic(Li and
Jagadish, 2014), Yelp, and IMDB(Yaghmazadeh et
al., 2017), Advising (Finegan-Dollak et al., 2018)
containing 378, 817, 196, 128 and 131 natural lan-
guage questions respectively. These datasets have been
studied for decades in the NLP community(Warren
and Pereira, 1982; Popescu et al., 2003; Li et al., 2006;
Giordani and Moschitti, 2012; Wang et al., 2017; Xu
et al., 2018; Yaghmazadeh et al., 2017).
The very large semantic parsing dataset Wik-
iSQL(Zhong et al., 2017) contained 80,654 natural
language queries and 26,521 databases in it. However,
each database contained just one table and hence all
the queries in it are simple. Spider(Yu et al., 2018)
contains 10,181 queries in the English language with
over 200 databases covering 138 domains. It contains
multiple tables per database with referential constraints
allowing to have complex queries in it. The recently
published dataset MTOP(Li et al., 2021) consists of
100k annotated utterances in 6 languages(English,
Hindi, Spanish, Thai, French, and German) across 11
domains for multilingual semantic parsing.

3. Corpus Construction
The original Spider dataset consisting of 200 databases
was constructed using mainly three sources. The au-

thors collected 40 databases from DatabaseAnswers2

having thousands of data models across a wide range
of domains. These were populated with dummy data
using an online tool3 and then manually corrected by
the authors. Other 70 complex databases from SQL
tutorial websites, textbook examples, and database
courses were taken, and the remaining 90 databases
were created from WikiSQL containing about 500
tables from different domains. The creation of this
massive dataset nearly took overwhelming 1100 hours
of manual effort. The authors published the dataset
which included 1,034 queries in the dev set, 8,659
queries in the train set, and 488 queries in the test
set. The authors chose not to make the test set public
and is used to evaluate different proposed models
and maintain a leaderboard4. Along with the queries,
it even contained corresponding SQLite databases
and SQL scripts to generate those databases. Also,
a table.json file included with the dataset describes
the database table attributes and the foreign key
relationship existing among them. We also found that
the dataset contained 7 databases with empty tables5.
It is crucial for models like RAT-SQL(Wang et al.,
2020) to have values in the tables as they use value
linking. We even found out that one of the databases
was missing a table from the SQL script and we took
care of it.

Our Approach To start with, we took each statement
in the English language from the dataset and translated
it into an equivalent Hindi language statement. The
translation process was somewhat controlled in the
sense that we did not translate the queries com-
pletely(see table 2). We chose to skip translating some
very commonly used English words and maintained a
balanced extent of translation. The motivation behind
such balanced translation came from the fact that Hindi
speakers in general do not purely use a single language
in day-to-day life. Instead, they very frequently use
common words from English and sometimes even
from local vernaculars. To speed up the translation
process, we used Google translate6. In order to have
the references made in the queries relevant, we even
updated the table attributes like column names and
table names suitably keeping the changes minimal.
Although we had the option of translating values
from the tables but we strongly avoided that because
they are constants and can be referred to in a fashion
similar to the original dataset. However, some of the
values were changed to make the queries look more
natural. For example, in the query “sabhee mahila
sankaay sadasyon ke lie pahala naam, antim naam

2http://www.databaseanswers.org/
3http://filldb.info/
4https://yale-lily.github.io/spider
5Academic, Music, Scholar, Yelp, Geo, Restaurants,

IMDB
6https://translate.google.com/
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Dataset # Q # SQL # DB # Domain # Table/DB ORDER BY GROUP BY HAVING
WikiSQL 80,654 77,840 26,521 - 1 0 0 0

Spider 10,181 5,963 200 138 5.1 1335 1491 388
Makadi 9,693 5,294 166 133 5.27 1150 1261 313

Table 1: Statistics about different text-to-SQL datasets. Makadi is the only text-to-SQL dataset in code-mixed
English and romanized Hindi language.

Original Query Google Translation Balanced Translation
What are the names of the paayalaton ke naam pilots ke naam

pilots in alphabetical order? varnaanukram mein kya hain? varnaanukram mein kya hain?
Which accelerator name kis tvarak naam mein ”opera”, kis accelerator naam mein ”Opera”

contains substring ”Opera”?? sabastring shaamil hai? substring shaamil hai?
What is the model of the car sabase kam ashvashakti sabase kam horsepower

with the smallest amount of horsepower? vaalee kaar ka modal kya hai? vaalee car ka model kya hai?

Table 2: This is how we did the balanced annotation. We avoided translating queries completely.

aur phone number dikhaen”, the word mahila is value
in one of the tables of Activity database. Keeping the
consistency with the updated queries, we updated cor-
responding SQL queries. Since our dataset is derived
from the Spider dataset, it also inherits all the qualities
automatically. For example, our dataset covers a vast
range of SQL patterns with the SQL components
SELECT with multiple columns and aggregations,
WHERE, GROUP BY, HAVING, LIMIT, JOIN,
INTERSECT, EXCEPT, UNION, AND, EXISTS,
OR, NOT IN, LIKE along with several nested
queries. However, we faced another set of challenges
while annotating the original dataset. We considered
the following points.

A) Language balance. While creating the dataset, we
felt that making a complete translation won’t be the
best thing to do. Because, in general, Hindi speakers
often use English and this has become so normal that
everybody does that. So to make our dataset more
general and near-real world, we decided to keep a
few English words. But now the question was about
to what extent the translations were to be made. The
commonality of a word in a language differs from
person to person, as one person might be using some
particular word than some other person. So, it was
difficult on deciding which word to consider common
and which word to not. To assure that the language
style is consistent enough, two Hindi speakers did the
validation and suggested improvements.

B) Query reference. While doing the translations, it
was an absolute possibility to produce a translation in
such a way that the query does not refer to the tables
and columns in it at all and at the same time keep the
query intent. We focused on avoiding such kinds of
translations as it is natural to have references to the
database in the query presented. RAT-SQL (Wang
et al., 2020; Guo et al., 2019) have used the idea of
schema linking and value linking extensively and have

shown improvement. Another work (Bogin et al.,
2019) too emphasize schema encoding and schema
linking to produce the results.

C) Missing SQL script. We found out that in the
original dataset, 7 SQL scripts were missing from the
dataset. We created them ourselves. For this, we used
sqlite_web7 to read the corresponding SQLite
databases and write the script. We also found out that
several databases just had empty tables in the dataset.

4. Dataset Statistics and Comparison
We have summarized the statistics about our corpus
already in table1. To the best of our knowledge, no
such dataset is known to exist. In our dataset, we pro-
vide a dev set and a train set consisting of respectively
1,034 and 8,659 queries along with their SQL equiv-
alents. We also ship 166 SQLite databases along with
SQL scripts to generate them. We could not provide the
test set and corresponding SQL queries as we did not
have access to them as of writing. Since there does not
exist any dataset like ours, providing a detailed com-
parison is a difficult task. Our dataset poses a little
varied challenge to the models from what other text-to-
SQL datasets present. It tests the generalization ability
of the models to new and varied domains under cross-
language settings.

5. Task Definition
With our dataset, we define a text-to-SQL task that dif-
fers from earlier text-to-SQL or more generally seman-
tic parsing datasets which are monolingual in nature.
Our dataset contains English transliterated natural lan-
guage queries in the Hindi language and SQL queries
distributed over vast domains. Thus, we evaluated a
state-of-the-art text-to-SQL model using Hindi word
embeddings on our dataset. Since our dataset contains

7https://github.com/coleifer/sqlite-web
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Query Type
Component Easy Medium Hard Extra Hard Overall
SELECT 62.22(90.32) 44.59(80.44) 64.36(93.10) 40.36(80.12) 51.47(84.89)
WHERE 33.63(84.01) 30.60(72.58) 18.18(64.89) 15.02(46.15) 26.09(68.67)

GROUP BY 48.64(76.92) 44.79(71.96) 36.36(88.31) 38.09(71.89) 41.87(74.67)
ORDER BY 49.99(73.46) 28.77(74.66) 55.55(83.33) 73.07(77.70) 52.77(77.58)
KEYWORDS 78.80(89.90) 73.49(91.79) 64.07(84.39) 61.16(75.30) 70.20(86.84)
Query Count 248 446 174 166 1034

Table 3: F1 scores for different levels of the SQL queries on our dataset. Values shown in brackets correspond to
F1 scores of GloVe version of RAT-SQL(Wang et al., 2020) on the dev set of the Spider dataset.

mixed code i.e. English and romanized Hindi, we ex-
pected reduced performance on this dataset than En-
glish datasets. The size of the performance gap is ex-
pected to be informative about the opportunity cost of
attempting to tailor semantic parsing tasks to multi-
lingual datasets such as ours. As is conventional in
such analyses, we do not include queries that require
any form of common sense or knowledge from the out-
side world.

6. Evaluation Metrics
To measure the performance of different models, we
consider Component matching and Exact matching as
described in Spider Dataset.

Component Matching In a SQL query, there is a
possibility of having several components for which
order doesn’t matter. To avoid ordering of components,
we can first parse the gold SQL and decoded SQL
into several sub-components and see if the same
components exist in both sets.

Exact Matching We use the concept of component
matching described above to find if the gold SQL and
predicted SQL are exactly the same or not. This way
equivalent gold SQL and predicted SQL will be treated
the same even if some components in predicted SQL
are in a different order from those in gold SQL.

Hardness Criteria As in the original dataset, our
dataset too contained SQL queries of varying hardness.
The hardness criteria depend upon a number of SQL
components included in it. For example, queries con-
sisting of just one SELECT component would be con-
sidered easier than the one with multiple SELECT com-
ponents. There are four categories related to hardness:
easy, medium, hard and extra hard.

7. Result and Analysis
To test the usability of our corpus, we evaluated our
corpus on the model given by (Wang et al., 2020). We
made minor modifications to it. For example, we used
Hindi word embeddings from FastText8 which also

8https://fasttext.cc/

consisted of a few English words. We did the translit-
eration of the Hindi words and then used them. Since
the model was not designed for a dataset like ours, un-
surprisingly, it gave Exact match accuracy of 35.48%
and 9.03% on easy and extra hard level queries respec-
tively when trained for 40,000 steps. On medium and
hard queries, it gave 21.97% and 14.36% exact match
accuracy respectively, and overall it was found to be
21.85%. We present F1 scores of component matching
in Table 3. The results described above are based on
how the model performed on the dev set and not on the
test set as we did not have access to the test set.

There is a clear performance gap in model perfor-
mance going from English to Hindi. RAT-SQL man-
ages to identify individual SQL clauses in natural lan-
guage Hindi sentences in Makadi, leading to com-
ponent matching performance of between 0.26-0.70,
compared with 0.68-0.86 for similar tasks in English.
However, exact match accuracy shows a much larger
performance deficit, with overall accuracy at 21.85%
in contrast with 59.67% (± 2% depending on a random
seed) seen in English semantic parsing.

We consider some possible explanations for this gap
below. First, RAT-SQL(Wang et al., 2020) uses GloVe9

and BERT pre-trained word embeddings for English
semantic parsing, which offer comprehensive coverage
for all English language words. Since a large number
of English words were missing from the FastText Hindi
embeddings used in our test, it is obvious to have poor
performance for any model. Thus, an obvious direction
of future work is to produce word embeddings for En-
glish and (romanized) Hindi words in a single vector
space. Second, sometimes there exist several different
transliterations for a word and in that case, which pro-
duces ambiguity in naive approaches like the one we
have currently used. More sophisticated approaches
could use approximate string matching techniques to
map these possibilities to a single word embedding for
that word. Thus, finding good semantic parsing models
for mixed language datasets like Makadi offers several
clear directions for improvement.

9https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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8. Conclusion
In this paper, we present Makadi covering a variety
of domains, containing complex queries in code-mixed
English and Hindi language for semantic parsing and
Text-to-SQL task. It is unique in the sense that it is the
first such large corpus introduced in mixed language
and it also happens to be the first such resource in the
Hindi language. We expect that it would prove benefi-
cial to the researchers in NLP and DB community.
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Abstract 
This work presents an automatic identification of explicit connectives and its arguments using supervised method, Conditional 
Random Fields (CRFs). In this work, we focus on the identification of connectives and their arguments in the corpus. We consider 
explicit connectives and its arguments for the present study. The corpus we have considered has 4,000 sentences from Malayalam 
documents and manually annotated the corpus for POS, chunk, clause, discourse connectives and its arguments. The corpus thus 
annotated is used for building the base engine. The percentage of the performance of the system is evaluated based on the precision, 
recall and F-score and obtained encouraging results. We have analysed the errors generated by the system and used the features 
obtained from the anlaysis to improve the performance of the system. 

Keywords: discourse, machine learning, discourse relations, conditional random fields, malayalam, NLP
 

1. Introduction 

Discourse analysis is concerned with analysing how 
phrase, clause and sentence level units of text are related 
to each other within the larger unit of text. Discourse 
structure in the documents are important in discourse 
analysis because it makes the text coherent and 
meaningful. The pre-processing module also contains the 
Part of Speech (POS), Chunking and NER which are the 
essential tool for information retrieval and question 
answering system. Connectives can be inter or intra 
sentential. Inter sentential connective occupies the initial 
position of the sentence which is considered as the one of 
the argument of the connective and the other argument in 
the previous sentence. The intra sentential connective 
appears within the sentence and the two arguments are the 
main and subordinate clause of the sentence. The clause 
which follows the connective is the second argument and 
the other clause is the first argument. The process of 
discourse annotation involves tokenization and tagging of 
POS, Chunk and NER using various tag sets.We also 
annotated the corpus in terms of more basic 
characterization of discourse structure in terms of 
identifying discourse connectives in the text and 
annotating their arguments with semantics. Finally we 
developed a system for the identification of connectives 
and their arguments using Machine Learning Technique 
CRF. 

2. Related Work 

The annotation study for discourse relations in Arabic 
(Al-Saif and Markert, 2010) used Machine learning 
algorithms for automatically identifying explicit discourse 
connectives and its relations in Arabic language. The 
sense annotation and sense ambiguities of discourse 
connectives (Miltsakaki et al., 2005) used syntactic 
features and simple MaxEnt model and identified several 
features helped in disambiguation of the connectives 
since, when and while. (Elwell and Baldridge, 2008) 
improved the system performance using models for 
specific connectives and the types of connectives and 
interpolating them with a general model by using 
maximum entropy rankers. The work on tagging German 
discourse connectives using English training data and a 
German– English parallel corpus (Versley, 2010) and an 
approach to transfer a tagger for English discourse 
connectives by annotation projection using a freely 

accessible list of connectives. This system obtained the F-
score of 68.7% for the identification of discourse 
relations. (Webber et al., 2016) Showed the further 
procedure of more frequent annotation of more than one 
discourse relation between the same pair of spans. PDTB 
annotation also mentioned about another possible source 
of multiple discourse relations holding concurrently in 
large corpus. A lexicon of English discourse connectives 
called DiMLex-Eng (Das et al., 2018) compiled from a 
lexicon of German discourse connectives DiMLex which 
focused on modifications to the sense classification of 
discourse relation in Hindi and comparison based on some 
initial annotations. (Sobha et al., 2014) used the health 
domain corpus for the purpose of analysing the discourse 
connectives and its arguments for languages Hindi, Tamil 
and Malayalam. They have also presented an automatic 
discourse relation identifier for the languages Hindi, 
Tamil and Malayalam (Sobha et al., 2017).  

(Faiz and Mercer, 2013) considered the problem of 
identifying explicit discourse connectives in text using 
applied machine learning. They used syntactic features to 
build maximum entropy classifiers for better performance. 
(Patterson and Kehler, 2013) developed a system for 
predicting the presence of discourse connectives using 
classification model. It focused on contrast relation which 
is the type with lowest model accuracy. An unsupervised 
approach (Marcu & Echihabi, 2002) to recognize 
discourse relations that hold between arbitrary spans of 
texts and  show that discourse relation classifiers that use 
very simple features achieve unexpectedly high levels of 
performance when trained on extremely large datasets. 
(Rysova, 2018) introduced the constraints and preferences 
in the use of discourse connectives in the written Czech 
texts. An automated system for the identification of 
arguments of discourse connectives (Wellner & 
Pustejovsky, 2007) used head based representation for 
identification of arguments and used re-ranking model for 
modelling the arguments.  Chinese discourse structure (Li 
et al., 2013)  used the advantages of the tree structure from 
RST and connective from PDTB. Chinese Discourse Tree 
Bank is developed from 500 Xinhua Newswire documents 
and employed top-down strategy. Turkish Corpus (Zeyerk 
and Webber, 2008)  based on the principles of PDTB and 
determined the set of explicit discourse connectives and 
the syntactic classes. Coordinating and subordinating are 
not classes in Turkish and most of the existing grammars 
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of Turkish describe clausal adjuncts and adverbs in 
semantic rather than syntactic terms.  

This work proposes an identification of connectives and 
arguments in the corpus using the machine learning 
technique CRFs. Malayalam is a morphologically rich 
Dravidian language spoken in India. It is a highly 
inflectional and agglutinative language. It has very 
different writing style where two or three words are joined 
together. Features used are rich linguistic features such as 
suffixes of words, POS, Chunk, Clauses, Connectives and 
its arguments. The focus of the study is to identify the 
connectives and its arguments in our corpus. Here Section 
3 describes the corpus collection and annotation process. 
Section 4 describes the method used to develop the 
system. Feature selection is described in Section 5. The 
results are discussed in Section 6 and the conclusion is 
presented in section 7. 

3. Corpus Collection and Annotation 

A corpus from tourism website consists of 4000 sentences 
and 47,897 tokens. We have developed the system using 
machine learning technique CRFs. The training corpus 
consist of 39,046 tokens and and the testing corpus 
consists of 8851 tokens. We developed the corpus 
annotated with discourse connective along with binary 
arguments by following the guidelines of PDTB (Prasad 
et al., 2008), a large-scale resource of annotated discourse 
relations and their arguments. The first argument is tagged 
as<ARG1> and </ARG1>,the second argument as 
<ARG2> and </ARG2> and the connective as <CON> 
and </CON>. The tag sets used for connective and 
argument identification is described in Table 1. 

Sl. No. Main Tags Labels 

1 Connective begin <CON> 

2 Connective end </CON> 

3 Argument1 begin <ARG1> 

4 Argument1 end </ARG1> 

5 Argument2 begin <ARG2> 

6 Argument2 end </ARG2> 

Table 1: Tag sets-connectives and arguments 

In our corpus, the connectives that do not occur as free 
words were considered to be part of arg1 and the other 
relation will be arg2. As Malayalam is free word order 
and inflectional, it consists of many connectives are 
morphemes and these type of connectives occur intra-
sentential.  The discourse relation in our corpus can be 
syntactic (a suffix) or lexical. Discourse relations can be 
within a clause, inter-clausal or inter-sentential. Examples 
of annotation of connectives and its arguments are given 
in example 1 and example 2. 

Example 1: 

  [shareera   vedhana   kurakkaan   idakkide     vedhana 

   body           pain        decrease      frequently   pain  

 

  samharikal    upayogichaal<con><cont-cond>] </arg1> 

   killer                use+if 

  [athu       arogyathe     dosham     cheyyum]/</arg2> 

   that         health            harm          do 

(If  pain killers are used frequently for body pain, it will 
be harmful to our health) 

In Example 1, the first argument and the second argument 
are marked as <arg1> and <arg2>.The connective is “aal” 
and it is a subordinate connective and if we take the first 
argument independently, “shareera   vedhana   kurakkaan   
idakkide vedhana samharikal upayogichaal<con>” (If 
pain killers are used frequently for body pain), it will be 
meaningless. So the use of connectives for relating the 
arguments makes the text more coherent in the corpus.  

Example 2: 

[aavaSyaththinu uRakkam kiTTAthe         
varumpOL]</arg1> 

enough                                  sleep               not+    getting 

[SarIraththinu     kshINam  anubhavappeTunnu]</arg2> 

Body                   tiredness         experiencing            

(When we do not sleep properly,   it leads to body 
tiredness.)       

In Example 2, the verb “varum” (will+come) is combined 
with the connective ‘mpoL’ (when), occur intra-sentential 
and connects the main clause with the adverbial clause. 
This representation of the connectives and arguments 
bring coherence in corpus. 

The causal relation is characterized by the cause, the 
effect and a causal marker. The marker indicates the 
presence of a causal relation. The cause is the event that 
has an effect and it acts as a reason for another event to 
happen. At the discourse level, the causal discourse 
connective connects two discourse units, arg1 and arg2. 
The clause that follows the connective is arg2 and the 
other clause is arg1. The arg2 acts as the reason for the 
event occurred in arg1. 

Example 3: 

[Ramuvinu  nalla Ormashakthiyundu,] /arg1 athu kond 
<con>  

Ramu           good  memory power           so 

[avanu pareekshayil mikachcha pragadanam nadaththaan 
kazhiyum]/arg2 

He         examination   well              can+perform 

(Ramu has good memory power, so <con> he can perform 
well in the examination.) 

The connective “so” in the Example 3 shows “result” 
relation between two units, where the event in second 
discourse unit is the result of event in first discourse unit. 
Here, “Ramuvinu  nalla Ormashakthiyundu” (He has good 
memory power) is the cause and “avanu pareekshayil 
mikachcha pragadanam nadaththaan kazhiyum”(he can 
perform well in the examination) is the effect of the cause. 
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4. Method 

The method adopted here uses the machine learning 
technique CRFs. CRFs uses syntactic and semantic 
features. These features are obtained by analysing the 
data. The syntactic features include the suffixes for the 
words, part of speech, chunk and the clause boundaries 
and the semantic features include the connective markers 
and arguments of the connectives.  

4.1 Syntactic  Pre-Processing 

Pre-processing of the text is required as syntactic and 
semantic information are required for any high level 
analysis. The pre-processing modules impart the above 
two information to the text so that the text will have the 
necessary information required for high end analysis. 
Syntactic pre-processing is the next step in text analysis 
after the preliminary processing of sentence splitting and 
tokenizing. We used the following syntactic pre-
preprocessing techniques for developing the connectives 
and its argument identification of the corpus. 

POS Tagger: Part of Speech tagger disambiguates the 
multiple parse given by the morphological analyser, using 
the context in which a word occurs. It is the process of 
tagging the word in a text tagged with its corresponding 
part of speech such as noun, verb, adjective, adverb, etc. 
The Part of speech tagger is developed using the machine 
learning technique Conditional Random fields (CRF++). 
The features used for machine learning is a set of 
linguistic suffix features along with statistical suffixes and 
uses a window of 3 words. The tag set used for 
developing the POS tagger BIS tag set. These tag sets 
indicate syntactic classification like noun or verb, and 
sometimes include additional information, with case 
markers (number, gender etc.) and tense markers. 

Noun Chunk: Chunking is the task of grouping 
grammatically related words into chunks such as noun 
phrase, verb phrase, adjectival phrase etc. The system is 
developed using the feature POS tag, word and window of 
5 words.  

Clause boundary: Clause is the smallest grammatical unit 
that has a subject and predicate and expresses a 
proposition. In Malayalam the subordinate clauses are 
formed using non-finite verbs. Non-finite verbs are verbs 
which cannot perform action as the root of an independent 
clause. The subject of a clause can be explicit or implicit 
as this language has the subject drop phenomena. In this 
system we identify the following clauses: Main clause 
(MC), Relative participle clause (RPC), Conditional 
clause (CONC), Infinitive clause (INFC), Non-finite 
clause (NFC), Complementizer clause (COMC). The 
system is a hybrid system using ML( CRFs)  and 
Linguistic rules  combined. The CRFs are trained using 
annotated corpus and uses linguistic features such as 
suffix, POS and chunk for learning and mark the 
beginning and end of a clause. The clause boundary 
identification depends on word, morphological 
information and chunk. As begin and end boundaries of 
the clause matches with the chunk boundaries, chunk 
boundaries are an important feature of clause boundary 
identification. 

4.2 Semantic  Pre-Processing 

Once the syntactic pre-processing of the text is over, the 
system will attempt to produce the logical form of the 
sentence. The semantic pre-processing is required to 
ascertain the meaning of the sentence. We used the 
following semantic pre-preprocessing techniques for 
developing the system for the identification of explicit 
connectives and its arguments. 

4.2.1 Connective identifier 

Connectives are grammatical features such as “but”, 
“whereas”, which connect two discourse units 
semantically. The discourse units are called arguments of 
the connectives. Thus connectives connect two arguments 
to bring in coherence to the discourse. The discourse unit 
or the arguments can be intra or inter sentential. If it is 
intra sentential, it connects the clauses with in a sentence 
and if it is inter sentential then it connects two sentences. 

4.2.2 Discourse argument 

 The assignment of arguments is syntactic in this work. 
The arguments can be in the same sentence as the 
connective or can be outside in the immediately preceding 
sentence. It is also observed that the argument can be a 
non-adjacent sentence. But the text span follows the 
minimality-principle. The position of argument start is on 
the start of the sentence and this may vary depending on 
the connectivity with the previous sentence. We used the 
ML technique CRFs for identifying the beginning and end 
of each argument.  

Example 4 : 

[naTuvEdanakku     pala      kAraNangngaL   uNT.] 
</arg1>      

Backpain               many      reasons           are+ there  

 athinAl<con> 

therefore 

[yathArththa            kAraNam              kaNTeththi      

 Real                         reason          to+be+finding+out                    

chikilsikkukayANu    vENTath.]</arg2> 

 to+do+treatment    

(There are many reasons for back pain. So treatment 
should be taken based on the real reason.)                                                                                       

In Example 4, the connective “athinaal” (therefore), 
occurs inter-sentential by connecting two sentences. 
Connectives occur at the initial position in the second 
argument. We see that the connectives are explicitly 
realizing relations between two arguments arg1 and arg2.   

5. Feature selection 

Feature selection plays an important role in machine 
Learning and the learning depends on the features and 
hence the system's performance. A set of linguistic 
features are used for identification of connectives and its 
arguments. The features are discussed below. 

5.1 Features for Connective Classification 

For connective identification, we used lexical and 
syntactic features such as word, POS, chunk, clause and 
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their combinations. The connectives which link groups of 
words together are mostly conjunction and hence POS 
features for the identification of connectives is important. 
Chunk feature segments a sentence into sequence of 
syntactic constituents and hence it helps to identify the 
boundary of the connectives and arguments. As 
connective links clauses or sentences, clause beginning 
and end of the corpus is used as feature for connective 
identification.  

A baseline system is developed for the identification of 
connectives using word as feature. Features such as word, 
POS, chunk, combination of word, POS and chunk and 
clause are used for developing an extended system. The 
connective identification for baseline system is performed 
with minimal features. While developing the baseline 
system, we considered the first word as one of the features 
and obtained the f-score as 76.04%. Using word and POS 
features, we obtained the f-score as 83.47%. This 
improves the f-score by 7.43%. The inclusion of the 
chunk feature improves the result by 3.87%. Addition of 
Clause boundary improves the result by 5.74% and 
obtained the f-score as 93.08% descibed in Table 2. 

Table 2 : Feature-wise f-measure of connectives  

5.2 Features for Argument Identification 

The arguments of the connective are also clauses, clause 
tagging also helps in the identification of the argument 
boundaries arg1 and arg2. Connectives are used as the key 
feature in identification of argument boundary. The start 
and end position of the sentence with respect to the 
connective are also used as the feature for the 
identification of arguments. In inter sentential relation, 
arg1 start and end will be the start and end of the previous 
sentence of the connective word. The start of arg2 will be 
after the connective and end of arg2 will be the end of the 
same sentence. In intra sentential relation, arg2 mostly 
starts immediately after a connective and ends at the end 
of the sentence. The arg1 start will be the beginning of the 
sentence and ends at the clause boundary end in case of 
intra sentential relation. 

Example  5: 

[Moonnaar pragrithi souandharyaththinu peru kettathaN] 
/arg1.   Athinaal<con> 

 Munnar        scenic       beauty          known for          so              
[ithu Sthalam  sandharshikkan aaLukaLe   
aakarshikkunnu.]/arg2 

it       place       to  visit                       people        attract 

(Munnar is known for its scenic beauty. So it attracts 
people to visit the place.)                                                                                                           

In the example 5, the connective is inter-sentential, then 
the end of the preceding sentence is arg1 end, beginning 
of the preceding sentence is arg1 begin and next token of 

the connective is arg2 begin, last token of the sentence 
with connective is arg2 end. 

6. Results 

In this work, we have used supervised machine-learning 
approach Conditional Random field for automatically 
identifying discourse connectives and its arguments of the 
corpus. This section describes the evaluation and 
performance of each module using precision, recall and F-
score. The evaluation and performance of the system is  
described using precision, recall, and F-score. For 
connective identification, we obtained the precision of 
92.35%, recall of 93.83% and f-score of 93.08%. The 
precision of arg1 begin, arg1 end, arg2 begin and arg2 end 
are 77.81%, 80.14%, 85.53% and 79.28%  respectively.  

Table 3: Results of connective and argument identification 
of corpus  

The recall of arg1 begin, arg1 end, arg2 begin and arg2 
end are 79.01%, 83.02%, 87.2% and 80.09%. We 
obtained the f-score of arg1 begin, arg1 end, arg2 begin 
and arg2 end are 78.39%, 81.54%, 86.35% and 79.67%. 
This is described in Table3. 

The errors generated by the system while classifying the 
connectives are analysed and the type of errors generated 
is discussed  in the section 6.1. 

6.1 Error Analysis 

 Some connectives cannot be identified by the 
system due to some conjunctions identified in 
POSs which are not connectives and it is not 
considered as connectives during system 
identification which affects the performance 
measures of our system.  

 Variation of connective position: Other reasons 
for occurring errors in the corpus are variation of 
the position, distribution and sharing of 
connectives, effect of errors from the previous 
steps. The connectives such as “allengil”(if+not), 
“undenkil”(if+so) etc. occur inter or intra 
sentential depends on the formation of sentence 
and agglutinative level of the sentence.                                                                                    

 Agglutinative Connective: If corpus contains 
agglutinative words, system couldn’t identify 
some of the agglutinated connective words which 
causes error in connective classification. 
Connectives such as “vannengil” (if+comes), 
“poyaal” (if+go), “vannappol” (when+did+come) 
etc. are morpheme connectives where the verbs  
are found agglutinated with the connectives 
“engil”, “-aal”, “-mbol”, “ appoL” (if+so, if, 
when etc.). Here both lexical and morphemes can 
become the connectives.  

Corpus Word 
Word+ 

POS 

Word 

+POS 

+Chunk 

Word+POS+

Chunk 

+Clause 

Boundary 

Connectives 76.04 83.47 87.34 93.08 

Label 
Precision 

(%) 

Recall 

(%) 

F-score 

(%) 

<con> 92.35 93.83 93.08 

<arg1> 77.81 79.01 78.39 

</arg1> 80.14 83.02 81.54 

<arg2> 85.53 87.22 86.35 

</arg2> 79.28 80.09 79.69 
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Example 6: 

 [naam vedhana samharikaL 

 We            pain killers          

 amithamaaupayogichaal] /arg1 

  if+ over+use 

 [athu   aarogyathe   dosham cheyyum]/arg2 

that        health           harm  will+do 

(If we use more pain killers, it will be harmful to 
our body)  

In Example 6,    “amithamaaupayogichaal” 
(if+over+use) is an agglutinated connective 
word, and the system fails to identify this type of 
connective during connective classification.  

 Multiple sentences with different connective: 
Sometimes argument may contain multiple 
sentences bound with different connectives and it 
is difficult for the system to identify the position 
of connectives and results in errors. If multiple 
connectives (intra and inter sentential) occur in 
the two consecutive sentences, the system 
correctly tagged the intra-sentential connective 
and arguments. At the same time, if the inter 
sentential connective occurs in the next sentence, 
the system failed to identify the beginning and 
end of the first argument of inter sentential 
connective. 

 Most of the errors occur in argument 
identification is variation of the position of 
arguments, distribution and sharing of arguments 
and also the effect of errors from the previous 
steps.  

 When the arguments of the connective appear in 
different sentences, system couldn’t identify the 
argument boundary of the relation. 

 The correlative conjunction such as mAthramalla 
- pakshe(not only –but also), the system generate 
errors due to the identification of  the pair of 
conjunctions as a single relation. In this situation, 
the error occurred in the identification of 
argument boundaries.  
Example 7 : 

[bhakshaNakramIkaraNam nAm SIlamAkkiyAl  

Dieting                                 we         practise        

 

athu      SarIravaNNam 

 that      body weight 

 

kuRaykkunnathu          mAthramalla ]/arg1.  

Reduce                            not only  

 

[pakshe     bhAviyil ArOgyaththOTe   

But           future            health   

             

jIvikkukanum         vazhiyorukkunnu.]/arg2 

 also living             will+be+ leading 

(Dieting in our daily life not only reduces our 

body weight but also helps to lead a healthy life 

in future)                                                               

In example 7, “maathramalla-pakshe” (not 

only-but also) is the correlative connective. But 

the connective “pakshe” (but) is dropped in 

certain cases. 

7. Conclusion 

In this work, we have used the syntactic features for 
identifying the connectives and their arguments in our 
corpus and consider explicit connectives in our corpus to 
identify the discourse arguments. In identifying 
connectives and discourse arguments, we use supervised 
method, Conditional Random Fields (CRFs). We have 
developed an annotated corpus of POS, chunk, NER, 
discourse connectives and its arguments of the corpus. We 
focussed on the identification of explicit connectives and 
their arguments in the corpus. We have analysed the 
errors to improve the performance of the system. In 
future, we can work with other datasets with better 
features to improve the performance of the system. We 
can also work with implicit connectives and arguments of 
our language based on the semantics and the context of 
the text by providing a word or phrase to express the 
relation. 
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Abstract 
Each text of the Sanskrit literature is wadded with the uses of Sanskrit kṛdanta (participles). The knowledge and formation process of 
Sanskrit kṛdanta play a key role in understanding the meaning of a particular kṛdanta word in Sanskrit. Without proper analysis of the 
kṛdanta, the Sanskrit text cannot be understood. Currently, the model of Sanskrit learning is traditional classroom teaching which is 
accessible to the students but not to general Sanskrit learners. The acute growth of Information Technology (IT) is changed the 
educational pedagogy and web-based learning systems evolved to enhance the teaching-learning process. Though many online tools are 
being developed by researchers for Sanskrit these are still scarce and untasted. Globe genuinely demands the high-impacted tools for 
Sanskrit. Undoubtedly, Sanskrit kṛdanta is part of the syllabus of all universities offering Sanskrit courses. Approximately 100 plus kṛt 
suffixes are added with verb roots to generate kṛdanta forms and due to complexity, learning these forms is a challenging task. Therefore, 
the objective of the paper is to present an online system for teaching the derivational process of kṛdantas based on Pāṇinian rules and 
generate a complete derivational process of the kṛdantas for teaching and learning. It will also provide a platform for e-learning for the 
derivational process of Sanskrit kṛdantas. 

Keywords : Computation and Digital Access of Sanskrit Grammar, kṛdanta, Pāṇinian Grammatical Tradition, Sanskrit Grammar, 

Derivational Process. 

1. Background and Introduction 

Sanskrit grammar is exigent to develop an elementary 
understanding of the ancient Indian philosophy, religious 
views, social issues, community laws, etc. as they are 
indicted in the Sanskrit language. Disparate grammars 
based on Sanskrit have been authored, but Pāṇinīan 
grammar Aṣṭādhyāyī (AD) is considered to be cardinal. It 
is a model of exhaustive grammar for any natural language 
yet small enough to memorize (Kulkarni, Sanskrit and 
Computational Linguistics, 2007). As the name of the AD 
suggests itself, there are eight chapters in AD (Pandey, 
2017). Each chapter of AD is further divided into four sub-
chapters, so there are a total of 32 (8*4) sub-chapters in 
AD. It consists of about 4000 aphoristic rules, which are 
called sūtras. Written in less than 4000 sūtras, this 
grammar structure is similar to that of a modern computer 
programming language. AD contains special sections on 
the phonological changes, morphological generator 
(Kulkarni & Shukl, Sanskrit morphological analyzer: Some 
issues, 2009), syntax, and semantics. The rule of kṛt 
suffixes is discussed in chapter third and other operational 
rules related to the derivational process of kṛt are discussed 
in the fourth and fifth chapters.  

Around 1,190 sūtras are dealing with secondary nouns 
derived by taddhita suffixes and 631 sūtras are dealing 
with secondary nouns derived by kṛt suffixes. In this way, 
1,821 i.e almost half of AD's sūtras discuss the derivational 
process of secondary nouns derived by taddhita and kṛt 
suffixes. The sixth, seventh and eighth chapters refer to the 
phonological changes that occur in the word’s phonemes. 
These changes are either due to the addition of suffixes to 
the root word/verb or due to the sandhi. From the fourth 
sub-chapter of the sixth chapter to the end of the seventh 
chapter, there is a specific subject called aṃgādhikāra, 
which describes the changes that occur in the root words 
due to the suffix or in the suffix due to the root word. These 
changes are also seen as phonological changes. 
Kātyāyanamuni wrote 4300 vārtikas and maharṣi Patañjali 

wrote Mahābhāṣya on these sūtras of AD. Together they 
are called the Trimuni of Sanskrit Grammar. Albeit, based 
on their compositions, an infinite number of scholars wrote 
multiple scriptures and commentaries, yet, it is very 
challenging to understand Sanskrit grammar in the 
sequence of AD. This technical complexity diminished the 
understanding capabilities of the learners. Therefore, an 
emergent need for procedural texts, in which the different 
sūtras of AD were classified into different topics based on 
the subjects like Sandhi, samāsa, karaka, etc. to enhance 
understanding, and grasping of the concepts and kept in 
order with the point of view of their potential use. Keeping 
this in mind, a grammarian named Bhaṭṭojidīkṣita 
composed a procedural text called 
Vaiyākaraṇasiddhāntakaumudī. His disciple Varadarāja 
wrote the texts named Madhyasiddhāntakaumudī and 
Laghusiddhāntakaumudī in the concise form of the 
aforementioned text. Presently, the teaching-learning 
method (Chandra, Kumar, Sakshi, & Kumar, 2017) of 
Sanskrit grammar is of two types - ancient and modern. 
Where in ancient grammar, the Kashika, Mahabhashya, 
etc. are read and taught in the AD sequence, whereas, in the 
modern grammar, various subjects are taught through 
procedural texts like vaiyākaraṇasiddhāntakaumudī, 
laghusiddhāntakaumudī, madhyasiddhāntakaumudī, etc. 

2. Scope and Objective of the Paper 

AD is opined and envisaged as the idol grammar written in 
any language by scholars of Sanskrit and linguistics in 
India and abroad. kṛdanta words use and derivational 
process are precisely taught as a component subject at 
undergraduate and postgraduate levels in all major 
universities worldwide having Sanskrit or Indic languages 
departments and Sanskrit Universities. According to the 
sutra, 'kṛdatiṅ' except the 18 tiṅ suffixes all those suffixes 
prescribed from the main verb is called kṛt, i.e., all those 
nominal words derived from the verbs are kṛdanta (Singh 
& Jha, Primary Derivational process in Sanskrit: A 
Computational Approach to Analysis of Kridanta, 2011). 
Hereby, without any verb phrase in Sanskrit sentence 
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behavior becomes possible only with kṛdanta words like- 
snānīyam cūrṇam, etc. according to AD, there are hundreds 
of kṛt suffixes which represent different situations and 
conditions. But it is also not necessary that all the kṛdanta 
words should be used as verbs. Most are used as nominal 
words even some kṛt suffixes denote the meaning of 
helping verbs, and prepositions too. So, it is clear that 
kṛdanta words are superabundantly used in Sanskrit texts. 
Without the knowledge of kṛt suffixes, Sanskrit texts 
cannot be understood. Consequently, identifying and 
analyzing these kṛdanta words is exacting. 
In today’s era of globalization of information technology, 
where the entire world is connected by a click of a button, 
world news is generated, accessible, and received through 
web organizations. There has also been a change in the 
medium of exchange of knowledge traditions. Online tools 
and content have taken the place of traditional access to the 
content. There is a lot of deficiency in the Sanskrit 
language. Many institutions are working to bring Sanskrit 
on the platform yet, to date, any online derivational process 
system for secondary nouns is not available where a person 
can find a complete derivational process of the given 
secondary noun as an output.  
The purpose of this paper is to develop an online system for 
the analysis and derivational process according to AD by 
digitizing the sūtras related to kṛdanta. Through which 
anyone can easily solve their doubts and queries online 
related to the kṛdanta words according to Pāṇinīan 
grammar. As of now, the system accepts input in 
Devanagari and generates output in Devanagari. 
 

Figure 1: User Interface 

3. Data Collection and Digitization 

The morphological analyzer and generator System is a 
web-based system for kṛdanta words, Sūtras of AD and 
vārtikas of Kātyāyana are stored in a text file/database with 
its reference, meaning, type, and explanation in UTF-8 
format in Devanagari script. The sūtras and vārtikas are 
digitized, proofread, and stored in text files. Around 600 
Sūtras of AD-related to kṛdanta are digitalized. The entire 
programming of the developed system is based on the 
pāṇinīya grammatical tradition (Pandeya & Pandeya, 
1938).  

3.1 Databases and Rules 

The system uses various rules and databases to execute the 
result. Major rule files are listed below: 

1. Kṛt Recognition Rules: It contains two major rules 
one is verb roots database and the other is recognition 
rules. The sample is shown in Tables 1 and 2. 
 

MainRootVerb kṛtDhatu 

भू भू 
भू भव 
भू भाव 
ष्वद ् स्वद 
ष्वद ् स्वाद 
षूद ् सूद ्

Table 1: verb roots database 

SR Start Mid End Suffix 

1  ि  तव्य तव्यत ्
2   तव्य तव्यत ्
3  ि  तव्य तव्य 
4   तव्य तव्य 
5   णीय अनीयर् 
6   नीय अनीयर् 
7   एििम केििमर 

Table 2: recognition rules 

2. Kṛt Siddhi Generation Rules: It contains two major 
rules one kṛt siddhi generation rules and the other AD rules. 
The sample is shown in Tables 3 and 4. 

RecCode Rule 

तव्य_2_RB Rule_01254#VF+तव्य 

Rule_153#VF+तव्य 

Rule_151#VF+तव्य 

Rule_157#VF+तव्य 

Rule_2541#VF+ि तव्य Rule_0# 

तव्यत्_1_RB Rule_1308#VF+तव्यत् 

Rule_1254#VF+तव्यत् 

Rule_153#VF+तव्यत् 

Rule_151#VF+तव्यत् Rule_157#VF+ 

तव्य Rule_2541#VF+ि तव्य Rule_0# 

यत्_1_EB Rule_1254#VF+यत् 

Rule_153#VF+यत् Rule_151#VF+यत ्

Rule_157#VF+यत् Rule_3441#MF+य 

Rule_2541#MF+ ेय Rule_0# 

Table 3: kṛt siddhi generation rules 

AD-
SR 

RULE MEAN TYPE WORK 

3.1.93 कृदितङ्  सञ्ज्ञा  

3.1.94 वाऽसरूपोऽिियाम्  पररभाषा  

3.1.95 कृतयााः  अििकार  

3.1.96 तव्यत्तव्यानीयराः  िविि  

3.1.97 अचो यत ्  िविि  

3.1.98 पोरदपुिात ्  िविि  

3.1.99 शककसहोश्च  िविि  

 

3.2 Computational Platform and Techniques 

The online derivational process system for words ending 
with kṛt suffixes is a cohesive mechanism as it works with 
the help of many small self-built digital components. To 
develop the system, computational rules were developed 
for analysis and derivational processes based on the sūtras 
of AD. The major components are User Interface, 
Preprocessor, Analyzer, Output Generator, and Table 
Generator. The computational environment for developing 
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this morphological mechanism was created through 
building various databases and modules.\ 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Flow Chart of the System 

Databases and Text files are used for storing the data and 
rules. Any web-based system has two major parts: Front-
End and Back-End. The front-end is developed using 
HTML, CSS, and JS codes embedded in HTML codes for 
page decoration and beautification of the User Interface. 
The back-end contains a lot of programming languages, 
databases, and servers. For this, the Python programming 
language, Text files, and Flask as a server have been used. 

3.3 Methodology 

The elevated system is an input-output generating system. 
It works with a reverse Pāṇinian approach. The 
methodology accepted to create a database is clearly in line 
with the well-defined and structured process of AD stated 
by Pāṇini. It takes input from the user and generates the 
corresponding output. The user can give input in Hindi 
(Devanagari). Once the input is given, a lot of self-built 
functions work simultaneously to give the output. The 
preprocessor initially runs the query at the back end 
syncing it with the digital analyzer. Then the following 
query is searched one by one from different databases and 
the corresponding result is generated. The generated result 
is formatted according to the users’ query input and then 
displayed on the client’s end. The methodology can be 
understood in Figure 1. 

4. Major Features of the Developed System 

The developed system has a very user-friendly and easy 
approach. This web-based matured system consists of a 
variety of features, it accepts the input query in Devanagari 
UTF-8 format. It further has the scope for creating multi-
script input systems such as Roman, Gurumukhi, etc. Since 
the system is available online, it is widely accessible. 
Kṛdanta analyzer is a key feature of this system. We get the 
analysis of the given word as the main verb + suffixes 
added in the word. The main verb and suffix are also 
hyperlinked with their specifications like the verb’s 
meaning, gaṇa, etc. The complete derivational process 
according to AD is the major highlight of this system. The 
whole process is quick and error-free. The system works on 
Rule and example base, which is similar to Pāṇini’s 
utsarga and apavāda method. All digitize sūtras/ vārtikas 
are hyperlinked with their meaning and explanation in 
Hindi. The entire system will be available for public access 
over the web. Users can get a derivational process by using 
it from anywhere at any time. 

5. Proposed Result and Future Direction 

Kṛdanta analyzer and generator is a very useful system in 

teaching-learning pedagogies (Chandra, Kumar, Sakshi, & 

Kumar, 2017) for students, teachers, or researchers for 

immediate analysis or derivational process. In Sanskrit 

grammar derivational process has a key role in determining 

the meaning of any word because different suffixes 

conjoined with verbs denote exclusive meanings. So, 

learners can enhance their Sanskrit learning skills by 

assimilating the information, which can be easily obtained 

on this system. As this system is developed for E-learning, 

so it will be available 24*7 and with help of this system, 

more and more interested persons can receive education 

according to their desire and convenience. Users can get the 

sūtras used in the derivational process along with their AD 

number, Hindi meaning, type, and as well as explanation. 

Therefore, any teacher can easily teach this aspect by this 

system in online or offline mode. Currently, this system is 

under development. The prototype of the system has been 

developed. In the future, it is planned to make a 

morphological analyzer and generator for all major parts of 

pāṇinīya grammar such as ṇijanta, yaṅanta, subanta 

(Chandra, Sanskrit Subanta Recognizer and Analyzer, 

2006), sanādyanta, samāsa, sandhi, taddhita, etc. Later on, 

the separate morphological analyzers can be combined into 

a single system of sentence analysis with karaka 

elucidation. This system is developed only for Hindi 

medium and Devnagari script. Developing this system 

further can be outbid for input/output in other languages 

and scripts like Sanskrit, English, Punjabi, Bangla, Tamil, 

Telugu, Roman, Gurumukhi, etc. It is hoped that this web-

equipped system will play an important role in the Digital 

India scheme and new education policy run by the 

Government of India in the field of education. Also, in the 

field of e-learning, it will prove to be very useful for 

teachers and learners. It can be hortative for Computational 

Linguists. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Sample of the Output 
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Abstract
This paper presents the first publicly available treebank of Odia, a morphologically rich low resource Indian language. The treebank
contains approx. 1082 tokens (100 sentences) in Odia selected from “Samantar”, the largest available parallel corpora collection for
Indic languages. All the selected sentences are manually annotated following the “Universal Dependency (UD)” guidelines. The
morphological analysis of the Odia treebank was performed using machine learning techniques. The Odia annotated treebank will enrich
the Odia language resource and will help in building language technology tools for cross-lingual learning and typological research.
We also build a preliminary Odia parser using a machine learning approach. The accuracy of the parser is 86.6% Tokenization, 64.1%
UPOS, 63.78% XPOS, 42.04% UAS and 21.34% LAS. Finally, the paper briefly discusses the linguistic analysis of the Odia UD treebank.

Keywords: Universal Dependency, Odia UD Treebank, UPOS tags

1. Introduction
Odia (earlier known as Oriya) is an Indian language be-
longing to the Indo-Aryan branch of the Indo-European lan-
guage family. It is the predominant language of the Indian
state of Odisha. Odia is written in Odia script, which is a
Brahmic script. There are 37 million Odia speakers in In-
dia.1 Odia is one of the many official languages of India
and is designated as a Classical language.
Odia is an agglutinative language (Sahoo, 2001), and
hence, a morphologically rich language. Odia’s verb mor-
phology is rich with a three-tier tense system, person, num-
ber, and honorific markers. The prototypical word order
is subject-object-verb (SOV) (Parida et al., 2020a; Parida
et al., 2020b). Odia nominal morphology differentiates be-
tween plural and singular numbers; case marking on nouns;
first, second, and third-person pronouns. But it does not
have grammatical gender marking, which reduces the com-
plexities of learning the language. Odia language allows
Noun-verb, Adjective-verb, and Verb-verb compounding
but does not allow elision. It has 28 consonants, 6 vowels,
9 diphthongs, and 4 semivowel phonemes. Most vowels
can be short or long, and care must be taken to remem-
ber that the length of the vowel changes the word meaning
completely. Odia’s vocabulary is influenced by Sanskrit
and also a little influence from Arabic, Persian, and Aus-
tronesian languages as the Kalinga empire (Odisha’s an-
cient name) was connected to different other kingdoms.2

Odia language lacks online content and resources for natu-
ral language processing (NLP) research.

1https://censusindia.gov.in/2011Census/La
nguage MTs.html

2https://www.nriol.com/indian-languages/o
riya-page.asp

Unlike Treebanks of widely accepted languages such as En-
glish, Mandarin, Hindi, and Spanish for Natural Language
Processing applications, applications based on low resource
language like Odia is stagnated due to low resources. This
paper is one step toward providing resources for such a low
resource language. To start with we have worked on mak-
ing a treebank in the Odia language. This project will surely
help the Odia community and NLP researchers in providing
resources for NLP applications.

2. Odia Language Grammar
Odia is an SOV language. Usually, a simple sentence be-
gins with a subject and ends with a finite verb. The ma-
jor word classes found in Odia are nouns, pronouns, verbs,
adjectives, and postpositions. Certain minor categories
like classifiers, complementizers, and conjunctions are also
found. The objects occur between the subject and the verb,
the Indirect Object precedes the Direct Object. The modi-
fier precedes the item it modifies: the adjective precedes the
substantive it qualifies, and the adverb precedes the verb.
Although scrambling is allowed, usually, the word-order
sticks to the V-final constructions except for poetic inver-
sion (Sahoo, 2001).

Declension Odia has two numbers: singular and plural;
and three persons: 1st person, 2nd person, and 3rd person.
The subject NP agrees with the verb in person, number, and
honorific. Honorificity goes along with person and number
and it is marked in various word classes like nouns, pro-
nouns, verbs, and, interestingly enough, with some of the
post-positions that function as genitive, locative, and abla-
tive markers. Generally, the person-number suffixes also go
together.
There are eight cases in Odia: nominative, accusative, in-
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strumental, dative, ablative, genitive, locative, and voca-
tive. Except for the nominative case, all the other cases
are marked morphologically.
Phonologically, there is no distinction in the form of a word
in masculine, feminine, or neuter gender in Odia. E.g. pua
‘son’ (masc), jhia ‘daughter’ (fem), phaLa ‘fruit’ (neuter).
But there are certain cases, where one finds such differences
between the masculine and the feminine form of the words
phonologically. E.g. chhaatra ‘male student’, chhaatri ‘fe-
male student’.

Pronouns Odia pronouns are shown in Figure 1.

(Sahoo, 2001)

Figure 1: Odia Pronouns

• Personal: mun ‘I’, tu ‘you’, tume ‘you’, aapaNa ‘you’,
se ‘she’ / ‘he’

• Reflexive: se nije ‘he himself / she herself’
• Reciprocal: paraspara ‘each other’
• Correlative: jie ‘who (ever)’ —se ‘he’ / ‘she’
• Relative: je ‘whoever’, jaahaaku ‘whomsoever’
• Demonstrative: eha / ehi ‘this’, eguDika / eguDaaka

‘these’, sehi ‘that’ and seguDika / seguDaaka ‘those’
• Distributive: pratyeka ‘each’ / ‘every’
• Universal: samaste ‘all’
• Existential: jaNe ‘one person’, goTe ‘a’/ ‘one’
• Interrogative: kie ‘who’, kaahaaku ‘whom’,’
• Compound: kehi jaNe / kie jaNe ‘somebody’

Case morphemes Odia case morphemes are shown
in Table 1.

Case Singular Plural/[+Hon] sg
Nominative
(NOM)

- -e

Accusative
(ACC)

ku nku, maananku

Instrumental
(INST)

re, dwaaraa,
dei

re, dwaaraa, dei

Dative (DAT) ku nku, maananku
Ablative (ABL) ru, Thaaru MaanankaThaaru
Genitive (GEN) ra nkara, maanankara
Locative (LOC) re, Thaare MaanankaThaare
Vocative
(VOC)

he, bho

Table 1: The Case morphemes in Odia

Postpositional words The following postpositional
words are used to express different case relations.

• aagare ‘before’
• pare ‘after’

• kari ‘by’
• nimitte ‘for
• parjyante ‘up to’
• paain ‘for’
• prati ‘to’, ‘against’
• baahaara ‘out’, ‘outside’
• byatita ‘without’
• binaa ‘without’
• boli ‘because of’, ‘literally speaking’, e.g. goli boli

goTe pilaa thilaa ‘there was a child called Goli’
• bhitare ‘in’, ‘inside’
• majhire ‘inside’, ‘in the midst of’
• laagi ‘for’ e.g. raatidina laagi ‘for day and night’
• sahite ‘with’

Conjunctions Conjunction markers include o / eban /
aau ‘and’, kimbaa / abaa/athabaa ‘or’, madhya ‘also’,
tathaapi ‘still’, kintu ‘but’ etc.

Classifiers A classifier is a noun-related element but has
no independent nominal reading. Having insufficient ref-
erential or predicative content, it is not fully lexical. -Taa
‘one[+def]’, Topaa ‘drop’, muThaa ‘fist’, gochhaa ‘bundle’,
jaNa ‘one[+Human]’, paTa ‘slice’, asaraa ‘shower’, menchaa,
etc. are usually are identified as classifiers.

Complex verbs Complex verb constructions like the
combination of a verbal with a nominal (N-V sequences),
and the combination of a verbal with a verbal (V-v se-
quences) are found in Odia.

Serial verbs Odia is a verb serializing language. A series
of verbs along with their complements and adjuncts (if any)
can occur in a single clause having a common subject. Very
often, the series of verbs have a common object too.

Verbal Nouns Many verbal nouns are found in Odia,
such as chaasa ‘ploughing’, chaaDa ‘release’, maajaNaa
‘bath’, rahaNi ‘stay’ bikaa ‘selling’, baahuDaa ‘return’.
Some verbal nouns have been borrowed from Sanskrit, e.g.
anubhaba ‘feeling’, bidroha ‘revolution’, prabesha ‘en-
trance’, sthiti ‘existence’, etc. which are used along with
a light verb in Odia.

Copular sentences Copular constructions are usually
sentences with a subject and a predicate. The predicate
may be either a noun (nominal predicate) or an adjective
(adjectival predicate).

Adverbs Like English, Odia also has Time, Place, and
Manner adverbials.

Finite Verbal Forms Agreement features contribute to
the finiteness of a verbal form in Odia. All the finite verbal
forms have an agreement in concord with the subject NP.
The agreement features of the verbal form are marked for
the person, number, and honorific of the subject NP.

The Infinitive In Odia, the infinitival form is realized by
the verbal ending – ibaaku ‘to do’.

The Conditional affix -ile (or –le) The morpheme -ile
(or –le) functions as a conditional marker. It is suffixed to
the bare verbal root. It is nonfinite as it does not carry any
Agr feature and thus can co-occur in a verbal form irrespec-
tive of person, number, or gender of the subject.
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Figure 2: Passivization with Adverbial modifier construction in UD Odia

Figure 3: Finite intransitive verb construction in UD Odia

3. Related Work
Under the leadership of IIIT-Hyderabad, a consortium was
formed in 2013 to start a project sponsored by TDIL (Gov-
ernment of India), called Development of Dependency
Treebank for Indian Languages.3 This project aimed to re-
store annotation work in monolingual treebanks for various
languages such as Hindi, Marathi, Bengali, Kannada, and
Malayalam. To achieve this model, the Pān. inian Kāraka
Dependency scheme was followed (Begum et al., 2008;
Husain et al., 2010; Bhat, 2017; Ojha and Zeman, 2020).
The same annotation scheme was used to annotate data in
Telugu, Urdu, and Kashmiri.
NLP research of Odia has led to development of a statis-
tical POS tagger (Ojha et al., 2015), neural network based
POS tagger (Das and Patnaik, 2014), POS tagging using
Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Das et al., 2015), a shal-
low parsing tool 4, and English-Odia machine translation
system (Parida et al., 2020a).
Within the Universal Dependencies framework, as of
UD release 2.8, treebanks and parsers are available for
Bhojpuri, Hindi, Marathi, Sanskrit, Tamil, Telugu and
Urdu (Zeman and et al., 2021). Nevertheless, there is no
prior work on Odia dependency treebanking and parser.

4. Data and Methodology
To collect Odia text, we used Samanantar, the largest par-
allel corpora collection for 11 Indian languages (Ramesh et

3http://meity.gov.in/content/language-co
mputing-group-vi

4http://calts.uohyd.ac.in/calts/sptil-pa
rser.html

al., 2021). The parallel corpora collection includes English-
Odia parallel text that covers many domains. We selected
the Odia sentences of word length between 5 to 15 words
per sentence. For annotation, all selected sentences are
converted into CoNLL-U format consisting of 10 fields
(Buchholz and Marsi, 2006). The fields are “ID”, “Word”,
“Lemma”, “UPOS”, “XPOS”, “FEATS”, “HEAD”, “DE-
PREL”, “DEPS”, and “MISC”. The “UPOS” tags are based
on the universal POS tags 5 following the UD guidelines,
version 2. For “XPOS”, we annotated according to Bureau
of Indian Standards (BIS) Part of Speech (POS) tagset 6

guideline released by the department of information tech-
nology ministry of communications & information tech-
nology, the government of India. The guideline includes
a POS tagset for the Odia language. The dependency rela-
tions were marked on Universal dependency tags which is
an updated version of Stanford Dependencies (de Marneffe
et al., 2014). Out 17 UPOS tags, we use 15 UPOS tag in
this dataset, while out of 37 dependency tags, we use only
24 tags (see the Table 2 & 3). The annotation task was per-
formed by 6 native Odia speakers including 2 linguists.

UPOS Tags UPOS description Statistics
NOUN Noun 570
VERB Verb 234

PUNCT Punctuation 192
PROPN Proper noun 170

ADJ Adjective 102
ADP Adposition 82
DET Determiner 75

PRON Pronoun 55
CCONJ Coordinating conjunction 48

ADV Adverb 45
NUM Numeral 26
PART Particle 23
AUX Auxiliary 13

SCONJ Subordinating conjunction 7
SYM Symbol 1

Table 2: Statistics of used UPOS Tags in the Odia treebank

5https://universaldependencies.org/u/pos/
6http://tdil-dc.in/tdildcMain/articles/1

34692Draft%20POS%20Tag%20standard.pdf
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Figure 4: Finite verb in imperative sentence in UD Odia

Figure 5: Main verb construction in UD Odia

Figure 6: Finite verb with Noun modifier construction in UD Odia

5. Experiment and Results

As mentioned earlier, the Odia treebank was manually an-
notated using the UD annotation framework. In this, we
have built Odia parser on 2026 tokens using the UDPipe
open-source tool (Straka and Straková, 2017). We con-
ducted our experiment in two parts. The first experiment
was conducted on 50 sentences, while the second experi-
ment was conducted on the rest of the dataset. We used a
cross-validation 90:10 average for the data splitting where
the batch size, learning rate, and dropout were 50, 0.005,
and 0.10, respectively; while the other hyperparameters
were randomized. The results are demonstrated in Table 4:
Due to the small size of the data, the parser’s accuracy is

very low except on Tokenization.

6. Linguistic Analysis
We are providing few sample tree constructions along with
their linguistics analysis in Figures 2 to 6
In Figure 2, ‘karaajaaithilaa’ is a finite verb. So, it forms
the root. The adjective ‘guruttara’ modifies the noun
‘abasthaare’. The main verb has ‘taanku’ as the external
argument (the subject) and ‘MKCG hospitalre’ as internal
argument (the object) of it. It has the adverbial modifier
‘prathame’.
In Figure 3, the finite intransitive verb ‘chaahinle’ ‘wanted’
is the root of the sentence. It takes ‘shishyamaane’ ‘pupils’
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UD Relations Description Statistics
advmod Adverbial modifier 67

advmod Locative adverbial modifier 4

amod Adjectival modifier of noun 109

aux Auxiliary verb 9

case Case marker 1

cc Coordinating conjunction 1

ccomp Clausal complement 2

compound Compound 85

conj Non-first conjunct 2

cop Copula 1

det Determiner 72

fixed Non-first word of fixed expression 63

flat non-first word of flat structure 51

goeswith Non-first part of broken word 6

iobj Indirect object 72

mark Subordinating marker 52

nmod Nominal modifier of noun 287

nsubj Nominal subject 136

nummod Numeric modifier 33

obj Direct object 122

obl Oblique nominal 1

punct Punctuation 192

root Root 174

xcomp Open clausal complement 1

Table 3: UD relations used in Odia trebank

Tokenization UPOS XPOS UAS LAS
81.82% 48.25% 45.0% 36.62% 16.91%
86.6% 64.1% 63.78% 42.04% 21.34%

Table 4: Results of Odia Parser

as the subject argument. Being intransitive, it does not take
any object or internal argument.
In Figure 4, ‘pakaantu’ ‘put’ is the finite verb, which forms
the root. Being an imperative sentence, the subject noun is
not realized, and ‘luNa o haLadi’ ‘salt and turmeric’ func-
tions as the object of the sentence. ‘taa pare’ ‘after that’
functions as the adverbial modifier. ‘aabashyaka anujaayi’
‘as per the requirement’ functions as a nominal modifier for
‘luNa o haLadi’ ‘salt and turmeric’.
In Figure 5, the main verb ‘karantu’ ‘do Pl/Honorific ‘
takes ‘aapaNa’ ‘you’ as the subject noun and ‘paaNi’ ‘wa-
ter’ as the object. It is a negative sentence, and the negative
auxiliary ‘naahin’ ‘be-Neg’ occurs at the end of the sen-
tence. The object ‘paaNi’ ‘water’ is modified by the adjec-
tive ‘garama’ ‘hot’. ‘ethipaain’ ‘because of this’ functions
as the adverbial modifier for the sentence.
In Figure 6, ‘karantu’ ‘do Pl/Honorific ‘ which is a finite
verb, forms the root of the sentence. the det ‘anya’ ‘an-
other’ and the numeral modifier ‘eka’’one’ modify the loca-
tive modifier ‘paatrare’ ‘in a pot’. The nsubject ‘aapaNa’
‘you Pl/Honorific ‘ is not realized in the sentence. The main

verb ‘karantu’ ‘do Pl/Honorific ‘ takes ‘tela’ ‘oil’ as the ob-
ject and ‘paatrare’ ‘in a pot’ as the locative modifier.

7. Conclusion and Future Work
We presented the first UD Odia treebank aimed for linguis-
tic research and applications in NLP, primarily for POS tag-
ging, parser, semantic analyzer, and machine translation.
Also, we built a preliminary Odia parser using the UD-
Pipe tool. The accuracy of the Odia parser is 86.6% Tok-
enization, 64.1% UPOS, 63.78% XPOS, 42.04% UAS and
21.34% LAS.
Future research direction includes: i) enrich the Odia
treebank with more annotated data for training, develop-
ment, and validation, ii) including lemma for the Odia
tokens, iii) perform detail morphological analysis, and
iv) experiment with neural network based models for
performance evaluation.
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Abstract:  

The goal of this project was to reconstitute and storage the text of Aṣṭādhyāyī (AD) in a computer text system so that everyone 

may read it. The proposed work was to do study the structure of AD and to create a relational database system for storing and 

interacting with AD. The system is available online, including Devanāgari Unicode and other major Indian characters as input 

and output, MS SQL Server, a Relational Database Management System (RDBMS)-based system, and Java Server Pages (JSP) 

were used. For AD, the system works as a multi-dimensional interactive knowledge-based computer system. The approach can 

also be applied to all Sanskrit sūtra texts that have a similar format. Sanskrit heritage texts are projected to benefit from the 

system's preservation and promotion. A research is being made here for preparing an AD text as a computer aided dynamic 

search, learning and instruction system in the Indian context. 

Keywords: Computational Linguistics, Sanskrit language, Sanskrit corpus, Sanskrit computational lexicography, 

Computer Text System, Aṣṭādhyāyī, Sanskrit grammar. 

 

1. Introduction 

Computational Linguistics (CL) does research and 

development to make Human Computer Intelligent 

Interaction (HCII) having language as the means of 

communication. Computational Linguists worldwide 

are taking great interest in Sanskrit language, texts 

and particularly in Sanskrit grammar. With the help 

of computer tasks like electronic storage, access and 

preservation of Sanskrit corpus, Sanskrit 

computational lexicography, search engines, indices 

and glossary etc. are going to made. A computer 

system for Sanskrit grammar based on the text of 

AD has developed to store and make accessible it in 

a interactive way with user friendly format. In the 

present time five kinds of CL research work for 

Sanskrit based on  is in process. These are the 

following types:  

1. analysis and description of Sanskrit 

structure;  

2. developing learning/teaching systems 

within the Pāṇinian frame;  

3. inferring from AD;  

4. its study as a primary model of knowledge 

(semiotics). 

5. computerizing and storing the text;  

The last one area may be modified into the study and 

storing of AD as a text/as a Śāstra. A full access to 

the text will be made possible by reconstituting or 

organizing it into a computer text system. Computer 

system for AD is essential for search and e-

learning/teaching of Sanskrit grammar. A tentative 

proposal is being made here for the reconstruction of 

AD text into database for a computer aided learning 

and instruction system in the Indian context. The 

reconstruction of AD into database is required for 

the development of the proposed system. The 

Reconstruction will consist, for each sūtra, of 

(i) Analysis into pada 

(ii) Restoring adhikāra-anuvṛtti elements 

(iii) Identifying the samāsa, if required 

(iv) Marking the vibhaktis of each pada 

(v) Re-ordering the pada in Case(Kāraka)-

orders as required- 

5-7-6-1 

5-7-1 

6-1-7 

Case 1 Kṛtā marks the substitute. 

Case 6 Sambandha marks the thing 

that is removed due to substitution. 

Case 5 Apādāna marks the thing that 

appears before the substitution. 

Case 7 Adhikaraṇa marks the thing 

that appears after the substitution.1 

(vi) Translating the sūtras into Hindi, 

English. 

 
1 Kapoor, Kapil, Dimensions of Pāṇini Grammar, p. 125 
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Support texts will be separately included: Dhātu-

pāṭha (DP), Gaṇapāṭha (GP), Pratyāhārasūtras 

(PS), Liṅgānuśāsana (LS) and Uṇādisūtras (US). 

Also IT-Saṁjṇā rules and Pāṇinīya Śikṣā as well in 

original Sanskrit, with provision for recall and 

display along with the pertinent sūtra. 

For reference, indices have been organized as 

follows2: 

1. Alphabetical list of sūtras 

2. Thematic grouping of sūtras [65 themes 

according to Siddhānta Kaumudī (SK)]. 

3. Pratyāhāra list and Pratyāhāra-generation 

programme 

4. IT-Saṁjās dictionary 

5. Dictionary of affixes 

6. Dictionary of technical terms 

7. Typical declension paradigms (83 

paradigms) 

8. Typical conjugation paradigms (23 

paradigms) 

9. Typical Examples of each of the seven 

kinds of siddhi 

10. Sandhi-enumeration and corresponding 

rules 

11. Concordance of pada in AD 

12. Enumeration of representative, frequent 

nouns and verbs for declension and 

conjugation paradigms. 

Further, the power of this system will increase 

enormously if explanatory comments in major Ṭīkas 

on different AD rules are made available as 

reference system for each rule that has been 

commented upon. 

 

2. Structure and Organization of AD 

AD has 8 chapters divided into 4 padas. A sūtra or 

rule is referenced as x.x.x (x adhyāya, x pāda, x 

sūtra). For example sūtra 1.1.1 (vṛiddhirādaic) is 

adhyāya one, pāda one and sūtra one.  

The components of AD are as follows3 - 

1. Phonetic component 

1. Phonems (akṣarasamāmnāya - 14 

sūtras called śiva-sūtras) (AS) 

 
2 Ibid  p. 125 
3 Based on ‘’The system of Pāṇini” (Language in India, 

volume 4:2 February 2004) at 

http://www.languageinindia.com/feb2004/panini.html 

2. Pratāhāras (sigla)  

2. Rule base (sūtrapāṭha - 4000 sūtras - 3983 

in kāśikāvṛtti) (SP) 

1. List 

1. Sound (varṇa samuccaya) 

2. Affixes – SuP, TiṄ, Kṛt, Taddhita, 

Saṇ, Strī 

3. Lexicon 

1. dhātupāṭha (1967 verb roots - 2014 

including kaṇḍvādi roots) (DP)  

2. gañapāṭha (other pertinent items like 

primitive nominal bases, avyayas) 

(GP)  

3. Liṅgānuśāsana  (LS) 

The AS, DP, and the GP can be called the three most 

basic databases of the Pāṇinian system containing 

duly arranged and structured data. The SP is Pāṇini's 

comprehensive rule base for Sanskrit. 

 

3. The reconstruction of AD 

The reconstruction of AD into database is required 

for the development of the proposed system. The 

Reconstruction will consist, for each sūtra, of 

(vii) Analysis into pada 

(viii) Restoring adhikāra-anuvṛtti elements 

(ix) Identifying the samāsa, if required 

(x) Marking the vibhaktis of each pada 

(xi) Re-ordering the pada in 

5-7-6-1 

5-7-1 

6-1-7 

Case-orders as required. 

(xii) Translating the sūtras into Hindi, 

English. 

Support texts will be separately included : Dhātu-

pāṭha (DP), Gaṇapāṭha (GP), Pratyāhārasūtras 

(PS), Liṅgānuśāsana (LS) and Uṇādisūtras (US). 

Also IT-Saṁjṇā rules and Pāṇinīya Śikṣā as well in 

original Sanskrit, with provision for recall and 

display along with the pertinent sūtra. 

For reference, indices will be organized as follows4: 

13. Alphabetical list of sūtras 

14. Thematic grouping of sūtras [65 themes 

according to Siddhānta Kaumudī (SK)]. 

15. Pratyāhāra list and Pratyāhāra-generation 

programme 

 
4 Kapoor, Kapil, Dimensions of Pāṇini Grammar, p. 125 
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16. IT-Saṁjās dictionary 

17. Dictionary of affixes 

18. Dictionary of technical terms 

19. Typical declension paradigms (83 

paradigms) 

20. Typical conjugation paradigms (23 

paradigms) 

21. Typical Examples of each of the seven 

kinds of siddhi 

22. Sandhi-enumeration and corresponding 

rules 

23. Concordance of pada in AD 

24. Enumeration of representative, frequent 

nouns and verbs for declension and 

conjugation paradigms. 

Further, the power of this system will increase 

enormously if explanatory comments in major Ṭīkas 

on different AD rules are made available as 

reference system for each rule that has been 

commented upon. 

 

4. Research Methodology:   

For the development of a computer system of AD 

the methodology will be used as follows: 

• To study the structure of AD 

• To study the structure of lexicons (DP, GP, 

LS) 

• To study of the structure of database 

• To create a database for AD system which 

would consist of: 

(i) explicit reconstitution of the AD-sūtra; 

(ii) pada-artha; 

(iii) tattvāṛtha through elucidation – based 

on vārttika and Mahābhāśya wherever 

needed and available. This will be 

presented in two levels (a) simplified 

for average reader, and (b) scholarly 

for advanced students and scholars. 

Further – 

(iv) sādhāraṇa-bhāśā-ṭikā; 

(v) uddharaṇa, pratyuddharaṇa; 

(vi) vākya-prayoga, 

(vii) reference to further portions of texts, if 

necessary. 

• To develop the necessary front end and 

search program. 

The methodology of comparative study and analysis 

used in Sanskrit based Natural Language Processing 

(NLP), and techniques of software engineering will 

be also used for this work. The authentic edition of 

AD and supported texts mention above will be used. 

 

5. Development of the Aṣṭādhyāyī 

System: 

A dynamic web application cum-indexer has 

developed under this research. This web application 

is developed in the front-end of Apache Tomcat 

Web server using JSP and Java servlets. And its data 

is in Unicode data files along with RDBMS in MS 

SQL server. The MS-JDBC connection is used to 

link the front-end to the database server. The system 

is available online at http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in with 

input and output in Devanāgarī Unicode and in other 

major Indian scripts.  The following model describes 

the multi-tiered architecture of the Aṣṭ system is 

given below (Fig. 1).   

                                              

                                             ↓      ↑  

         

                                         ↓              ↑ 

         

                                          ↓             ↑ 

 

                                   ↓   ↑ 

 

                                    ↓     ↑ 

 

 

                                       Fig. 1: Program architecture 

 

5.1. Process flow of the system: 

There are various ways to give input to the system 

e.g. Direct Search, Alphabet search and search by 

the structure of the text, tree search in Devenāgarī 

Unicode and major 10 Indian scripts (Punjābī,  

Assamese, Beṅgālī, Oriyā, Telugu, Tamil, Kannaḍa, 

Malayālam, Marāṭhī, Gujarātī). 

Apache Tomcat 

 

Java servlet 

JDBC 

MS-SQL Database 

 

Request Respond 

USER 
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Step I: Preprocessing.  

Preprocessing a word mainly consists of 

transformation of a raw data required to facilitate 

further processing. For example – processer can 

remove any non Devanāgarī and other Indian scripts 

characters, punctuations that may have been 

inadvertently introduced by the user like “#”  in AD. 

Step II: AD Search and Database.  

At this step, the system can make an indexed list of 

exact and partially matching words. Getting the 

query as an input, the system, after a light 

preprocessing, sends it to the database. If the 

word/number has its occurrence in the database, the 

system is giving the output.   

Step III: Output level-1.  

At this stage, the system is giving all the occurrences 

of the searched query with its numerical reference in 

a hyperlinked mode. 

 

 

                                   ↓ 

 

                                     ↓ 

                                                                                                                                      

↔  ↔ 

                                     ↓ 

                         ↔ 

                                      ↓ 

 

                                      ↓ 

 

 

Fig.2: Process flow of the system 

Step IV: Output level-2.  

Clicking on hyperlinked sūtra/word/number, system 

shows its original place and its full reference in the 

text of AD with sūtra viccheda marking the 

vibhaktis of each pada and adhikāra-anuvṛtti 

elements of respective sūtra. It also asks for further 

information from supported texts (DP, GP, PS, LS 

and US) and also having link with lists of indices 

(like thematic grouping of sūtras, pratyāhāra list, 

pratyāhāra-generation programme, IT-Saṁjās 

dictionary, dictionary of affixes, dictionary of 

technical terms, typical declension paradigms, 

typical conjugation paradigms, typical examples of 

each of the seven kinds of siddhi, Sandhi-

enumeration and corresponding rules, concordance 

of pada in AD, enumeration of representative, 

frequent nouns and verbs for declension and 

conjugation paradigms and supplementary texts etc.) 

A hyperlink also is for IT-Saṁjṇā rules and Pāṇinīya 

Śikṣā as well in original Sanskrit, with provision for 

recall and display along with the pertinent sūtra.  

The Kāśikā is a joint work of Jayāditya and 

Vāmana. The Kāśikā is a running commentary on 

Pāṇini's Aṣṭādhyāyī and its merit consists in the lucid 

manner in which it has explained the sūtras of 

Pāṇini, clearly indicating all the Anuvṛttis and giving 

numerous illustrations for each rule. Sometimes the 

Kāśikā gives us information which we could not 

possibly have obtained from any other sources.   

Hindi English translation of sūtra meaning The 

Hindi meaning of Sūtras is tranleted by student. The 

explation of Sūtra is given. Sūtra Padchheda, Sūtra 

Vibhakti, Sūtra Sandhi, Sūtra Samasa, Anuvṛti and 

Sūtra Sanskrit Vṛiti with Examples. Hindi meaning 

of Sūtra with detailed information also given. The 

English meaning is sudent. For Other Indian 

Languages translation system is used like Google 

translation, Bing Translation etc.  

 

Step V: Output- final level.  

Here, the system gives a list of online tools like e-

learning model, TTS for reading sūtra, vṛti etc, and 

also have the facility to do morphological analysis of 

the query with the help of POS tagger5 and subanta 

tiṅant, sandhi, kṛdanta analyzers6. 

 

5.2. Front-End of the AD System: 

The front–end of the system is developed in UTF-8 

enabled Java Server Pages (JSP) and HTML. The 

front-end of the software enables the user to interact 

with the computer system of AD with the help of 

 
5 http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/post/post.jsp 
6 Available at http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in 
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Apache Tomcat web-server. The JSP technology 

helps to create web based applications combining 

Java code and displays the results as HTML. The 

web server runs the Java code and displays the 

results as HTML. For this system, there are two 

pages, one is the main search page and the other is 

cross-referential search/connect page which 

connects the searched query in different online e-

learning, TTS and linguistic resources.  

 In the proposed program there are two 

layer search facility. First, the string entered in text-

box will search in table1 which is available in the 

row of sūtras. These sūtras can be listed with 

Pānini’s sūtra number. After clicking on desired 

sūtras at display page, then detail about that sūtra 

displays in the following form: 

AD sūtra number and SK sūtra number, 

sūtra with saṃdhi and with saṃdhi-viccheda, vṛti 

with and without saṃdhi, anuvṛta pada, anuvṛta 

sūtra, adhikāra sūtra on searched sūtra, name of 

prakaraṇa of SK, technical term used in sūtra etc. 

After this if user wish to know the meaning 

of technical term of sūtra or to know about adhikāra 

sūtra or detail of anuvṛtta sūtras than user have 

facility to click on desired technical term. The 

meaning of searched technical term displays after 

clicking hyperlinked term. To provide the meaning 

of technical term can be second level search which 

is from table2. 

The work is connected all over world 

through internet after completing it so at the same 

time users from all over world can use the system. 

The program is developed on sever based for fast 

searching and getting the result. To damage the 

information of the system will not be possible as the 

information will be stored in database server. Here 

the storage and display of information is in Unicode 

so Font problems are resolved.  

 

5.3. The Back-End of the System: 

The back-end is built in two RDBMS tables that 

include co-relative data tables. Through JDBC 

connectivity, this Tomcat server-based programme 

connects to MS-SQL Server 2005 RDBMS. In the 

first table there is first level information with 

following column: 

sutra_id ; sūtra_Pāṇini ; sūtra ; sūtra_kaumudi ; 

sūtra_type ; sūtra_sandhi ; anuvritta_pada ; 

anuvritta_sūtra ; sūtra_vritti ; vritti_sandhi ; 

vritti_tech_words ; sūtra_adhikara ; 

kaumudi_prakarana. 

In the second table there is the explanation 

of technical term which displays after clicking the 

technical term of sūtra. In this table there are three 

columns: 

tech_id ; tech_word and explaination.  

 

6. The Snapshots of the AD Indexer 

 

 

Snapshot 6.1.  

 

 

Snapshot 6.2.  

 

Snapshot 6.3.  
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Snapshot 6.4.  

 

 

Snapshot 6.5. 

 

 

Snapshot 6.6.  

 

7. Web Availability  

Besides creating database layouts, we Also 

converted the data into forms that can be displayed 

on the web at Sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/AD the continuous 

text and padapātha are displayed in our general text 

display and additional data is displayed in the 

kramapatha web - based reader and index interface. 

The reader displays the sūtra in Devanā garī script, 

followed by the words with sandhi an alyzed 

(padapātha).  Information in the comment field and 

several other fields from the sutra and pada files is 

displayed below these.  Two additional rows are 

reserved for a presentation of a comprehend sive 

paraphrase of the sutra and translation, yet to be 

composed. Clicking a word in the padapātha 

displays its infectional information, stem, and lexical 

tag in a box beneath the word. A menu displays the 

possible commands, one of which allows 

configuring the display to suit one's preferences.  

Another opens a table of contents that allows one to 

navigate the text easily.  The dynamic index to the 

reader allows focused access to various sorts of 

information. An alphabetic list of Sterns is displayed 

at the left.  Selecting an item in the list displays the 

sutras in which the term occurs in the tall box in the 

middle sary of the stem in the box at the lower right.  
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Abstract
We present L3Cube-MahaCorpus a Marathi monolingual data set scraped from different internet sources. We expand the
existing Marathi monolingual corpus with 24.8M sentences and 289M tokens. We further present, MahaBERT, MahaAlBERT,
and MahaRoBerta all BERT-based masked language models, and MahaFT, the fast text word embeddings both trained on full
Marathi corpus with 752M tokens. We show the effectiveness of these resources on downstream Marathi sentiment analysis, text
classification, and named entity recognition (NER) tasks. We also release MahaGPT, a generative Marathi GPT model trained
on Marathi corpus. Marathi is a popular language in India but still lacks these resources. This work is a step forward in build-
ing open resources for the Marathi language. The data and models are available at https://github.com/l3cube-pune/MarathiNLP.

Keywords: Marathi Monolingual Corpus, Deep Learning, Marathi NLP, Transformers, Marathi BERT, Marathi Word
Embeddings, Text Classification, NER, GPT

1. Introduction
Pre-trained language models based on BERT have been
widely used in NLP applications (Wolf et al., 2019; Qiu
et al., 2020). These language models are fine-tuned on
the target task and are reported to provide superior re-
sults. The target tasks include text classification, named
entity recognition (NER), parts of speech (POS) tag-
ging, dependency parsing, natural language inference
(NLI), etc (Otter et al., 2020). The BERT-based models
can be trained using un-supervised large text corpus us-
ing masked language modeling objective and next sen-
tence prediction tasks.
The mono-lingual and multi-lingual masked language
models have been very popular recently. The multi-
lingual language models provide significant benefits for
low resource languages by leveraging the learning from
high resource text (Pires et al., 2019). However, mod-
els trained on a single language are shown to perform
better than multi-lingual models on target tasks in cor-
responding language (Straka et al., 2021). Previous
works have built BERT based language models in Ger-
man, Vietnamese, Arabic, Dutch, French, Hindi, Ben-
gali, etc (Scheible et al., 2020; Nguyen and Nguyen,
2020; Le et al., 2019; Delobelle et al., 2020; Abdul-
Mageed et al., 2020; Jain et al., 2020). In this work, we
focus on building monolingual corpus and BERT based
language model in Marathi. Marathi is a low-resource
Indian language and is native to the state of Maharash-
tra.
Marathi is the third most popular language in India af-
ter Hindi and Bengali (Kulkarni et al., 2021a; Joshi et
al., 2019). It is spoken by around 83 million people in
India. Despite huge representation, in terms of speak-
ing diaspora, the language resources have not received
adequate attention for the Marathi language. The lan-
guage resource in the simplest form is a monolingual
corpus. However, even monolingual corpus for Indian

languages is mostly biased towards Hindi. This can
be seen from the fact that the recently released Indic-
NLP data set has 62.9M Hindi sentences and only 9.9M
Marathi sentences (Kakwani et al., 2020). There is a
strong need to develop language resources for Marathi
starting from building a monolingual corpus.
In this work, we add to the existing monolingual cor-
pus by building L3Cube-MahaCorpus1. The data has
been scraped from various internet sources. The cor-
pus for Indian languages has mostly been exclusively
dominated by news sources. We specifically consider
this bias and also include sentences from non-news
sources. L3Cube-MahaCorpus adds 24.8M sentences
and 289M tokens (5.3 GB) to the existing Marathi
monolingual datasets. After combining this with the
existing Marathi corpus there is a total of 57.2M sen-
tences and 752M tokens (13 GB).
We further introduce MahaBERT2, MahaRoBERTa3,
MahaAlBERT45, and MahaGPT6 all Transformer
BERT based Marathi language models trained on the
full Marathi monolingual corpus. The BERT models
are trained using masked language modeling objec-
tives. These models are further evaluated on down-
stream tasks of text classification and named entity
recognition (NER) in Marathi. We also release Ma-
haFT, the fast text word embedding trained on the full
Marathi Corpus. The dataset and resources are publicly
shared to facilitate further research in Marathi NLP.
The main contributions of this work are:

• We present L3Cube-MahaCorpus, a Marathi

1https://github.com/l3cube-pune/MarathiNLP
2https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/marathi-bert
3https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/marathi-roberta
4https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/marathi-albert
5https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/marathi-albert-v2
6https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/marathi-gpt
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monolingual corpus with 24.8M sentences and
289M tokens.

• We introduce MahaBERT, MahaAlBERT, and
MahaRoBERTa, the BERT variations trained on
a full corpus with 752M tokens. We also release
MahaGPT, a Marathi generative pre-trained trans-
former model trained on the full corpus.

• Finally, we release MahaFT, Marathi fast text em-
beddings trained on the full corpus.

2. Related Work
In this section, we review different unsupervised and
supervised data sets in the Marathi language. A sum-
mary of publicly available Marathi monolingual corpus
and classification data sets is provided in Kulkarni et
al. (2021a). The main sources include Wikipedia text,
CC-100 Dataset (Wenzek et al., 2019), OSCAR Corpus
(Suárez et al., 2019), and IndicNLP Corpus (Kakwani
et al., 2020). The wiki dataset consists of 85k cleaned
Marathi articles. The other sources are multi-lingual
datasets with Marathi as one of the languages. The CC-
100 monolingual data set consists of around 50 million
tokens for the Marathi language. The OSCAR corpus
consists of around 82 million tokens in Marathi. The
IndicNLP is perhaps the largest non-wiki source and
consists of 142 million tokens.
There are limited resources for supervised tasks
in Marathi. The text classification data set in-
cludes IndicNLP News Article Dataset (Kakwani et
al., 2020), iNLTK Headline Dataset (Arora, 2020),
L3CubeMahaSent (Kulkarni et al., 2021b). The Indic-
NLP News Article Dataset is a news article classifica-
tion dataset in Marathi consisting of 4779 records. The
iNLTK Headline Dataset categorizes news headlines
and consists of 12092 records. The L3CubeMahaSent
is a sentiment classification dataset in Marathi and con-
sists of 16000 records. Another data set for Marathi
NER was introduced in (Murthy et al., 2018). It con-
sists of 5591 sentences and 3 named entities as target
labels. Moreover, some hate speech detection datasets
have also been released in Marathi (Gaikwad et al.,
2021; Mandl et al., 2021; Pawar and Raje, 2019).
In this work, we have utilized all publicly available
Marathi monolingual corpus along with the L3Cube-
MahaCorpus to train the language models and word
embedding. These models are evaluated on the three
classification tasks and a NER task.

3. Curation of Dataset
The L3Cube-MahaCorpus is collected from news and
non-news sources. The major chunk of the data is
scraped from the Maharashtra Times website 7. The
non-news sources were taken from a collection web-
site 8. The data set was scraped using the Beautiful-

7https://maharashtratimes.com/
8http://www.netshika.com/sangrah.html

Dataset #tokens #sentences
L3Cube-MahaCorpus
(News)

212 17.6

L3Cube-MahaCorpus
(Non-news)

76.4 7.2

L3Cube-MahaCorpus 289 24.8
Full Marathi Corpus 752 57.2

Table 1: Dataset Statistics (in millions).

Soup library along with the use of Selenium for dy-
namic pages. The final data set was shuffled and de-
duplicated. The de-duplication was also performed
with the existing monolingual data set. The L3Cube-
MahaCorpus adds 17.6 M sentences (212 M tokens)
from the news sources and 7.2 M sentences (76.4 M
tokens) from the non-news sources. These are made
available separately as well. Overall it adds 24.8 M
sentences and 289 M tokens. When combined with
the existing monolingual dataset, we now have 57.2 M
sentences and 752 M tokens in the Marathi language.
These statistics are also described in Table 1.

4. Pre-trained Resources
The full Marathi monolingual corpus is used to train
Transformer based masked language models and Fast-
Text word embeddings.

4.1. Transformer Models
The BERT represents a deep bi-directional Trans-
former based model trained using a large unlabelled
corpus. These pre-trained models have been shown
to produce state-of-the-art results on a variety of
downstream tasks. There are different variations of
BERT models like AlBERT and RoBERTa which are
also considered in this work. From the multilingual
perspective, there are three main models which can
also be used with the Marathi language. These in-
clude multilingual-BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), XLM-
R based on RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2019), and In-
dicBERT (Kakwani et al., 2020) based on AlBERT.
These three models are fine-tuned on monolingual
Marathi corpus and released as a part of this work.
All the models are trained for 2 epochs with standard
hyper-parameters and masked language modeling ob-
jective only. The learning rate used is 2e-5 with a batch
size of 64.

• mBERT9: It is a BERT-base vanilla model pre-
trained on 104 languages using masked language
modeling (MLM) and next sentence prediction
(NSP) objective. The Marathi was one of the lan-
guages used in pre-training.

• XLM-RoBERTa10: It is a RoBERTa based model
pre-trained on 100 languages using MLM objec-

9https://huggingface.co/bert-base-multilingual-cased
10https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/model doc/xlmroberta
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Model L3CubeMahaSent News Articles News Head-
lines

Marathi
NER

mBERT 80.4 97.6 90.6 58.35
indicBERT 83.3 98.7 93.7 60.79
XLM-R 82.0 98.5 92.5 62.32
MahaBERT 82.8 98.7 94.4 62.57
MahaAlBERT 83.7 99.1 94.7 60.00
MahaRoBERTa 83.4 98.5 94.2 64.34
FB-FT + KNN 73.6 99.1 88.8 -
INLP-FT + KNN 74.9 98.9 90.7 -
MahaFT + KNN 75.1 98.9 91.2 -

Table 2: The results for different models on classification and NER tasks. The numbers for classification task
L3CubeMahaSent, News Articles, and News Headlines represent the classification accuracy. The numbers for the
Marathi NER task represent the macro-f1 score. The FB-FT is Marathi fast text embeddings trained on Wiki and
Common Crawl Corpus released by Facebook used along with KNN(k=4). The INLP-FT represents the Marathi
fast text embeddings released by IndicNLP Suite. The MahaFT are Marathi fast text embeddings released as a part
of this work.

tive. The model is shown to outperform mBERT
on different tasks. Even this model contains
Marathi as one of the pre-training languages. The
RoBERTa mainly modifies the hyper-parameters
used in the original BERT and gets rid of the NSP
task (Liu et al., 2019).

• IndicBERT11: It is a multi-lingual AlBERT model
exclusively pre-trained on 12 Indian languages.
The AlBERT is a lite version of the BERT model
(Lan et al., 2019). It uses parameter reduction
techniques like repeated layers to reduce the mem-
ory footprint. The model has been shown to work
well on most of the Indic NLP tasks (Joshi et al.,
2021; Kulkarni et al., 2021b; Velankar et al., 2021;
Nayak and Joshi, 2021).

4.2. FastText Word Embeddings
Pre-trained word embeddings are commonly used to
initialize the embedding layer of the neural networks.
These distributed representations are trained on large
unlabeled corpus and are useful for many downstream
tasks. The FastText word embeddings are popular
for morphologically rich languages (Bojanowski et al.,
2017). It represents the word as a bag of character n-
grams thus avoiding any out of vocabulary word. We
train the FastText model on the Marathi monolingual
corpus using standard hyper-parameters. A skip-gram
model is trained with a window size of 5, 10 negative
samples per instance, and 10 epochs.

4.3. Marathi GPT
GPT2 is a generative transformer model trained using
causal language modeling (CLM) objective (Radford et
al., 2019). It is also a class of self-supervised models
trained to predict the next work on the unsupervised
data. We train a standard GPT2 model with 12 layers

11https://huggingface.co/ai4bharat/indic-bert

and 768 internal dimension on Marathi Corpus for 5
epochs with a learning rate of 2e-5. We use a custom
BPE-based tokenizer with a vocab size of 50257.

5. Down Stream Tasks
• IndicNLP News Article Classification: The task

consists of Marathi news articles classified as
sports, entertainment, and lifestyle. There are
3823 train, 479 test, and 477 validation examples.

• iNLTK Headline Classification: In this classifi-
cation task the Marathi news headlines are cate-
gorized as entertainment, sports, and state. The
dataset consists of 9672 train, 1210 test, and 1210
validation examples.

• L3CubeMahaSent Sentiment Analysis: The
sentiment analysis task consists of Marathi tweets
categorized as positive, negative, and neutral. The
dataset consists of 12114 train, 2250 test, and
1500 validation examples.

• Marathi Named Entity Recognition: This is a
Marathi entity recognition task where each token
in the sentence is categorized as Location, Person,
and Organization. The dataset consists of 3588
train, 1533 test, and 470 validation examples.

5.1. Results
The L3Cube-MahaCorpus along with other publicly
available Marathi corpus is used to train three vari-
ations of BERT using MLM objective. These varia-
tions are based on base-BERT, AlBERT, and RoBERTa
architecture and are termed as MahaBERT, MahaAl-
BERT, and MahaRoBERTa respectively. The mul-
tilingual versions of these architectures mBERT, in-
dicBERT based on AlBERT, and XLM-R based on
RoBERTa are also used for baseline comparison. The
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multilingual versions are fine-tuned on the Marathi cor-
pus to get the Marathi BERT models. Similar hyper-
parameters are used for MLM pre-training of all these
models. The results are described in Table 2. Note
that the results for base models may be slightly differ-
ent than ones reported in the original work as they were
re-computed using a common setup and hyperparame-
ters. These models are evaluated on three classification
datasets and one named entity recognition dataset. For
the classification task, the pre-trained models are fur-
ther fine-tuned by the addition of a dense layer on top
of [CLS] token embedding. The NER task is formu-
lated as a token classification task and all token em-
beddings are passed through the dense layer for clas-
sification. Overall the monolingual versions of models
perform better than the multi-lingual versions.
The fast text word embeddings trained on full Marathi
corpus termed as MahaFT are evaluated on the classifi-
cation datasets. In this setup, word embeddings are av-
eraged to get the sentence representation. A KNN clas-
sifier with k=4 is used for the classification of the aver-
aged fast text embedding. These Marathi word embed-
dings are compared against two other publicly available
variations. The FB-FT represents Marathi fast text em-
beddings trained on Wiki and Common Crawl Corpus
released by Facebook. The INLP-FT was released as
part of IndicNLP suite. The MahaFT performs com-
petitively with other word embeddings. Overall we
show the resources released as a part of this work either
perform competitively with or better than the currently
available alternatives for the Marathi language.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented L3Cube-MahaCorpus,
MahaBERT, and MahaFT. The MahaCorpus, is a
Marathi monolingual corpus and is a significant addi-
tion to the existing monolingual corpus. The Marathi
BERT is trained in three different flavors namely Ma-
haBERT, MahaRoBERTa, and MahaAlBERT. The Ma-
haFT is the Marathi fast text word embeddings. These
resources are exclusively trained on Marathi monolin-
gual corpus. The models are evaluated on downstream
Marathi classification and NER tasks. The models are
shown to work better than their multi-lingual counter-
parts.
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